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Abstract
This thesis attempts to

understand the mechanism of carbohydrate biosynthesis

and translocation of small molecules and

RmlB is

The

one

of the four enzymes

polysaccharides

across

membranes.

involved in the biosynthesis of L-rhamnose.

production of rhamnose in pathogenic bacteria is

an

appealing therapeutic

target since neither rhamnose nor the genes responsible for its biosynthesis have
been identified in the human genome.
studied

extensively, but this study focused

From the

on

oxidation

step

enzyme

has been

the hydride transfer mechanism.

X-ray structure, at 1.5A resolution, it

NADH is distorted from

the

The mechanism of this

was

found that the cofactor

planarity in order to facilitate the hydride transfer during

of the

enzyme.

This

finding

supported

was

by

spectrophotometric and theoretical calculation studies.

Part of the thesis discusses how mutations of the

translocation of small molecules

bacteria. The structure of
strain

was

across

OmpC porin

the outer membrane of

OmpC, at 3.3A resolution, from

a

can

affect the

Gram-negative

clinical resistant

studied, and the residues that confer resistance to antibiotics

were

identified.

This work has also
molecular

bacteria is

investigated the translocation of cell-surface associated high

weight polysaccharides, K antigens. Translocation of K antigens in
a

composite mechanism that requires the assembly of large protein

complexes from the inner membrane, periplasm and outer membrane. The
structures

of

an

outer membrane

protein, Wza, and

an

outer-inner membrane

protein complex, Wza-Wzc,
protein

was

collected.

were

studied by electron microscopy. The Wza

also studied by X-ray crystallography and 2.5A data set have been
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Chapter 1

Introduction

i

Overview
Biological membranes define cell boundaries and cellular compartments. Many
cellular

functions

are

provided by proteins embedded in the lipid bilayer.

Approximately 40% of the sequenced
proteins. Many membrane proteins

are

genes

encode for membrane associated

related to diseases such

as

cystic fibrosis,

diabetes, brain edema, heart failure, hyper- and hypotension. The integral membrane

G-coupled receptors

are

the most

common receptor

targets for drug treatment

(>60%). To understand their function, it is important to elucidate their structure,
which will

provide the basis for designing better drugs. The

of many

membrane proteins

structures

of 142 membrane

structures, in
membrane
to

are

sequence

and function

known, but to date the molecular resolution

proteins

are

known, of which only 82

are

unique

comparison to the 25,000 structures of water-soluble proteins. Since

proteins

are so

important and abundant,

one can

ask why is it

so

difficult

obtain their structure?

Membrane

proteins contain

hydrophobic

a

integration in the amphiphilic bilayer, and
hydrophobic exterior that
solubilise and

proves to

be the

purify the proteins it is

lipid bilayer. Currently, there

are

core
a

which is

a

prerequisite for

hydrophilic exterior. It is the

source

of the 'problem'. In order to

necessary to use

detergents that mimic the

four different methods that have been employed to

study membrane proteins; X-ray crystallography, electron crystallography and
microscopy, and nuclear magnetic

resonance

2

(NMR).

1.1 Membrane
The

protein X-ray crystallography

expression of high-levels of active protein is the bottleneck for membrane

protein X-ray crystallography. Like water-soluble proteins, three-dimensional (3D)
crystallisation of membrane proteins requires sufficient starting material; good

expression, extraction and purification of active protein, and high yield. The
difficulty with dealing with membrane proteins is the expression of sufficient active

protein. There

four expression systems that

are

insect and mammalian cells.

natural environment of the

Using

protein

an

as

membrane

proteins,

especially,

as

possible, is

more

likely to get the

functionality of the protein. Mammalian

usually

require

specific

modifications.

lipid

Therefore,

environment,

of

chaperons,

and

recombinant

proteins from higher eukaryotes in bacterial strains is limited. The

choice of

post-translational

commonly used, bacterial, yeast,

expression system which resembles the

closely

best results in terms of structure and

are

expression

detergent is also important for the efficient solubilisation, purification and

retention of function of the membrane
that mimic the

protein. Detergents

bilayer by forming micelles; they have

are
a

amphiphilic molecules

hydrophilic head and

a

hydrophobic tail. Depending on the size and the environment of the protein, different
detergents

are

used; small membrane proteins only require

tail), whereas larger
methods that

are

ones

used

are

require
very

a

detergent with

a

small micelle (short

longer tail. The purification

similar to those of water-soluble proteins; affinity

chromatography (His-tag, FLAG-tag, and others), cation
and size exclusion

a

or

anion chromatography,

chromatography. The homogeneity of the starting material is

crucial factor for the diffraction

quality of the crystals. Membrane proteins

3

a

are

especially
detergent

prone to
or

aggregating after extraction

mixture of detergents

can

or

concentration. The choice of

help in the production of homogeneous and

monodispersed samples. The introduction of salts

also have

can

a

similar effect

(Garavito and Rosenbusch, 1986).

There

are

proteins:

two

different methods that have been

vapour

developed to crystallise membrane

diffusion and cubic lipid phases crystallisation. Membrane proteins

do not

readily form 3D crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction; crystal contacts form

at the

hydrophilic regions of the proteins, and most membrane proteins have only

limited

hydrophilic surfaces suitable for those contacts. Since the

method has resulted in the
other

A

vapour

diffusion

crystallisation of a small number of membrane proteins,

techniques have been developed in order to facilitate the growth of 3D crystals.

strategy to increase the likelihood of getting well-ordered crystals by vapour

diffusion is to

enlarge the polar surface of the protein, most generally by attaching

polar domains with specifically binding antibody fragments (Fv
(Hunte, 2002). Native antibodies
because

are not

or

Fab fragments)

suitable for co-crystallisation attempts

they have flexible linker regions connecting the variable and constant

domains. In addition their bivalent
and Chothia,

1988). The

successful. The choice

use
can

binding mode is, in most

cases,

undesirable (Lesk

of recombinant antibody fragments has
be critical for

crystallisation

proven more

success, as

the bound

fragment should penetrate the detergent micelle (Ostermeier et al., 1995). This
technique has resulted in the structures of cytochrome

4

c

oxidase from Paracoccus

denitrificans in complex with

a

Fy fragment (Ostermeier et al., 1995), (Iwata et al.,

1995); the yeast cytochrome bc\ complex with Fy fragment (Hunte et al., 2000); the
KcsA

K+

channel with

a

Fab

fragment (Zhou et al., 2001). Recombinant antibody

fragments have the additional advantage of maintaining membrane protein
complexes, yielding highly purified material (Kleymann et al., 1995) suitable for

crystallisation in

a

single immuno-affinity chromatography step via

a tag

fused to the

antibody fragment.

The cubic

lipid phase (Ai and Caffrey, 2000), (Nollert et al., 2001) is

membrane

a

novel type of

protein crystallisation. It is composed of a bicontinuous surface (bilayer

lipids, typically monoolein), of

an average

surface curvature of

zero

(minimal

surface), that creates two mutually exclusive solvent compartments. A detergentsolubilised

protein is exposed to the cubic lipid phase environment and integrates

itself into the

bilayer, most likely due to

protein and lipid,

versus

an

energetic gain between membrane

membrane protein and detergent (Figure 1.1.1). The cubic

lipid phase incorporated protein is believed to act

as a

reservoir for growing crystals

(Ai and Caffrey, 2000). Several membrane proteins have been crystallised with this
method,

and

their

structures

have

been

determined

at

high

resolution;

bacteriorhodopsin at 1.55A (Luecke et al., 1999), light-driven chloride
halorhodopsin at 1.8A (Kolbe et al., 2000), and
complex at 1.94A (Gordeliy et al., 2002).

5

sensory

pump

rhodopsin II-transducer

Figure 1.1.1. Schematic model of
monoolein,

water,

and

a

a

bicontinuous cubic phase. It is composed of

membrane protein.

The matrix consists of two

compartments, a membrane system with an infinite three-dimensional periodic
minimal surface

(Left), interpenetrated by

a system

of continuous

aqueous

channels

(shown in black). The enlarged section (Right) shows the curved lipid bilayer (with
an

inserted membrane

Landau

et

al.

protein molecule) enveloping

(Landau and Rosenbusch, 1996).

6

a water

conduit. Figure is from

1.2 2D

crystallisation and Electron crystallography

The difficulties in

crystallising membrane proteins have resulted in the development

of alternative methods based
takes

electron

microscopy (EM). Electron crystallography

advantage of the fact that membrane proteins

into two-dimensional
As

on

with

X-ray

arrange

themselves

more

readily

(2D) planar ordered structures than they do into 3D crystals.

crystallography,

solubilisation,

isolation,

reconstitution

and

production of 2D crystals is the major barrier in the structure determination by EM.
With this

technique, the membrane protein is reconstituted into 2D membrane

protein crystals in the

of lipids (Stahlberg et al., 2001). Like biological

presence

membranes, 2D crystals of membrane proteins contain

a

continuous lipid bilayer,

thus, resembling the situation in vivo closely.
The

growth of 2D crystals has

some

similarities and differences from the 3D

crystallisation approach. As in the 3D crystallisation, the protein concentration,
choice of

factors in

lipids and detergent, sample homogeneity and monodispersity

are

crucial

obtaining well ordered crystals. For the growth of 2D crystals, the

detergent solubilised membrane proteins
lipid-to-protein ratio of close to

one

are

reconstituted into

a

lipid bilayer at

a

(weight-to-weight). The assembly of lipids and

proteins is driven by detergent removal, which is the main approach used for 2D
crystallisation. Four methods

are

mainly used to obtain 2D crystals (Figure 1.2.1):

(i) detergent adsorption by Biobeads (Rigaud et al., 1997), (ii) the dilution method
(the lipid-detergent-protein mixture is diluted to bring the detergent below the CMC)
(Dolder et al., 1996), (iii) the dialysis of the detergent (Hasler et al., 1998), and (iv)
the formation of monolayer

crystals at the air-water interface by the lipid monolayer

7

method

(Levy et at., 1999). The 2D crystallisation requires less material (<100(j.g

ml"1) than the 3D crystallisation techniques (>10mg ml"1).

b

a
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i
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C
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Figure 1.2.1. 2D crystallisation, (a) detergent-solubilised proteins

are

mixed with

lipid-detergent micelles, (b) Detergent removal using (i) Biobeads, (ii) dialysis, (iii)
dilution, and (iv) Biobeads combined with
The 2D
at

crystals

can

exist

the air-water interface.

The best method for
structure

are

as a

vesicular

a

or a

monolayer at the air-water interface, (c)

sheet-like assembly,

or

they

are

trapped

Figure is adapted from Werten et at. (Werten et al., 2002).

assessing the suitability of 2D crystals for high resolution

analysis is electron diffraction. Electron diffraction requires specimens that

usually 0.5-2

dimensions and

pm

on

in diameter. The minimum size depends

the

on

the unit cell

packing density of the protein. The crystals need to be

8

protected from complete dehydration in the high
This is achieved

1975)
or

or

tannin

the

by rapid freezing in

by embedding them in

a

a

vacuum

of the electron microscope.

thin film of buffer (Unwin and Henderson,

thin film of glucose (Unwin and Henderson, 1975)

(Kuhlbrandt and Downing, 1989). Cryo-EM

can

also reduce the damage of

sample from the electron beam (Adrian et al., 1998); thus, it allows the

collection of

higher resolution data. A large number of membrane proteins have

produced 2D crystals and their structures have been determined by electron
crystallography to

near

atomic resolution. In electron crystallography the sample is

analysed both in diffraction and image mode, with the lateral containing the phasing
information. The resolution that is

usually obtained is 6-10A, which is sufficient for

the observation of individual transmembrane helices but not the

the

(3-structure. However, there

been

are

connecting loops

or

examples where high resolution structures have

obtained; these include bacteriorhodopsin at

3.0A resolution (1AT9, 2AT9)

{Figure 1.2.2) (Grigorieff et al., 1996), (Kimura et al., 1997), the light harvesting

complex-2 at 3.4A resolution (Kuhlbrandt et al., 1994), aquaporin-1 at 3.7A (1FQY,
1IH5) {Figure 1.2.2) (Murata et al., 2000), (Arora et al., 2001), and acetylcholine
receptor at

4.0A (10ED) (Miyazawa et al., 2003).

9

Figure 1.2.2. Density

maps

calculated from electron diffraction patterns and electron

micrographs for (a) bacteriorhodopsin, and (b) aquaporin-1. Figure adapted from
Stahlberg et al. (Stahlberg et al., 2001).
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1.3

Single particle reconstruction

Membrane

proteins that have failed to produce either 3D

visualised

using the single particle (SPA) technique (Frank, 1996). With this

or

technique, the sample is imaged and the individual particles
aligned using
ratio

a

2D crystals

are

can

be

classified and

combination of algorithms before increasing their signal-to-noise

by averaging (Figure 1.3.1). The advantages of this technique

are

that it only

requires detergent-solubilised membrane proteins and small amounts of purified
protein, typically 1 Ojo.1 of 10-50
where the

requirement for protein

proteins because
is

pg

a

ml"1. This is in

can

exceed 70mg

contrast to X-ray crystallography

ml"1. SPA is unsuitable for small

minimum size (100-300 KDa, dependent

on

shape and symmetry)

required for phase contrast and correct angular determination (discrimination of

particle orientations and classification). Recent advances in SPA development allow
the

imaging of small complexes by using cryo-negative staining (Adrian et al.,

1998); this technique imparts
is

a

higher contrast (for

a

relatively small complex) than

possible for particles observed by cryo-EM yet retains the advantages of sample

preservation. Although, the SPA technique presents
envelope (8-30A), it

can

a

low-intermediate resolution

reveal the structural features and conformational changes

that underlie the function of the

protein. The samples

can

also be labelled with gold

clusters, ligands or epitopes that allow the identification/localisation of the
functional sites

by difference mapping (Wagenknecht and Samso, 2002).
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Figure 1.3.1. (a) Single particles of type 1 inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate receptor
(InsPsRl), (b) Surface representation of the 3D reconstruction of InsPsRl at
resolution.

Figures

are

adapted from Serysheva et al. (Serysheva et al., 2003).
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1.4 Atomic Force

Microscopy

Membrane

also studied by atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Binnig et

proteins

can

al., 1986), (Drake et al., 1989). AFM

the surface topography by raster-

measures

scanning samples submerged in buffer solution (Figure 1.4.1). The advantages of
this

a

technique

are

the study of biological samples in their native environment and in

physiological buffer solution. Unlike X-ray crystallography and EM, the AFM

allows biomolecules to be

while

biological

imaged not only under physiological conditions, but also

processes are at

work. Because of the high signal-to-noise (S/N)

ratio, the detailed topological information is not restricted to crystalline specimens

(Shao and Zhang, 1996). Flence single biomolecules without inherent symmetry
be

directly monitored in their native environment. Membrane proteins

packed in the bilayer and the assembly
Waals forces. Those

can

be balanced

forces, 10-50 pN,

can

are

be immobilised

on

are

can

firmly

mica by Van der

pulling the stylus towards the sample and

by electrostatic repulsions, which

are

adjusted by changing the ionic

strength of the buffer (Muller et al., 1999b). Membrane proteins do not protrude
more

that

than

can

a

few nanometres from the

be contoured

recorded without
lnm and

a

by

a

bilayer surface, thus exposing

a

topography

small sharp tip. With this technique, the topographs

sample deformation, yielding

vertical resolution of O.lnm

a

are

lateral resolution that is better than

(Muller et al., 1999b), (Schabert and Engel,

1994).

13

with

Figure

1.4.1.

AFM

instrument

probe

set-up.

The

figure

is

adapted

from

http://www.med.uvm.edu/microscopyimaging/SiteImages/atmf diag.ipg.

Several membrane

proteins that have yielded 2D crystals have been studied with this

technique, including the light-harvesting complex LH2 from Rubrivivax gelatinosus
(Scheuring et al., 2001) and the extracellular surface of purple membrane from
Halobacterium salinarium at

resolution of 0.1-0.2

nm

a

lateral resolution of 0.5-1

nm

and

a

vertical

(Engel and Muller, 2000) (Figure 1.4.2).

Figure 1.4.2. AFM topographs of purple membrane from Halobacterium salinarium.

Figure adapted from Muller et al. (Muller et al., 1995).
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Another

advantage of this technique is that the force measurements

information about the

physical properties of the specimen, such

can
as

provide

molecular

interactions, surface hydrophobicity, surface charges, conformational changes

(Stoffler et al., 1999) (Figure 1.4.3)
and Muller,

or even

manipulation of the specimen (Engel

2000). The force sensitivity of AFM allows the forces associated with

single molecules to be measured (Muller et al., 1999a). When the AFM probe
touches

a

macromolecular surface, the retraction curve

often shows attractive

elongation forces, reflecting the stretching of the flexible macromolecules.

Figure 1.4.3. Calcium-mediated structural changes of native nuclear pore complexes
monitored

by time-lapse AFM. The

face,

imaged (a) without calcium ('closed') and (b) after addition of lOOpM

was

calcium

same

specimen

area,

adsorbed with its nuclear

('open'). Figure is adapted from Stoffler et al. (Stoffler et al., 1999).
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1.5 NMR
NMR has

recently been employed in determining the structure of membrane

proteins. This method does not require

any

solution

experiments, membrane proteins have to

solid-state. For solution NMR

or

be solubilised in

polar solvents

or

crystalline material, but protein in

detergents. In the past, the size of the resulting

protein/detergent/lipid supramolecular assemblies
structure determination in

intense

resonance

molecules tumble

typically too large for

was

solution; solution NMR depends

bands. This

depends

on

how fast

a

on

obtaining sharp and

molecule is tumbling. Large

slowly (long rotation correlation times) which results in band

broadening and intensity loss. Modern solution NMR techniques
of much

now

enable studies

larger structures through the application of the principles of transverse

relaxation-optimised spectroscopy (TROSY) (Pervushin et al., 1997) and
correlated relaxation-enhanced

with recent
et

applications to particles in the molecular

detergents

are

mass range

ideal objects for the

use

heteronuclear

expensive, and deuteration often
due to the

NMR

causes a

been solved

an

environment of

2H, 13C and 15N for

experiments. Isotope labeling is also
drastic yield reduction of protein synthesis

negative influence of the deuterated medium

structures of

50-900 KDa (Fiaux

of TROSY-NMR. The

disadvantage of this technique is that it requires stable isotopes
multidimensional

cross-

polarization transfer (CRINEPT) (Riek et al., 1999),

al., 2002). Small isotope-labeled membrane proteins in

unlabeled

a

on

the cell metabolism. The

OmpA (Arora et al., 2001) and OmpX (Fernandez et al., 2001) have

using this technique. This technique is suitable for proteins that have

16

a

P-structure (large signal spread), whereas structures with a-helices suffer from

signal overlaps.

Solid-state NMR is used for

reorientation of
overcome

a

proteins in solid state, that is, in samples where the

molecule is very

slow. This problem in solid-state NMR

can

by using uniaxially orientated samples (Sizun and Bechinger, 2002)

or

be
by

magic-angle spinning (Sizun and Bechinger, 2002). Uniaxially orientated samples
are

prepared mechanically

combination of radiation

or

magnetically when exposed to

pulses is used

as a

a

magnetic field. A

band-narrowing mechanism, and

orientation-dependent measurements provide the basis for protein structure
determination.
resolution

are

In

magic-angle spinning NMR, band narrowing and increased

obtained

by averaging the orientations in

a

sample that contains

randomly orientated bilayers. This is achieved by spinning the sample around
axis that is tilted at the

an

'magic angle', 54.7°, relative to the externally applied

magnetic field (.Figure 1.5.1). This technique allows the determination of successive
peptide plane orientations of transmembrane (TM) a-helical peptides. The structure
of the a-helical segment

M2 of the nicotinamide acetylcholine receptor (Opella,

1999) has been obtained with this method.
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Figure 1.5.1. (a) Uniaxially oriented samples NMR; (b) magic-angle spinning NMR.

Figure from Torres et al. (Torres et al., 2003).
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Chapter 2

Hydride transfer in the RmlB enzyme
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Summary
The aim of this

study

transfer in the RmlB enzyme
data

(1.5A)

investigate the molecular mechanism of hydride

was to

from Streptococcus suis type 2. High resolution X-ray

collected for the RmlB

were

and NADH. The presence

enzyme

complexed with dTDP-D-xylose

of the NADH in the crystals

was

confirmed by

spectrophotometric analysis study. From the analysis of the structure, it became
apparent that the cofactor NADH is distorted from planarity in order to facilitate the

hydride transfer during the oxidation step of the

enzyme.

Those findings

were

also

supported by performing theoretical calculations; they showed that the puckering of
the nicotinamide

the redox

ring of NADH

can

enhance the rate of hydride transfer by altering

potential for the NAD+/NADH couple.

2.1 The rhamnose
L-rhamnose is

a

pathway

common

component of the cell wall and capsule of many

pathogenic bacteria (Knirel and Kochetkov, 1994). The cell wall and capsule interact
with the host
source

during infection and

of rhamnose in

of rhamnose in

are

vital for bacterial survival. The immediate

carbohydrate polymers is dTDP-L-rhamnose. The production

pathogenic bacteria is

Naismith, 2000). Neither rhamnose

an

nor

appealing therapeutic target (Giraud and

the

genes

responsible for its biosynthesis

have been identified in the human genome.
L-rhamnose is

a

6-deoxy

sugar

and is synthesised by bacteria from glucose-1-

phosphate (Glu-l-P). The biosynthetic pathway is catalysed by four
and Kornfeld,

1961), (Kornfeld and Glaser, 1961); the first

20

enzymes

enzyme

(Glaser

of the pathway,

RmlA

(glucose-1-phosphate thymidyltransferase), catalyses the transfer of

a

thymidylmonophosphate (dTDP) nucleotide into Glu-l-P (Blankenfeldt et al., 2000).
This enzyme
and hence

is important in that it is allosterically regulated by dTDP-L-rhamnose

provides

rhamnose in bacteria
is RmlB

hydroxyl

a

feedback mechanism that regulates the production of L-

(Blankenfeldt et al., 2000). The second

enzyme

in the pathway

(dTDP-D-glucose dehydratase), which catalyses the oxidation of the C-4
group

of the dTDP-D-glucose, followed by dehydration (Allard et al.,

2001), (Allard et al., 2002). The third

enzyme,

hexulose-3,5-epimerase), catalyses

unusual double-epimerisation reaction at

an

RmlC (dTDP-6-deoxy-D-xylo-4-

positions C-3 and C-5 to form the product dTDP-L-lyxo-6-deoxy-4-hexulose
(Giraud et al., 2000), (Dong et al., 2003). The last

enzyme

in the pathway is RmlD

(dTDP-6-deoxy-L-lyxo-4-hexulose reductase) and it reduces the C-4 keto-position
of

dTDP-6-deoxy-L-lyxo-4-hexulose to

give the product dTDP-L-rhamnose

(Blankenfeldt et al., 2002).
Our group

has studied this pathway extensively, and the structures and molecular

mechanisms of all four enzymes

being made from

our

have been understood. At the moment, efforts

are

collaborators in the development of potential inhibitors for

these enzymes.
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Figure 2.1.1. The dTDP-L-rhamnose pathway.
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2.2 Short chain
Short-chain

dehydrogenase/reductase family

dehydrogenases/reductases

form

(SDRs)

a

large,

functionally

heterogeneous protein family with 3000 primary and about 30 three-dimensional
structures

currently deposited in databases. This family comprises

characterised
motifs

proteins that

are

defined by

a

number of conserved

(Persson et ah, 1995), (Persson et ah, 1999). SDR

family

are very

different with

a sequence

a group

enzymes

of over 60

sequences

belonging to this

identity of 15-30% indicating early

duplicatory origins and extensive divergence (Jornvall et ah, 1995). SDR
typically have 250 residues of which only six
them

and

are

enzymes

strictly conserved, with two of

being glycines (Persson et ah, 1991).

Most SDR enzymes

have

a core structure

of 250-350 residues in length,

similar

a/p folding pattern with

flanked

by a-helices (Rossmann et ah, 1974). There

(Oppermann et ah, 2003),

a

a

Rossmann-fold, consisting of
are two

a

a

highly

central P-sheet

highly conserved motifs

variable GlyX(l-3)GlyX(l-3)Gly (GlyXGlyXXGly in

RmlB), which is the cofactor/coenzyme binding motif in the N-terminus (Thatcher
and

Sawyer, 1980) and

a

TyrXXXLys couple

as part

of the enzyme's active site

(Jornvall et ah, 1981).
The

glycine rich GlyXXXGlyXGly motif is involved in correct positioning and

binding of the cofactor NAD(P)H. These glycines

are

located in the central P-sheet

Rossmann fold that consists of

a

Pi-aA-p2 secondary structure

(Rossmann et ah, 1974). The first glycine forces

a

tight turn in the main chain

region

as part

of

between aA and

a

Pi (Wierenga et ah, 1985). A side-chain at this position would

sterically hinder binding of the ribose moiety (Wierenga and Hoi, 1983), whereas the
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second

glycine prevents steric hinderance with the pyrophosphate of the cofactor.

The third

glycine allows aA and Pi to exist in close proximity, compacting the

Rossmann fold.

The

TyrXXXLys motif contains two of the catalytic Tyr-Lys-Ser(Thr) triad residues

common

to many

shown to act

as

SDRs (Jornvall et al., 1995). The tyrosine hydroxyl has been

the proton

donor to the substrate carbonyl in

a

reduction reaction

(Ghosh et al., 1994) (Allard et al., 2002), whereas the serine stabilises the substrate
and the
OH

2.3

lysine interacts with the nicotinamide ribose and lowers the pKa of the Tyr-

(Jornvall et al., 1995), (Filling et al., 2002), (Ghosh and Vihko, 2001).

Hydride transfer in SDRs

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide

(NAD(H)) redox reactions

biology. NAD+ is most commonly found
various substrates
found

as a

as a

are

ubiquitous in

cofactor where it reversibly oxidises

by the removal of hydride from substrate. In addition to being

cofactor, NAD(H)

can

dissociated from the enzyme nor

also be found

as a coenzyme

where it is neither

consumed during turnover and where its redox state

cycles during turnover. It has long been established that the basis of the redox
properties is the destruction
or

loss of

definition

or

formation of aromaticity of nicotinamide by the gain

hydride from the C-4 position of the pyridine ring. Aromatic rings
planar and

very

studies confirm that the

however, exhibit

a

are

by

high resolution neutron (Guillot et al., 2001) and X-ray

pyridine ring in

NAD+ is planar. Non-aromatic rings

variety of conformations.
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can,

Chemical studies have shown that the

hydride carrier is the C4 atom

on

the pyridine

ring of the nicotinamide and that the transfer (Fisher et al., 1953), (Nambiar et al.,
1983) is stereospecific depending

hydrogen atom
been

as

on

the protein;

some

proteins transfer the pro-5

hydride, others the pro-R. A variety of theoretical methods have

applied to NADH hydride transfer systems (Wu and Houk, 1991). These

calculations have shown that

transfer

ring puckering

can

greatly enhance the rate of hydride

by altering (Almarsson and Bruice, 1993) the redox potential for the

NAD+/NADH couple. It is also known that the extent of the puckering of the

dihydropyridine ring is dependent
many

upon

its local environment. Although there

NADH containing protein structures known,

medium resolution
nicotinamide

a

are

major difficulty is that at

(2.0A) geometric restraints dominate the observed

geometry of

rings.

The mechanism and structures of the SDR enzymes

have been intensively studied,

yet there is no detailed experimental information on the structure of NAD(P)H in
these systems

(Labesse et al., 1994). Therefore there is

theoretical calculations

on

the redox

no

data

properties of NAD(P)H in

upon

which

enzymes can

be

based.
Most

NAD(P)H containing

enzymes

have

potential. The first experimental evidence
ring to optimise hydride transfer
2001). They reported the

very

was

no

on

hydroxide ion to tune the redox

the distortion of the NADH pyridine

reported by Meijers et al. (Meijers et al.,

high resolution (1.1 A) structure of horse liver alcohol

dehydrogenase (LADH; EC. 1.1.1.1) in complex with NAD(H). LADH catalyses the
reversible oxidation of alcohols to the

corresponding aldehydes
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or

ketones by the

coenzyme

NAD+ (Eklund and Branden, 1987). LADH is

residues, two zinc ions,

a

coenzyme-binding site and

one

a

homodimer with 374

active site (Ramaswamy et

al., 1994). One of the zinc ions is located in the active site and is required for

catalysis. The crystal structures show that the substrate is coordinated to the catalytic
zinc

ion, which is coordinated to Cys46, Cysl74 and His67 (Ramaswamy et al.,

1994). The most widely accepted mechanism for alcohol oxidation by LADH is the

binding of the

coenzyme

NAD+, followed by binding of the alcohol substrate by

coordination to the zinc ion. The next step
in

a

zinc-bound alkoxide ion and then

is deprotonation of the alcohol, resulting

hydride transfer from the alkoxide ion to the

NAD+, leading

to NADH and zinc-bound aldehyde or ketone. The final steps are

release of the

product and dissociation of NADH (Klinman, 1981), (Pettersson,

1987), (Agarwal et al., 2000). The actual mechanism for hydride transfer and proton
release is still under debate

(Northrop and Cho, 2000).

Figure 2.3.1. LADH active site. The figure is from Meijers et al. (Meijers et al.,
2001).
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LADH is

class A

a

alcohol and

re

dehydrogenase which catalyses pro-/? hydride removal from

face addition of

C-2 of the nicotinamide

hydride to NAD+. The hydroxide anion contacts the

ring and theoretical calculations showed that this hydroxide

ion

puckers and twists the ring (Meijers et al., 2001). The C-4 atom is removed from

the

plane of the ring but the nitrogen atom remains largely in the ring (Figure 2.3.2).

h2n

Figure 2.3.2. Definition of the puckering of the nicotinamide moiety in LADH

(Meijers et al., 2001). Xn describes the dihedral between the ribose and the
nicotinamide

moiety. The dihedral XAm describes the orientation of the carboxamide

in relation to the nicotinamide

ring. The puckering of the ring is described by

ocn,

accounting for the pyramidalisation N-l. The tendency for C-4 to be out of plane is
represented by the angle

This

ac.

study also proposed

which

incorporates

a

a

Twist T displays the distortion in the boat form.

revised mechanism for the hydride and proton release

five coordinate zinc (Dworschack and Plapp, 1977), whereas

previous studies had eliminated this possibility (Eklund and Branden, 1987). In the
revised mechanism the metal bound

water

alternates between two

movement of the water/OH* is directed at the C-6 of the nicotinamide

formation of

a

nicotinamide derivative leads to
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a

positions. The

by Ser48. The

redistribution of electric

charge

along the ring, inducing hydride transfer. The (de)protonation of the alcohol
through the metal-bound water. In this
reaction

way,

the

enzyme

influences the

course

goes

of the

by changing the coordination chemistry of the metal and the proton flow

toward the active site

(Meijers et al., 2001). These experimental findings

are

also

supported by computational studies from Agarwal et al. (Agarwal et al., 2000).

F

E

D

Figure 2.3.3. LADH mechanism. (A) Aldehyde reduction. The zinc bound water is

displaced toward NADH to make place for the reactant to act
zinc atom.

Upon water displacement,

an

as a

fifth liand of the

adduct with NADH-01T is formed. (B)

Hydride transfer between the activated nicotinamide and the substrate. (C)
Protonation of the zinc bound
water and the alcoholate.

alcohol oxidation

hydroxide. (D) Proton transfer between the zinc bound

(D), (E), (F) and (A) correspond to the inverse reaction for

(Meijers et al., 2001).
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2.4 RmlB enzyme
2.4.1

NAD(H) in RmlB

RmlB is the second enzyme

in the dTDP-L-rhamnose pathway and catalyses the

dehydration of dTDP-D-glucose to dTDP-4-keto-6-deoxy-D-glucose {Figure 2.1.1).
The enzyme
domain with

belongs to the SDR family. RmlB has two domains;
a

Rossmann fold and C-terminal domain

2.6.1). RmlB requires

the SDRs

in

possesses

the characteristic catalytic Tyr-Lys-Ser(Thr) triad of

(Jornvall et al., 1995), (Allard et al., 2002).
as an

important class of carbohydrate, being

lipopolysaccharides, glycoproteins, glycolipids and

metabolites

playing

(Allard et al., 2001) (Chapter

GlyXGlyXXGly motif common to the SDR

Deoxysugars have long been recognised
found

(Johnson and Liu, 1998). They

a great

number of roles in

many

are

secondary

physiologically significant reactions,
response,

fertilisation and

recognition of toxins, antibiotics and microorganisms (Varki,

(Weymouth-Wilson, 1997). In
essential

for the

some cases

these

sugars

1993),

have been shown to be

activity of the parent molecule (Weymouth-Wilson, 1997);

modification of the structure

vary or

many

important biological molecules

including cellular adhesion, cell-cell interactions, immune
target

N-terminal

NAD+ as a cofactor, and the binding site for it is located in the

N-terminal domain which contains the

family. RmlB also

an

or

composition of the deoxysugar components,

can

enhance the biological activities of the parent systems (Johnson and Liu,

1998). The deoxysugar components of pharmacologically natural products
essential to their activities

attempted to shuffle the

are

(Weymouth-Wilson, 1997), and experiments have been

sugar

biosynthetic

genes
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from different pathways to produce

new

compounds that differ in their

sugar content

(Jacobsen et al., 1997), (Marsden et

al., 1998). Such approaches have generated novel hybrid glycopetide antibiotics.
The

C6-deoxygenation catalysed by RmlB and other NDP-hexose 4,6-dehydratases

is the first committed step
to

in almost all deoxyhexose biosynthetic pathways leading

the formation of di-, tri- and

tetra-deoxysugars (Johnson and Liu, 1998), (He et

al., 2000), (Liu and Thorson, 1994). For this
been the

reason,

the mechanism of RmlB has

subject of extensive investigation (Hegeman et al., 2001), (Gerratana et al.,

2001), (Gross et al., 2000). Catalysis proceeds through three distinct chemical steps
(Glaser, 1963) (Gabriel and Lindquist, 1968). The substrate dTDP-D-glucose is

initially oxidised at glucosyl-C4' by the tightly bound NAD+
followed
the

coenzyme.

This is

by the concerted elimination of water from glucosyl-C5' and C6' to form

4-keto-5,6-glucosene intermediate. The final step is the reduction of this

intermediate

by NADH at glucose C6', giving both the product dTDP-4-keto-6-

deoxy-D-glucose and the regenerated NAD+
4-keto-5,6-glucosene

intermediate

as

coenzyme.

revealed

by

The existence of the dTDPrapid

mix-quench

mass

spectroscopy and characterisation of the dehydration step of the mechanism from
Escherichia

coli

RmlB

has

provided further corroborative evidence for this

mechanism

(Hegeman et al., 2001), (Gerratana et al., 2001), (Gross et al., 2000). In

contrast to

LADH, RmlB utilises the si face of NADH. During enzyme turnover a

hydride is extracted from the substrate by NAD+ to form NADH, this hydride is then
transferred back to the sugar

RmlB, NAD+ functions

nucleotide to form the product and regenerate NAD+. In

as a coenzyme

rather than cofactor.
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This

study

was

focused in understanding the molecular mechanism behind the

hydride transfer and the geometrical changes that the NADH has to undergo to
facilitate this step.

2.4.2 RmlB mechanism
I

crystallised two structures, dTDP-D-glucose at 2.2A and dTDP-xylose at 1.8A,

which

were

part of our effort to determine the mechanism of RmlB. I contributed to

these discussions

as an

author of the paper

'Toward

a

structural understanding of the

dehydratase mechanism' (Allard et al., 2002). As the mechanism of RmlB

was

reported in the results of the thesis of Dr. S.T. Allard (University of St Andrews)
my

contribution, it is dealt in the

The structure of the RmlB from S. suis serotype

2 and the active site residues that

(Allard, 2001) with acknowledgments of
introduction rather than results.

are

involved in the

been

binding of the NAD+ and dTDP-D-glucose

or

dTDP-xylose have

previously reported (Allard et al., 2002). Figures 2.4.2.1 and 2.4.2.2 illustrate

the RmlB structure and active site with NADH and
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dTDP-xylose bound.

Figure 2.4.2.1. Ribbon representation of the RmlB dimer bound with dTDP-D-

xylose and NADH. Each
substrate

analogue

are

monomer

is shown in different colour. The cofactor and

shown in stick representation.
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Figure 2.4.2.2. Stereo diagram of the NADH, dTDP-xylose (TDX) and RmlB

protein complex in stick format. In NADH carbon atoms
oxygen
are

are

shown in yellow,

red, phosphorous purple and nitrogen blue. In dTDP-xylose carbon atoms

black, other atom colours

other atoms

are

coloured

as

are as

NADH. In the protein carbon atoms are grey,

NADH.
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Tyr 218(A)

Lys 216(A)

205(A)

Cly 43(A)

XOi
W

Cys

)88(Af£

Hfcs

w

Ala 84(A)

™A)

^

Figure 2.4.2.3. A ligplot representation of the complex. Carbon atoms
black

spheres,

Hydrogen-bonds

oxygen
are

as

red, nitrogen

shown in dotted lines.
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as

are

blue and phosphorous

shown

as

as

purple.

The first step
the

NAD+

in the RmlB mechanism is oxidation. In this reaction the positioning of

and substrate is crucial. As mentioned earlier RmlB

is

a

class B

dehydrogenase (Wang and Gabriel, 1970), in that the nicotinamide ring of the
coenzyme

adopts the

transfer from

syn

conformation, presenting the si face for pro-S hydride

glucosyl-C4' of the substrate to C4' of the dinucleotide cofactor. On

binding substrate, the nicotinamide C4 atom of NAD+ is positioned 3.7A from the
glucosyl-C4'. Upon binding of the
important hydrogen-bonds
place,

an

are

sugar

substrate in the active site,

a

number of

formed (Allard et al., 2002). For the reaction to take

active site base is required to deprotonate the glucosyl-C4' hydroxyl.

Lysl65 hydrogen-bonds to the 3'-hydroxyl
and the active site

group

of the nicotinamide ribose moiety

tyrosine, Tyrl61, hydrogen-bonds to the 2'-hydroxyl

nicotinamide ribose

molecule, and

electrostatic field created

comes

group

of the

under the influence of the positive

by both the e-ammonium ion of the lysine and the

positively charged nicotinamide, which in turn lowers the pKa of the tyrosine.
Measurement of the

gives

a

pKa of the corresponding tyrosine in E. coli RmlB (Tyrl60)

value of 6.41 (Gerratana et al., 2001). The lowering of the pKa of the

tyrosine and its ability to form hydrogen-bond to the glucosyl-C4' hydroxyl (2.6A)
enables it to act

directly

as

the active site base. The Oyl of Thrl25 forms

a

short

hydrogen-bond to the glucosyl C4'-hydroxyl (2.5A). Despite threonine being found
in all

glucose 4,6-dehydratases, replacement of the threonine with

RmlB has little effect

on

distance of the threonine

hydroxyl

group

the

activity of the

enzyme

a

serine in E. coli

(Gerratana et al., 2001). The

Oyl in the substrate complexes from the glucosyl-C4'

is 2.5A. These short hydrogen-bonds, assigned Tow-barrier', have
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been

proposed to be important in the catalytic mechanism of

stabilising reaction intermediates
(Cleland et al., 1998). In
share

by

transition states (Cleland and Kreevoy, 1994),

low-barrier hydrogen-bond, the two participating centres

proton with partial covalent character rather than interacting only by

a

electrostatic

means.

participating

one

a

or

some enzymes

bond between

As

a

consequence, no energy

group to

is required to shift the proton from

the other (Cleland et al., 1998). A low-barrier hydrogen-

tyrosine and the substrate facilitates the oxidation and reduction

reactions of the SDR enzymes,

by removing the high-energy barrier that normally

prevents the protonation of a carbonyl group (pKa value ca. -7), or the deprotonation
of

a

hydroxyl

crucial that the

group

are

not

a

ca.

16). To form

pKa values of the participating

tyrosine in SDR
whether

($Ka vale

enzymes

carbonyl

group

a

low-barrier hydrogen-bond it is

groups are

matched. The pKa value of

is 7, and that of the substrate -7
is reduced

or a

hydroxyl

group

or

16, depending

on

is oxidised. Those values

necessarily important because it is the pKa value of the transition state that

will determine the

efficiency of low-barrier hydrogen-bond, and therefore, catalysis

(Blankenfeldt et al., 2002). Any hydrogen-bond to the intermediate will modify this
pKa value, and threonine provides fine-tuning to achieve optimal pKa matching
between

tyrosine and substrate (Allard et al., 2002), (Blankenfeldt et al., 2002). This

low-barrier
also been

hydrogen-bond, around 2.5A, between tyrosine and the substrate, has

reported in non-abortive complexes of other SDR

dTDP-L-rhamnose

enzymes

like RmlD with

(Blankenfeldt et al., 2002) and in the sulfolipid biosynthesis

protein SQD1 with UDP-glucose (Mulichak et al., 1999).
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With the active site
able to
C4'

tyrosine and nicotinamide ring suitably positioned the

enzyme

is

perform the first step of catalysis, the removal of a proton from the glucosyl-

hydroxyl

group

abstraction from

important

as

by the active site base (Tyrl61) and concomitant hydride

glucosyl-C4' by NAD+. The creation of the 4'-ketosugar is

it lowers the pKa of the C5 proton of the substrate making the

dehydration step possible, by delocalising the negative charge of the carbanion.

The second step

involves the dehydration of the dTDP-4-ketoglucose intermediate

by the removal of water

across

glucosyl C5' and C6' to give dTDP-4-ketoglucose-

5,6-ene, the existence of which has recently been observed (Gross et al., 2000). The

dehydration step

may occur

by two possible mechanisms; either enolisation of the

transiently formed dTDP-4-ketoglucose intermediate followed by elimination (Gerlt
and

Gassman, 1992),

intermediate

mass

by the concerted 5,6 elimination of water from the

(Gross et al., 2001). It has

analysis of glucosyl
oxygen

or

now

been shown using simultaneous kinetic

C5('H/2H) solvent hydrogen and C6(16OH/18OH) solvent

exchange using matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionisation time-of-flight

spectrometry, that dehydration clearly proceeds through the concerted

elimination of water between C5 and C6

(Hegeman et al., 2002). The dehydration

step requires an acid at the active site to protonate the leaving hydroxyl group from

glucosyl-C6' and
Glul27 and

a

base to abstract

Asp 126 that

are

a proton

from glucosyl-C5'. It is the residues

important to this dehydration step. In the dTDP-D-

glucose complexes the glutamic acid is correctly aligned to deprotonate the

glucosyl-C5', the Os2 of the glutamic acid being 2.8A from glucosyl-C5'. The role
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of the

glutamic acid in this reaction has been further confirmed by site-directed
E. coli RmlB (Hegeman et al., 2001), indicating the

mutagenesis studies

on

conserved role of this

catalytic base. The elimination of water requires the glucosyl-

C6'

hydroxyl

group.

the

group to

an

acid

as

hydroxide is

a poor

leaving

Aspl26 makes contact with this hydroxyl. The 051 of Aspl26 is 2.7A from

C6'-hydroxyl

result in the 06

group

cleave. Therefore the

a

of the glucose. If the aspartic acid

were

charged, it would

hydroxyl proton being shared between the 06 and 051, creating

partial negative charge

06 in

be protonated by

on

a

06. This would make it impossible for the C6-06 to

aspartic acid must be protonated and the proton is donated to

hydrogen-bond. 06 then abstracts this proton and the C6-06 bond cleaves,

thus water is eliminated. This is also

substrate

analogue

supported from the study of the turnover of the

dTDP-6-fluoro-6-deoxyglucose

by

the

native

and

Aspl35Ala/Aspl35Asn mutants of E. coli RmlB (Hegeman et al., 2001), (Gross et
al., 2001).

The last step

involves hydride transfer back to glucosyl-C6' resulting in inversion of

configuration at C6 of the product (Snipes et al., 1977), and proton addition to C5 of
glucose. The structures show that the nicotinamide ring sits above the plane of the
hexopyranose ring, thus hydride abstraction and transfer
the molecule
the

as

occur on

the

same

face of

predicted from labelling studies (Snipes et al., 1977). Formation of

product dTDP-4-keto-6-deoxy-D-glucose is accompanied by regeneration of the

coenzyme

NAD+. In the dTDP-D-glucose complex of RmlB, the NAD(H) C4 is

positioned 3.7A from the glucosyl-C6' making
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an

angle of between 108° and 118°

with C4-N1 of the nicotinamide
et

ring. Based

on

the EGALE UDP-glucose (Thoden

al., 1996) and UDP-galactose (Thoden and Holden, 1998) complex structures

hydride transfer could be possible in this orientation,
pyranose

rings

are

as

the C4' atoms of the UDP-

in similar positions with respect to the nicotinamide ring when

compared to the glucosyl-C6' in the RmlB complexes. If

accepts this, then in

one

RmlB, Glul27 would then simply reprotonate glucosyl-C5' to complete the reaction.
Water molecules would be

required to reset the protonation states of Tyrl61 and

Asp 126.
We have shown that the EGALE

glucosyl-C4' of the substrate is in

complexes must be distorted. In RmlB the
an

identical orientation with respect to the

nicotinamide. This is also true when the sugar

nucleotide complexes from RmlD

(reduction of rhamnosyl-C4') (Blankenfeldt et al., 2002), SQD1 (oxidation /
reduction at

glucosyl-C4') (Mulichak et al., 1999) and AGME (significantly

oxidation and reduction

at the

occurs

C6

position) (Deacon et al., 2000)

are

superimposed onto the RmlB substrate complex, the carbon involved in hydride
sphere of lA (in diameter) of the glucosyl-C4' in

transfer is

always located within

the RmlB

complex. This suggests that hydride transfer between the nicotinamide and

a

carbon atom is very

a

specific. If this is the

case,

then the glucosyl-C6' position in

RmlB is out of

alignment for hydride transfer. Thus the glucose ring of the RmlB

substrate must

undergo

some movement

after elimination of water to realign

glucosyl-C6' for the optimum trajectory for hydride transfer from NADH to
glucosyl-C6'. The hexopyranosyl ring of dTDP-D-glucose
PP-0 bond connecting dTDP with the anomeric
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can

oxygen atom

be rotated about the

of the 4-ketosugar

so

that

glucosyl-C6' falls into the lA sphere centred

the RmlB
between

complexes. In this

new

on

position there

are no contacts

less than 2.5A

dTDP-D-glucose and the protein. The net result is that the glucosyl-C6'

atom has moved

by about 2.5A (Allard et al., 2001). This movement of the

ring brings Tyrl61 OH within 3.8A of glucosyl-C5',
to

the position of glucosyl-C4' in

a

pyranose

position that would enable it

protonate C5, thereby resetting itself in the process ready for the next round of

catalysis. The protonated Os2 of Glul27
051 of Asp 126
states.

can

also be brought to within 2.5A of the

enabling the proton to be transferred, thus resetting their protonation

All that is

required is for the y2 torsion angle (CB-CD) to adopt

an

alternative

energetic minimum (180° to +60°). Such torsion flexibility in amino-acid side chains
is well documented in
cannot

exclude the

proteins and

occurs over very

short timescales. However,

we

possibility that Glul27 reprotonates glucosyl-C5'. The driving

force for the rotation of the

4-ketoglucose-5,6-ene ring is presumably the need to

separate C6 from 06 (now water). In dTDP-D-glucose, where the atoms are bonded
this distance is
would be

separate molecules (glucosene and water) this distance
van

der Waals separation between

oxygen). As the 06 (or water) is located inside

effectively capped by the glucose ring, the

relieved
in

as

approximately 3.5A (the normal

carbon and
and

1.2k, but

van

a

a

pocket in the protein

der Waals repulsion cannot be

by expulsion of the newly created water from the binding site. The increase

separation to relieve the

exactly the

same as

van

der Waals strain is thus approximately 2.2k, almost

the movement required to position the glucosyl C6' for hydride

transfer.
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Thrl33

NAD

\h
NH3+

H-'O1dTDP-D-glucose

HO

Lysl71
Tyrl67

dTDP

Oxidation

H

1

i,

NAD-H

H

i

OH

O

V_>\

,0

Asp 134

dTDP-4-ketoglucose

Concerted elimination
of water

Dehydration

across

glucosyl C5 and C6

dTDP-4-keto-5,6-glucosene
intermediate (detected)

H2O

van

der Waals

repulsion
Movement of pyranose

dTDP-4-keto-5,6-glucosene

ring for optimal hydride

intermediate

transfer

dTDP

Reduction

NAD+

H

dTDP-4-keto-6-deoxy-D-glucose

Tyr 167

vdTDP

Figure 2.4.2.4. The RmlB mechanism (Allard et al., 2002).
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2.5 Materials and Methods

2.5.1

Expression, purification and crystallisation of RmlB

The open

reading frame of the

gene

encoding S. suis serotype 2 RmlB

was

incorporated into the expression vector pET-21a(+) (Novagen) and transformed into
E. coli

BL21(DE3) cells by

our

collaborators Duncan Maskell and Andrew Allen at

Cambridge Elniversity.
The transformed

200p.g

were grown on a

Luria

agar

plate containing

ml"1 ampicillin. A single colony was used to inoculate an overnight culture of

10ml LB

culture

BL21(DE3) cells

ml"1 ampicillin

plus 200pg

was

at 31 OK with constant shaking. The overnight

used to inoculate 500ml of

containing 200pg

Tryptone Yeast Extract (TYE) medium

ml"1 ampicillin. Cells were induced by addition of 3mM isopropyl-

P-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) at

an

OD600 of 0.6-0.8 and

grown

for

a

further 3

hours at 31 OK.

The cells
cells

were

were

then

lysed in

phenylmethyl

pelleted by centrifugation at 6,000g (277K) for 15mins. The
a

mixture of 20mM Tris-Base pH 8.0, lOOmM NaCl, 5mM

sulphonyl-fluoride

ethylenediaminetetra-acetic

acid

(PMSF),
(EDTA),

deoxyribonucleasel (DNase). The mixture

lysis

was

2mM

dithiothreitol

20pM

was

lysozyme

(DTT),

2mM

and

20pM

incubated at 293K for 30mins, and

completed by sonication (four cycles of 30s interrupted by lmin periods

ice). The lysate

was

centrifuged at 20,000g for 30mins at 277K to

and insoluble material. The supernatant was
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remove

on

cell debris

brought to 20% ammonium sulphate

saturation with constant

stirring and incubated at 277K for 45mins. The mixture

centrifuged for 45mins at 20,000g (277K) and the supernatant
three

The

dialysed against

changes of 2L 20mM Tris-Base pH 7.5, 50mM NaCl at 277K overnight.

dialysed supernatant

Workstation
eluted with

using
an

a

was

applied to

was

filtered through

hydrophobic column. Elution
ammonium

a

an

were

analysed by SDSwere

Amicon ultrafiltration unit (Amicon 8010),

final concentration of 2mM and ImM

respectively.

then dialysed against two changes of 1L 20mM sodium phosphate

pH 7.0. Ammonium sulphate
was

were

corresponding to the molecular weight of RmlB (40KDa)

and DTT and EDTA added to

protein

BioCAD 700E Perfusion Chromatography

POROS-HQ HPLC anion exchange column. The proteins

pooled and concentrated to 10ml with

sample

a

increasing gradient of NaCl. All fractions

PAGE. Fractions

The

was

was

was
a

added to the protein to give 40% saturation. The

0.2pm filter and loaded

was

performed with

sulphate. The fractions

SDS-PAGE, which

gave a

corresponding to RmlB

were

concentration of 4mM. The

were

a

as

POROS-HP HPLC

decreasing gradient of 40 to 0%

collected and analysed by silver stained

single band at 40KDa (Figure 2.5.1.1). Fractions

concentrated to 4mg
protein solution

ml"1 and DTT was added to a final

was

dialysed overnight against two

changes of 2L 25mM Tris-Base pH 7.5. Pure protein
nitrogen and stored

on a

lOOpl aliquots at 193K.
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was

flash frozen in liquid

144*

20.1®
30 #
43 W
67

|P «"» W

<■■» —

w
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1

2

3

4

6 7

5

Figure 2.5.1.1. A silver nitrate stained SDS-PAGE gel of RmlB. Lane 1 shows the
marker with the
to 7 pure

RmlB protein.

Prior to any

crystallisation experiment the protein

with 2.5mM

crystals

corresponding molecular weights (KDa) next to each band. Lanes 2

DTT, 4mM

were grown

was

incubated overnight at 277K

NAD+ and lOmM dTDP-D-glucose

using the sitting drop

vapour

or

dTDP-xylose. All

diffusion method, using 4pi of

protein solution and 4pl mother liquor. dTDP-xylose bound crystals
35%

w/v

ammonium

were grown

in

polyethylene glycol (PEG) 4000, 0.1M citric acid pH 5.4, 0.3M
sulphate. Orthorhombic crystals

grew

in 1-2 weeks by two rounds of

micro-seeding into sitting drop wells at 293K {Figure 2.5.1.2).
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3mm

mw:

Figure 2.5.1.2. Orthorhombic crystal after micro-seeding. The crystal dimensions
are

3x1.5x1.5

2.5.2

mm.

X-ray Data Collection

2.5.2.1 RmlB
Data

were

complexed with dTDP-D-glucose at

collected to 2.2A from

cryoprotected using

a

a

2.2A

single frozen crystal at 11 OK. The crystals

were

solution containing 20% glycerol in the mother liquor, lOmM

dTDP-D-glucose, and soaked for 10s. Data were collected at Daresbury SRS, station
9.6

using

190mm

an

ADSC Quantum 4 CCD detector. The crystal to detector distance

with

exposures.

data

Data

being recorded

were

the axis to

were

200 non-overlapping 90s 0.5° rotation

processed with the

merged and scaled using the
1994). Data

as

program

merged in Laue

program

program

P222. Sufficient data

identify systemic absences and thus the

A summary

MOSFLM (Leslie, 1992) and

SCALA from the CCP4

group

was

were

spacegroup was

suite (CCP4,

collected along

assigned P2i2i2j.

of the data collection is presented in Table 2.5.2.1. Calculation of the

Matthews coefficient

suggested the

presence
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of

one

dimer in the asymmetric unit

with

value of

a

3.46A3 Da"1

and water content of 64% based

molecular

on a

weight

of 38932 Da per monomer.

Table 2.5.2.1. Data collection statistics.

dTDP-D-glucose
Wavelength

(A)

Cell dimensions

(A)

Resolution

0.870

61.2, b

=

96.2,

c =

(°)

a =

p

= y=

90°

(A)

50-2.2

a =

(2.25-2.2)

group

P2i2x2i

No. of observations

179806

No. of unique

55517

Space

reflections

a

O

11.2(28.4)

Emerge

Overall

99.8

completeness

5.7

Overall I/a

aRmerge
of

a

182.9,

=

T-hki £/|/,

-

<I>|/ T-hki 2/ </>, where T is

an

reflection with indices hkl and <I> is the

weighted

mean

parentheses correspond to the highest resolution shell.
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(2.6)

intensity for the fth measurement

intensity.
Values in

(99.1)

of the reflection

2.5.2.2 RmlB
Data

9.6

The

were

using

complexed with dTDP-xylose at 1.8A

collected to 1.8A from

an

single frozen crystal at Daresbury SRS, station

ADSC Quantum 4 CCD detector,

crystal to detector distance

overlapping 90s 0.5° rotation
MOSFLM

a

was

as

for the dTDP-D-glucose complex.

180mm with data being recorded

exposures.

Data

were

processed with the

(Leslie, 1992) and merged and scaled using the

the CCP4 program

suite (CCP4, 1994). A

presented in Table 2.5.2.2.
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as

summary

program

180

non-

program

SCALA from

of the data collection is

Table 2.5.2.2. Data collection statistics.

dTDP-xylose
Wavelength

(A)

Cell dimensions

(A)

Resolution

0.933

62.3, b

=

99.0,

c =

(°)

a =

p

= y=

90°

(A)

22.36- 1.8

a =

(1.84- 1.8)

group

P212121

No. of observations

345981

No. of unique

104163

Space

ft

Emerge

reflections

a

Overall

completeness

(%)

7.3

(%)

97.7

3.3

Overall I/a

aRmerge
of

a

=

^hki 2/|7,

-

<I>|/ l^hki

</>, where /, is

an

reflection with indices hkl and <1> is the

weighted

mean

parentheses correspond to the highest resolution shell.
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(29.1)
(85.1)
(2.5)

intensity for the z'th measurement

intensity.
Values in

184.6,

of the reflection

2.5.3 Refinement of the
The refinement of the

Complexes

dTDP-D-glucose and dTDP-xylose structures have been

previously reported (Allard et al., 2002). However, investigation of the F0-Fc
of the

dTDP-xylose structure, suggested the

Even at this resolution it

was

was

clear that the NADH

insufficient data to model it this way

restraints

on

the nicotinamide

suitable

of NADH rather than NAD+.

was

puckered, but

and the structure

was

we

felt there

refined using planar

ring (Figure 2.5.4.) (Allard et al., 2002). This

first time to observe distorted nicotinamide

(Chapter 2.5.8). Therefore,

presence

we

decided to

ring geometry in this class of
pursue

maps

was

the

enzymes

this finding further by growing

crystals (containing NADH) for spectrophotometric and X-ray diffraction

studies.

Figure 2.5.4.1. F0-Fc electron density for NADH contoured at 3a. The phases for the
map were

calculated

on

the model which had not previously included NADH.
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2.5.4

Spectrophotometric analysis of the crystals

In order to

of

St

verify the

Andrews)

presence

and Dr.

spectrophotometric data

on

R.

Wilmouth

were

made to

grow

containing dTDP-xylose and NADH
using
xenon

a

demonstrate
the

light

source

presence

of NADH is favoured in

all crystals at
were

collected

an

of NADH

an

or

acidic pH;

acidic pH. Several crystals

mounted in capillaries and examined

single crystal fibre optic photodiode
arc

influence the

are grown, can

It is known that the presence

therefore, attempts

(University of Oxford)

the crystals (University of Oxford). The environment,

pH, under which the crystals
NAD+.

of NADH in the crystals, Dr. S. T. Allard (University

array

microspectrophotometer with

a

at room temperature. The spectra of crystals clearly

peaks at 280nm and 340nm corresponding to the absorption maxima of

protein and NADH, thus confirming the

crystals (Figure 2.5.4.1).
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presence

of NADH in the protein

Wavelength /nm

Figure 2.5.4.1. Spectrophotometric analysis of RmlB S. suis serotype 2 crystals with

dTDP-xylose bound. The spectra shows peaks at 280nm and 340nm corresponding
to the

absorption maxima of the protein and NADH.

2.5.5

X-ray data collection

Having developed appropriate crystallisation conditions with crystals containing
NADH, efforts
could let

us

were

made to grow well diffracting crystals

get an accurate structure for the NADH. The problem that we

encountered with

our

data

was

that

crystals older than three weeks,

diffracting to high resolution, contained
The strategy

(1.6A and higher) that

that

was

applied to

a

overcome

days before the synchrotron trips.
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even

if they

were

mixture of oxidised and reduced NAD+.
this problem

was to grow

crystals

a

few

2.5.5.1 RmlB
Data

were

complexed with dTDP-xylose at 1.5A

collected to 1.5A from

cryoprotected using

a

single frozen crystal at 11 OK. The crystals

solution containing 20% glycerol in the mother liquor, lOmM

a

dTDP-xylose, and soaked for 10s. Data
ADSC

data

were

were

collected at ESRF ID 14-2 using

an

Quantum 4 CCD detector. The crystal to detector distance was 120mm with

being recorded

as

500 non-overlapping 5s 0.2° rotation

overlaps. Indexing of the data indicated the cell
unit-cell constants of

processed with the
the program

a=

61.4A, b= 94.8A,

program

reduce spot

primitive orthorhombic with

183.5A and a=(3=y= 90°. Data

were

MOSFLM (Leslie, 1992) and merged and scaled using

SCALA from the CCP4

data collection is

c=

was a

exposures to

program

presented in Table 2.5.5.1.
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suite (CCP4, 1994). A

summary

of the

Table 2.5.5.1. Data collection statistics.

dTDP-xylose

Wavelength

(A)

Cell dimensions

(A)

0.933
a =

61.4, b

=

94.8,

c=

a =

p

=y=

90°

(°)

(A)

Resolution

34.7- 1.5

(1.55- 1.5)

group

P2t2i2i

No. of observations

2567266

Space

No. of unique
R

Emerge

168795

reflections

a

Overall

completeness

(%)

11.6

(47.5)

(%)

98.6

(97.1)

4.3(1.1)

Overall I/a

aRmerge
of

a

~

2,hki S/|/,

-

<I>|/ Em/ 2/ </>, where /, is

an

reflection with indices hkl and <I> is the

intensity for the zth measurement
weighted

mean

intensity.
Values in

183.5,

parentheses correspond to the highest resolution shell.
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of the reflection

2.5.6 Refinement of the
The RmlB from S. suis

Complex

complexed with dTDP-xylose structure (PDB: 1KEP)

(Allard et al., 2002) determined to

a

resolution of 1.8A

was

for refinement. In the 1.5A refinement, the nicotinamide
have

zero

occupancy

REFMAC 5

used

ring

during refinement. The 1.5A model

as an

was
was

initial model

initially set to
refined with

(Murshudov et al., 1997) using anisotropic thermal displacement

parameters (Murshudov et al., 1999). The F0-Fc electron density maps show clearly
that the electron

density for the ring is not flat but distorted (Figure 2.5.6.1).

Refinement of

unrestrained nicotinamide

an

of the bond distances within the
the data

are

constructed

a

of

ring

are

ring leads to

a

insufficiently high resolution. Using chemical knowledge

series of dictionaries that restrained

according to the X-ray data. Starting from

dictionary against the X-ray data results in
density

very

program

some

unrealistic (.Figure 2.5.6.2), this is because

a

we

only the bond lengths and bond

angles of the nicotinamide ring {Figure 2.5.6.3). In effect
distort

puckered ring but

a

we

allowed the ring to

flat ring, refinement with this

puckered ring that fits the electron

well. Further refinement and addition of water molecules with the

ARP/wARP (Perrakis et al., 1999), resulted in

a

final model that has

an

R-

factor of 17% and R-free of 19.9%. Table 2.5.6.1 summarises the refinement
statistics.
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Figure 2.5.6.1. F0-Fc electron density for NADH contoured at 3a. The phases for the
map were

calculated

on

the model which had not previously included NADH.

NADH

Figure 2.5.6.2. Unrestrained nicotinamide ring. Distances are shown in
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A.

NADH

Figure 2.5.6.3. Nicotinamide ring restrains that
refinement

library. Distances

are

were

used for the construction of the

shown in A.

TDX

NADH

NADH

Figure 2.5.6.4. 2F0-FC electron density for NADH contoured at la.
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Table 2.5.6.1. Refinement statistics.

dTDP-D-glucose

dTDP-xylose

dTDP-xylose

(2.2 A)

(1.8A)

(1.5A)

Rfacto?

(%)

17.5

14.5

17.0

Rfreeh

(%)

20.6

17.2

19.9

0.019

0.02

0.019

0.007

0.008

0.008

Rmsd bonded distances

(A) (Target value: 0.020)
Rmsd

angle bonded

distances
value:

(A) (Target

0.020)

aRfactor = Tjhki\F0{hkl)\
calculated structure
h

•

-

\Fc(hkl)\\/ Z,hk!\ F0(hkl)\, where F0 and Fc

are

the observed and

factors, respectively.
•

•

Kfree is the crystallographic R/actor calculated with 10% of the data that

were

excluded from the structure refinement.

The

quality and stereochemistry of the model

was

checked using the PROCHECK

(Laskowski et al., 1993) and WHATIF (Vriend, 1990)
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programs.

Figure 2.5.6.5. Ramachadran plot of the refined RmlB structure. Glycine residues
are

represented by

a

A, non-glycine residues by

a

■.

2.5.7 Ab Initio Electronic Structure Calculations
Molecular mechanics calculations and conformational

using the AMBER*
water

as

Andrews).

or

searching

performed

AMBER94 forcefields and the GB/SA solvation model for

implemented in Batchmin by Dr. Douglas Philp (University of St
Building and visualisation

(Schrodinger, 2000b). Initially, low

energy

were

carried out using Macromodel

conformations of NADE1

using multiple Monte Carlo searches. Representative low
structures

were

were

then used

as

were

generated

energy syn

and anti

starting points for the electronic structure calculations.
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Ab initio electronic structure calculations
level of

were

performed at the MP2/6-31G(d,p)

theory using GAMESS (Schmidt et al., 1993)

or

Jaguar (Schrodinger,

2000a). Density functional theory (DFT) calculations

were

B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory using Jaguar, running

on a

platforms. Stationary points
calculations.

Transition

were

states

performed at the

variety of hardware

characterised by appropriate thermodynamics

located

possessed

one

imaginary

vibration,

corresponding to the reaction coordinate. Building, editing and visualisation
carried out

were

using MOLDEN (Schaftenaar and Noordik, 2000).

Figure 2.5.7.1 illustrates the metrics that have been used to represent the distortion
of nicotinamide

rings. Four values

are

reported, ring

rms

(the overall

rms

deviation

of the six

ring atoms from

plane),

(the extent which the N1 atom is out of plane) and twist (deviation from

aN

the boat

a

plane),

ac

(the extent which the C4 atom is out of

form). The values of those parameters

are

summarised in Table 2.5.7.1.

(b)

(a)

h2n

Figure 2.5.7.1. Definition of puckering in (a) RmlB enzyme and (b) LADH enzyme

(Meijers et al., 2001).
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Table 2.5.7.1. Metrics used to determine the

pucker in the dihydropyridine ring of

NADH.

Rmsd /Aa

ctc

/

aN

Twist /A

/

ESP at

Transferred
H

Subunit A

0.204

29

30

-0.06

-14.0b

Subunit B

0.142

18

25

-0.03

-12.lb

Calculated

0.143

21

26

-0.03

-8.2

0.022

5

7

0.00

+2.0

0.14—0.17

9.2-13.8

3.0-8.9

0.37-0.57

Syn
Calculated
Anti

LADHC

a

Rmsd is the

rms

deviation from the least squares

plane, derived from the

non-

hydrogen atoms of the dihydropyridine ring.
b

These values

structure was

are

derived from

distorted

illustrate that the

manually to approximate the X-ray geometry. They

hydride becomes

further, but the absolute values
c

single point calculations, in which the calculated

Values observed in the

are

more

available

as

syn

serve to

the structure is distorted

probably not completely accurate.

high resolution crystal structure of alcohol dehydrogenase

(Meijers et al., 2001).
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2.5.8

The

NAD(H) ring structure

protein structures that

internal
IB 14

hydrogen-bond

were

used to investigate the NAD(H) conformation and

are:

(Alcohol Dehydrogenase from Drosophila Lebanonensis binary, 1.9A;

NAD*), IB 15 (Alcohol Dehydrogenase from Drosophila Lebanonensis

ternary,

1.4A; NAD-Cyclohexanone adduct), 1BTO (Horse Liver Alcohol Dehydrogenase,
2.4A;

NADH

dehydrogenase

and

from

(lS,3R)3-butylthiolane-l-oxide),
Streptococcus

pyogenes,

2.31 A;

(Udp-glucose

1DLI

NAD*

and

UDP-

xylopyranose), 1E6W (3-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase from rat brain,
NADH

NAD*

estradiol), 1EK6 (UDP-galactose-4-epimerase from human,

1.5A;

UDP-glucose), 1KVS (UDP-galactose-4-epimerase from E. coli,

2.15A;

and

NADH and

and

UDP-phenol),

Stearothermophilus,

1LDN

(L-lactate

dehydrogenase

from

Bacillus

2.5A; NADH and Oxamate and fructose-1,6-biphosphate),
1.65A; NAD* and UDP-mannose),

1UDC

(UDP-galactose-4-epimerase from E. coli,

1XEL

(UDP-galactose-4-epimerase from E. coli,

2ACQ (Aldose Reductase from E. coli,
3LDH

1.7A;

1.76A; NADP* and glucose-6-phosphate),

(Lactate Dehydrogenase from dogfish,

(Lactate Dehydrogenase from

sus

scrofa,

1.8A;NAD* and UDP-glucose),

3A; NAD* and pyruvate), 9LDT

2A; NADH and oxamate).
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2.6 Discussion

2.6.1 Structure of RmlB with

dTDP-xylose bound

The structure of the RmlB from S. suis serotype

2 has been previously reported

(Allard et al., 2002). In brief, RmlB belongs to the a/(3 class of proteins. The RmlB
monomer can

be divided into two domains, an

domain and

C-terminal

et

a

N-terminal NAD+ cofactor-binding

sugar-nucleotide binding domain {Figure 2.6.1.1) (Allard

al., 2001). The N-terminal domain contains the characteristic Rossmann fold
a

central P-sheet composed of seven

are

eleven a-helices. The smaller C-

(Rossmann et al., 1974). This domain includes

parallel P-strands. Surrounding the p-sheet
terminal

domain

responsible for the substrate, dTDP-D-glucose, binding is

composed of five P-strands and five a-helices. In
substrate

analogue dTDP-xylose, which has

a

carbonyl

a

homodimer, with each

group.

The two domains form
monomer

a

a
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RmlB contains the

hydroxyl and proton at C4' rather than

cavity in the

binding

analogue {Figure 2.6.1.2).

our structure

one

enzyme.

The active form is

molecule of NADH and substrate

Figure 2.6.1.1. Ribbon representation of the RmlB

monomer

bound with dTDP-D-

xylose and NADH.

Figure 2.6.1.2. Ribbon representation of the RmlB dimer bound with dTDP-D-

xylose and NADH. Each
substrate

analogue

are

monomer

is shown in different colour. The cofactor and

shown in stick representation.
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2.6.2
In

Hydride transfer in RmlB

Chapter 2.4.2, the RmlB mechanism

discussion focuses

on

hydride transfer to and from NADH.

As in all members of the SDR

the

discussed in detail. The following

was

family, there is

an

internal hydrogen-bond between

phosphate and the primary amide attached to the nicotinamide ring. In the RmlB

case,

this hydrogen-bond is preserved despite the puckering of the ring.

By using the substrate analogue dTDP-xylose,
been

an

abortive complex with NADH has

trapped. In the complex, the dihydropyridine ring of the NADH

found to be

coenzyme

is

profoundly puckered. The orientations of the catalytic triad residues,

Tyrl61, Lysl65 and Thrl25, and the position of NADH

are

unchanged in

comparison to the dTDP-D-glucose complex structure (Allard et al., 2002). The

dTDP-xylose complex is best thought of
abstraction of

as

the first step in the reaction, the

hydride from the C4' position of dTDP-xylose to form NADH and

dTDP-4-keto-xylose. dTDP-4-keto-xylose is incapable of further reaction and thus
one

unit of

dTDP-xylose reduces

an

equimolar amount of RmlB. Electron density

clearly shows dTDP-xylose rather than dTDP-4-keto-xylose in the active site
{Figure 2.5.4.1), presumably because the dTDP-xylose is
concentrated than the dead end
the true situation
rather than

a

product. As

during turnover

carbonyl

group.

as

a

100 times

more

result, the complex is distorted from

dTDP-xylose has

a

hydroxyl and proton at C4'

The C4 atom of NADH is 3.7A from the C4' atom of

dTDP-xylose. In the dTDP-xylose structure, both the C4 and N1 atoms have moved
significantly out of the plane of the ring {Figure 2.6.2.1). The ring is considerably
more

puckered than that

seen

for LADH (Meijers et al., 2001), and the N1 atom has
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become

significantly pyramidal and moved out of the plane. However, the NADH

ring structure is untwisted.

In

crypto-redox

enzymes

reaction. Rather the
returned to

some

nicotinamide

as

RmlB, there is

no net

transfer of hydride during the

hydride is abstracted from substrate and the pro-5' hydride is
intermediate to

form the

final

product. The tightly bound

cycles between oxidised and reduced forms during turnover and is

found oxidised in the
in

such

resting state. Such

a system

provides

a

particularly useful tool

studying the behavior of the nicotinamide ring during turnover since both hydride

abstraction and
structure

most

occur

of NAD+ is known to act

recently

many

hydride transfer

a neutron

a

single

enzyme turnover.

planar from atomic resolution studies

on

The

proteins,

diffraction study (Guillot et al., 2001). There have also been

structural studies of small molecules containing either the pyridinium ring

found in NAD+

or

the

dihydropyridine ring. In the

ring is invariably planar. In the
variability;
and

during

some

some structures

show

some

have

more

planar dihydropyridine ring (de Kok et al., 1985)

a

on

of the former, the pyridinium

of NADH-type structures, there is

distortion. The system

1,4-dihydropyridine, and based
found that the

case

case

that

was

studied

was

the 3-carbamoyl-

theoretical and experimental investigations, it was

out-of-plane rotation of the carbonyl function controls the stereo- and

regiospecificity of the introduced hydride anion (de Kok and Buck, 1985). Of most
relevance to the current work
Dunitz

are

the structures

reported in 1988 by Benner and

(Glasfield et al., 1988). They determined solid state structures of the N-

propyl and A-methoxymethyl derivatives of NADH. In both of these structures the
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dihydropyridine ring is essentially planar. This result is confusingly contradictory in
light of the stereochemical demands of the reactions involving NADH, since
planar ring offers

no

a

predisposition towards stereospecific hydride removal and

suggests that the protein itself must stabilise any distortion of the NADH ring

required to present the correct hydrogen atom to the substrate in the active

Figure 2.6.2.1. Definition of puckering in (a) RmlB

enzyme

enzyme.

and (b) LADH

enzyme

(Meijers et al., 2001).

Examination of the NADH in the
bond between the NH2 group

phosphate

group

crystal structure revealed

internal hydrogen-

of the nicotinamide ring and the

on

of the

oxygen

of the cofactor. The role of this internal hydrogen-bond

transfer from NADH to substrate and

was

an

on

hydride

the conformation of the nicotinamide

investigated by electronic structure calculations, starting from the

syn

ring

X-ray

geometry with the hydrogen-bond present, from which the structure was allowed to
relax. A calculation in which the nicotinamide
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ring

was

rotated into the anti

conformation, where the hydrogen-bond is absent,
differences between the syn

and anti structures

are

was

also performed. The

striking. In the

case

of the

syn

conformation, both the MP2/6-31G(d,p) and B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) calculations reveal
a

nicotinamide

ring which is still strongly puckered (Figure 2.6.2.2a), with the pro-5

hydrogen atom in

a

pseudo-axial location. By contrast, for the anti conformation,

both sets of calculations demonstrate that the nicotimamide

ring has flattened

substantially (Figure 2.6.2.2b). As calculations using only NADH with

an

hydrogen-bond largely reproduce the observed distortion, it is clear that the
of the internal

adopt

a

internal

presence

hydrogen-bond plays the principal role in forcing the NADH ring to

puckered conformation.
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Figure 2.6.2.2. The calculated structures (MP2/6-31G(d,p)) of (a) the
anti forms of NADH. Carbon atoms

nitrogen

as

blue, hydrogen

Previous work

the syn

as

are

shown

as

white, and phosphorus

grey

as

spheres,

syn

and (b) the

oxygen as

red,

purple.

(Hajdu and Sigman, 1977), (Glasfield et al., 1988) has suggested that

nicotinamide conformation is

a stronger

reductant than the corresponding

anti conformation with the difference in reduction

potential being driven by the

degree of ring pucker and concominant perturbation of the extended

n

system. In an

attempt to quantify these differences between the syn and anti conformations, the
molecular electrostatic

potential (ESP) for both conformations and the degree of

pucker observed in the X-ray structure
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were

calculated (Table 2.5.5.1). These

calculations show that the
more

around the

area

negative (more nucleophilic) in the

the anti conformation

hydride that is transferred is significantly

syn

conformation (-8.2 kcal) compared to

(+2.3 kcal). As the distortion increases toward that observed

experimentally, the effect increases. Whilst the absolute
calculations cannot be relied upon,
to

accuracy

the trend is clear. The distortion

appears to serve

significantly tune the redox potential of NADH, obviously desirable in

such

as

RmlB which has to oxidise

The

protein itself must have

observed

ring is slightly

Examination
that the

an

more

a

C-0 bond and reduce

effect

on

a

of these

an enzyme

C=C double bond.

the distortion, since the experimentally

distorted than the calculated

one

(Table 2.5.5.1).

(Figure 2.6.2.3) of the X-ray structure of the RmlB active site reveals

phenolic

of the NADH

oxygen atom

of Tyrl61 is located directly above the nitrogen atom

dihydropyridine ring. In the first step of the reaction, Tyrl61 becomes

protonated. It therefore seemed possible that the tyrosine residue could hydrogenbond to the
the redox

nitrogen atom of the NADH ring during hydride transfer in order to tune

potential of the

the electrostatic

coenzyme.

In order to

potential of the NADH ring

assess

was

this possibility, the effect

examined when

a

phenol ring

on

was

placed within hydrogen-bonding distance of the NADH ring nitrogen atom. The
addition of

a

hydrogen-bond has little effect

hydrogen atom (-8.9 kcal with
than the internal

vs.

on

the ESP around the transferred

-8.2 kcal without) and it is clearly less important

hydrogen-bond perturbing the redox potential. No other obvious

interactions could be

seen

which

might affect the redox potential and the ring

structure.
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Tyr161

Figure 2.6.2.3. Local arrangement of the dihydropyridine ring of the NADH with
respect to Tyrl61 in complex with dTDP-xylose

In

a

concerted mechanism

carbanion at C5

hydride would be transferred to C6 and

a proton to

the

(Figure 2.6.2.4a). An alternative sequential mechanism proceeds

through the conjugate addition of hydride to the terminus of the a,P unsaturated
system, forming an enolate {Figure 2.6.2.4b). Further calculations were carried out
to

elucidate which of these mechanisms

shown in

was

most

plausible using the model system

Figure 2.6.2.5. We attempted to locate the transition structures for the

synchronous addition of H+ and IT to the alkene {Figure 2.6.2.5a) and the conjugate
addition of
calculations

hydride to the model a,|3 unsaturated system {Figure 2.6.2.5b). These
were

performed at the MP2/6-31G(d,p) level of theory. These relatively

high level calculations do not locate

a

plausible transition structure for the

synchronous transfer of hydride and proton (in the model the proton

source

methanol). The sequential pathway {Figure 2.6.2.5b) however, did offer

plausible
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a

is

transition structure

(Figure 2.6.2.6a). Examination of the protein crystal structure

shows that the enolate formed at 04 would be in close
with

Tyrl61. Recalculating the model with

a

hydrogen-bonded contact

hydrogen-bond to the forming enolate

{Figure 2.6.2.5b, Figure 2.6.2.6c) significantly lowers the activation barrier of the
process

(by 6.2 kcal). This hydrogen-bond to the enolate which forms after hydride

transfer is thus very
enzymes

of the

is around 7 (Liu et al., 1997) and, in the

enzyme, we

would expect transfer

phenolic proton from Tyrl61 to the enolate to give tyrosinate and the

corresponding enol
site to

important to the mechanism. The pKa of Tyrl61 in SDR

give the keto

clear from

our

as

the product. Whether the enol

sugar or

whether this

occurs

data.
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rearranges

in the protein active

in solution after dissociation is not

(a)

(b)
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Figure 2.6.2.4. Concerted mechanism of hydride transfer.

Figure 2.6.2.5. Conjugate addition of hydride.
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H0^Xo
hoX-^A,

oh!
OdTDP

%o
V

1.953 A

Figure 2.6.2.6. Structures of transition states calculated at the MP2/6-31G(d,p) level
of theory.
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Chapter 3

Clinical mutants of

OmpC porin and their

importance in drug resistance
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Summary
The

aim

of this

work

(i) gain experience in membrane protein

to

was

crystallography, and (ii) understand how mutations in
porins in Gram-negative bacteria
one

of the

most

well

studied

crystallography, it provided
membrane

proteins

with

a more

The

protein that

were

was
a

and

me

antibiotic resistance. Since the porins

understood membrane

with

an

are

proteins by X-ray

excellent opportunity to study how

protein project, the Wza pathway (Chapter 4).

studied for this particular project
clinical

was

against E. coli. Two

can

a

broad

range

encoding for the OmpC porin

genes

one

solved at 3.3A resolution. The structure of this mutated
understand how mutations

OmpC. The mutations

subject that showed resistance to

investigated by X-ray crystallography. The structure of

influence the

were

of the mutants

porin will allow

of

was

us to

uptake of antibiotics just by altering the

charge of the surface exposed loops and constriction

3.1

of the most abundant

be purified and crystallised. This experience helped to deal

difficult membrane

derived from

antibiotics

can

can cause

one

zone

of the porin.

Gram-negative bacteria cell envelope

The cell

envelope of Gram-negative bacteria such

different

layers, the outer membrane, the peptidoglycan layer, and the inner

membrane

a

inner

E. coli consists of three

(cytoplasmic) (Nikaido and Nakae, 1979). The inner membrane, which is

phospholipids bilayer, represents

the

as

membrane

is

a

real diffusion barrier. The lipid component of

exclusively

composed

of phospholipids

(70-80%

phosphatidylethanolamine), 20-30% phosphatidylglycerol and cardiolipin (Nikaido,
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1996). Movement of molecules such

cytoplasmic membrane
membrane

gradients
effective

across

substrates and small ions

across

the

via transport systems involving specific integral

occurs

proteins. Those

as

processes

rely directly

or

indirectly

on

electrochemical

this membrane, and the ability of the lipid membrane to act

as an

hydrophobic barrier is essential to the cell (Nikaido, 1996). The periplasm

between

the

inner

membrane

peptidoglycan layer and

and

outer

membrane

contains

a

cross-linked

number of soluble proteins. This complex polymer of

a

covalently bound amino-sugar and amino-acids, anchored to the outer membrane by

lipoproteins and porins, forms

a structure

integrity. The outer membrane acts
limit for

as a

that is essential for preserving cell

molecular filter with

an

inner leaflet that is made up

of phospholipids, with

unsaturated chains, and an outer leaflet that consists of
the LPS has

a

lipopolysaccharides (LPS);

glucosamine disaccharide backbone. The LPS contains variable amounts of

saturated and most

with

many

multiple fatty acyl chains and complex polysaccharide structures linked

acidic saccharides and is therefore
are

defined exclusion

hydrophilic solutes (Nikaido and Nakae, 1979). The lipid bilayer of outer

membrane consists of

to

a

an

are

negatively charged. The fatty acyl chains of LPS

14 carbon atoms

long. The LPS layer confers bacteria

increased resistance to environmental hazards, toxic agents,

enzymes,

and digestive

due to its low permeability to hydrophobic and charged compounds.

Cells must

exchange solutes with the environment, and the outer membrane provides

for the selective

permeation of such solutes. Specific and non-specific

the outer membrane where

they

serve as

pores

molecular sieves (Nikaido, 1996).
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exist in

3.2 Outer membrane

P-barrel proteins

Porins form water filled channels

on

the outer membrane of

Gram-negative bacteria,

allowing the influx of small hydrophilic solutes and efflux of waste products but
exclude many

antibiotics and inhibitors that

1994). Bacterial porins usually

are

larger and

more

lipophilic (Nikaido,

trimers (Nikaido, 1983) and have been

occur as

classified

into

modulated

by the living environment of the bacteria (Lugtenberg and Van Alphen,

specific and unspecific

1983). Unspecific porins
of ions, nutrients and

are

select anions

or

compounds such
et

cations.

proteins and their expression is

water-filled channels facilitating the passive diffusion

metabolites

1996). These porins do not

pore

up to a

appear to

molecular

mass

of 600Da (Jap and Walian,

be specific for certain molecules but effectively

Specific porins contain substrate-binding sites that uptake

as sucrose,

maltose

or

cyclodextrins (Forst et al., 1998), (Schirmer

al., 1995), (Pajatsch et al., 1999).

Porins show

a

trimeric structural

organisation with

a

similar p-barrel fold made of

amphipathic (3-strands. The P-barrels of unspecific porins each have sixteen
antiparallel P-strands in the membrane spanning regions with eight connecting loops
(L1-L8) of variable length and

seven

(eight in OmpF and PhoE from E. coli) short

periplasmic turns, whereas those of the specific porins such
eighteen strands (Schulz, 1996). The barrel usually has

loop (L3) that folds into the channel interior narrowing the

located inside the channel is

zone

LamB and ScrY have

a concave

the entire outer membrane. The cross-section of the pore

The cross-section of the constriction

as

shape and

is restricted by
pore to

one

spans

large

lnm in diameter.

together with the amino acid residues

thought to determine the physiological and conductivity
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properties of the
in their pore

pore

(Lou et al., 1996), (Saint et al., 1996). However, porins differ

characteristics and

regions which

are

more

importantly in their surface exposed loop

the main focus in immunological and structure-function related

studies. Outer membrane

porins

are

potential surface antigens and immunologically

important in terms of diagnosis and vaccine design (Nandakumar et al., 1993).

OmpA
OmpA is

one

role in the

of the major outer membrane proteins in E. coli. It plays

integrity of the bacterial cell surface. It

composed of two domains;
amino acids,

serving

structural

occurs as a monomer

and is

N-terminal membrane-embedded domain of 170

membrane anchor, and

as a

which is located in the

an

a

periplasmic

space

a

C-terminal domain (155 residues)

and has been proposed to interact with the

peptidoglycan layer (De Mot and Vanderleyden, 1994), (Koebnik, 1995). The
physiological function of the OmpA is to provide
outer

membrane and the

structure

physical linkage between the

peptidoglycan layer (Sonntag et al., 1978). The X-ray

(Pautsch and Schulz, 1998) revealed

polar interior that

a

appears as an

a

hydrophobic protein surface and

a

inverse micelle.

OmpX, OpcA and NspA
OmpX belongs to
for virulence

OmpX
the

a

family of highly conserved proteins that

appear to

be important

by neutralising host defence mechanisms (Heffernan et al., 1994). The

occurs as a

monomeric P-barrel structure (Vogt and Schulz, 1999). Although

OmpX structure is

very

similar to OmpA, the
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cross

section

appears more

ellipsoidal. Another interesting feature of the OmpX protein is

an

of its

of the outer leaflet of

P-strands far beyond the region of the polar head

the membrane. Such

a

structural motif

('waving flag'

proposed to function in cell adhesion and invasion
complement system by binding to

one

groups

as

or

well

elongation of four

'fishing rod') has been

as

in the inhibition of the

of its essential proteins by the edge of this

elongated P-sheet (Vogt and Schulz, 1999).
Like

OmpX, OpcA mediates adhesion of pathogenic bacteria to host cells,

specifically to those in the epithelial and endothelial tissue (Prince et al., 2002),

although the mechanism differs from that proposed for OmpX. The functional site in
OpcA

appears to

be

a

cluster of basic and hydrophobic residues, formed by the

association of three extracellular
side of OmpX),

loops (four stranded P-sheets at the extracellular

which would be able to interact with negatively charged domains

the surface of host cells such
The neisserial surface

as a

on

heparin polysaccharide (Prince et al., 2002).

protein A, NspA, from Neisseria meningitides also mediates

adhesion to host cells. It is involved in the entry

of neisseriae into epithelial cells by

interacting, for example, with the human carcinoembryonic antigen cell adhesion
molecule
are

(CEACAM) receptors (Virji et al., 1996). NspA

protective and bactericidal against

strains

a

wide

range

(Plante et al., 1999). The NspA structure is

the difference that it has four extracellular

can

elicit antibodies that

of N. meningitides

very

serogroup

B

similar to that of OpcA, with

loops that contain mainly hydrophobic

residues, suggesting that the protein binds hydrophobic ligands (Vandeputte-Rutten
et

al., 2003).
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OmpT
Outer membrane proteases,

excreted
the

OmpT, cleave highly basic antimicrobial peptides

by host epithelial cells (Kramer et ah, 2000), (Dekker et al., 2001). From

crystal structure (Vandeputte-Rutten et ah, 2001), it is clear that the active site is

located inside

a

negatively charged cleft formed by loops and the ends of the P-

strands, where it interacts with peptides adsorbed on the membrane surface. LPS is
believed to be

required for OmpT enzymatic activity (Ferguson et ah, 1998),

(Ferguson et ah, 2000).

OMPLA and

PagP

Phospholipase A (OMPLA) is involved in colicin release from E. coli and is
implicated in the virulence of Campylobacter and Helicobacter strains (Snijder et
ah, 1999). OMPLA normally exists
the

as a monomer

in the outer membrane, but it has

potential for reversible dimerisation in the

presence

of its substrate,

phospholipids, and calcium ions, with the dimeric form being catalytically active
(Dekker et ah, 1997). Dimerisation of OMPLA is

a

prerequisite for its catalytic

activity. Upon activation of OMPLA, the bacterial membrane lipid asymmetry is
relieved. The dimeric enzyme

hydrolyses the substrate into lyso-phospholipids and

fatty acids, which will further destabilise the membrane bilayer and thus facilitate
the release of colicins

or

virulence factors

The bacterial outer membrane enzyme

(Dekker, 2000).
PagP transfers

a

palmitate chain from

phospholipid to lipid A (Hwang et ah, 2002). The active site of PagP is situated
the outer surface of the outer membrane. Because the
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a
on

phospholipids that donate

palmitate in the enzymatic reaction
the outer

are

membrane, PagP activity

normally found only in the inner leaflet of

may

depend

on

phospholipids into the outer leaflet. Like OMPLA, PagP
dimeric forms

the aberrant migration of
can

exist in monomeric and

(Hwang et al., 2002).

Figure 3.2.1.1a. Ribbon representation of different porin classes: (a) OmpA, (b)

OmpX, (c) OMPLA

LamB and ScrY

The

maltooligosaccharide-specific maltoporin LamB from E. coli (Schirmer et al.,

1995)and the sucrose-specific porin ScrY from S. typhimurium (Forst et al., 1998)
show
Both

specificity for certain substrates in contrast to the general diffusion porins.
proteins exist

inside the channel

as

homotrimers. However, the

presence

of specific binding sites

provides them with high selectivity for certain substrates. It has
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been

proposed that movement of the substrate through the channel proceeds by

continuous

disruption and formation of hydrogen bonds (Meyer and Schulz, 1997).

FhuA, FepA, FecA and BtuB

Gram-negative bacteria contain high-molecular weight outer membrane proteins
known

as

TonB-dependent receptors, FhuA (Ferguson et al., 1998), (Locher et al.,

1998) and FepA (Buchanan et al., 1999), which
substrates, such

as

are

iron-siderophore complexes

involved in the uptake of large

or

vitamin Bi2. Some of these

receptors, FecA (Ferguson et al., 2002), contain an N-terminal extension that, along
with

a

protein of the cytoplasmic membrane, enables them to signal the

substrates from the cell surface into the

these
and

proteins depend

an

on

presence

of

cytoplasm (Braun, 1995). The function of

the electrochemical potential of the cytoplasmic membrane

energy-transducing module, the TonB-ExbBD complex (Koebnik et al.,

1993). An interesting feature of those structures is

an

N-terminal plug domain,

which is located inside the barrel and obstructs the channel interior. The
domain is

tightly attached to the barrel interior (Locher et al., 1998), and

of the TonB

upon

plug

action

protein, conformational changes probably lead to the opening of

a

translocation

pathway

On the other

hand, the TonB-dependent outer membrane transporter for cobalamin

in E. coll is BtuB

cobalamins, BtuB
BF23

across

the protein.

(Heller et al., 1985). In addition to binding and transporting

serves as a

receptor for the E and A colicins and for bacteriophage

(Di Masi et al., 1973), (Bradbeer et al., 1976). A significant difference

between BtuB structure

(Chimento et al., 2003) and the FhuA (Ferguson et al.,
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1998), (Locher et al., 1998) and FecA (Ferguson et al., 2002) is the absence of the
'switch helix' of the hatch domain in BtuB.

OmpF, OmpC, PhoE, Omp32
The

general porins, Outer Membrane Protein F (OmpF), C (OmpC), Phosphoporin E

(PhoE),

are

homotrimeric proteins that form large-water filled

the diffusion of

hydrophilic molecules (<600Da) and show

specificity, despite

some

no

pores,

which allow

particular substrate

selectivity for either cations, (OmpF (Saint et al., 1996),

(Schirmer and Phale, 1999) and OmpC (Liu and Delcour, 1998)),

or

anions, (PhoE

(Benz et al., 1989), (Bauer et al., 1989) and Omp32 (Zeth et al., 2000)).

Figure 3.2.1.1b. Ribbon representation of different porin classes: (d) FhuA with
ferrichrome bound

(ball and stick), (e) BtuB with

magenta), and (f) OmpF.
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a

collicin molecule (shown in

3.3 Bacterial resistance to antibiotics
Antibiotics have been
Several antibiotics,

highly effective in the treatment of infectious diseases.

including P-lactams,

membrane and to find their targets
of antibiotics in recent years,
strains. Those bacteria have

antibiotics and

use

the porin pathway to

(Nikaido, 1989). The widespread

has resulted in the

acquired

a

use

and misuse

of antibiotic-resistant

The first type is the opportunistic

pathogens that infect patients in hospitals. Their resistance derives from the
of antibiotics in the

are

hospital environment and

intrinsically resistant to

the bacterial

species that

a

may not possess strong

presence

virulence but

number of antibiotics (Neu, 1992). The second type is

are

known for their pathogenicity and used to be

susceptible to antimicrobial agents, but
out

the outer

variety of mechanisms to resist the effects of

be classified into two types.

can

emergence

cross

many years

of antibiotic

usage

have selected

drug-resistant strains. Those strains either contain alterations in their

chromosome

or

have

acquired resistance plasmids

or

resistance-conferring

a

combination of outer

transposons from another organism.
The resistance of
membrane

Gram-negative bacteria to P-lactams is

permeability, affinity and instability to P-lactamases, and efflux systems.

Other mechanisms that

can

confer antibiotic resistance include

degradation of the

drug, inactivation of the drug by enzymatic modification, and alteration of the drug
target (Davies, 1994).
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Outer membrane

permeability

Permeation of antibiotics

presence
an

through the outer membrane is largely governed by the

and properties of porins. Therefore, mutational loss of the channel

efficient mechanism

uninduced

for resistance

can

be

(Nikaido, 1989). In E. coli cells with

chromosomally (3-lactamase the absence of OmpF and OmpC increases

resistance to

cephalosporins by eight- to sixteen-fold (Harder et al., 1981). This has

also been observed in vivo, with a mutant of Salmonella

only porin normally produced. The strain

was

typhimurium lacking the

isolated from

renal abscess and bacteraemia who became resistant to

a

a

patient suffering from

wide range

of P-lactams

(Medeiros et al., 1987). Mutations that produce reduced expression of non-specific
porin

genes can

also make bacteria

more

resistant to certain antibiotics (Nikaido,

1989).
There

are

several reports

the constriction
to

suggesting that alterations in porins' charged residues in

zone occur

during antibiotic therapy. Since the aim of this study

understand the antibiotic resistance due to mutations in the

was

porin structure, this

particular mechanism of resistance is discussed in detail in Chapter 3.6.2. A decrease
in outer membrane

permeability will enhance resistance which is mediated by

inactivating enzymes (Nikaido, 1988).

P-lactamases
Once in the

lactamases.

periplasm, the p-lactam molecules

P-lactamase

resistance mechanism of

enzymes

may

be hydrolysed by periplasmic P-

destroy the P-lactam ring. The predominant

Gram-negative bacteria against P-lactams is through
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chromosomally encoded class C cephalosporinases (AmpC) (Jacobs et al., 1997)and
extended-spectrum p-lactamases (ESBLs). The synthesis of p-lactamases is either
chromosomal
resistance

or

plasmid mediated. Plasmids

spreading,

as

they

can

are

a

major

cause

of bacterial

be transferred between Gram-negative bacteria by

conjugation and between Gram-positive bacteria by bacterial viruses called
transducing phages.
The most

ESBLs have been evolved from the

common

families Temoniera

plasmid-encoded

enzyme

(TEM) (Livermore, 1995), sulfhydryl variable (SHV) (Joris et

al., 1991), and oxacillin (OXA) (Naas and Nordmann, 1999). TEM-1 P-lactamases
is the most
There is

a

common

mechanism of plasmid-mediated

ampicillin resistance in E. coli.

large number of extended-spectrum TEM variants (over 100).

Active and

Multidrug efflux systems

Antibiotic

efflux

pumps

are

resistance because of the very

believed to contribute significantly to bacterial
broad variety of substrates they recognise, their

expression in important pathogens, and their cooperation with other mechanisms of
resistance. Their presence

also explains high-level intrinsic resistances found in

specific organisms. Antibiotics
transmembrane efflux
bacteria

can

can

be extruded by either active pumping out

or

(McMurry et al., 1980). Active drug efflux systems in

be divided into four families;

major facilitator superfamily (MFS)

(Marger and Saier, 1993), resistance-nodulation-division family (RND) (Saier et al.,
1994), small multidrug resistance family (SMR) (Grinius et al., 1992) and ABC
transporters (Nikaido and Saier, 1992). The first three families use a proton-motive
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force, proton antiporter, to

pump out

ATP. The MFS consists of symporters,

The active efflux

plays

a

drugs, whereas the ABC transporters utilise
antiporters, and uniporters.

major role in the resistance of many organisms to different

agents (Levy, 1992).

Multidrug efflux systems display the ability to transport
unrelated

a

drugs from

diverse range

seven

MdfA

a

cell and consequently

are

a

variety of structurally

capable of conferring resistance to

of chemotherapeutic and antibiotic agents (Lewis, 1994). There

different

proton-dependent MDR

pumps;

are

EmrD (Naroditskaya et al., 1993),

(Edgar and Bibi, 1997) and EmrAB (Lomovskaya and Lewis, 1992) that

belong to the MFS family, AcrAB (Ma et al., 1995) and AcrEF (Kawamura-Sato et
al., 1999) that belong to the RND family, and EmrE (Purewal, 1991) and TehA
(Turner et al., 1997) that belong to the SMR family. ABC transporters
include YhiG, MdlB,
can

also form

a

YbjZ and MsbA (Paulsen et al., 1998). Gram-negative bacteria

three-component export system that contains

cytoplasmic membrane,
complex forms
systems

a

pumps

a

periplasmic protein and

an outer

a

transporter in the

membrane channel. This

continuous channel opening into the external medium. Such

have been identified and include: AcrAB-TolC (Wandersman and

Delepelaire, 1990), (Wandersman, 1992), (Koronakis et al., 2000), (Sulavik et al.,
2001), (Koronakis, 2003), and mexA-mexB-oprK (Poole et al., 1993a), (Poole et al.,
1993b).
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Figure 3.3.1. Topology, mechanism of action, and typical substrates of the main
classes of antibiotic efflux pumps.

Bambeke et al.,

3.4 Case

2000).

study

There have been
we

Figure is adapted from Van Bambeke et al. (Van

no

structural studies

on

porins from clinical strains, to date. Here,

present the structure of OmpC from a clinical isolate of the pathogenic E.

06. The

OmpC

genes

suffered from Caroli's

with the mutations

were

isolated from

syndrome. Caroli's syndrome is

recessive condition that results in the formation of

(Caroli et al., 1958). The clinical

course

a rare,

a

coli

patient that had

congenital autosomal-

multiple liver cysts in sufferers

of Caroli's syndrome is often complicated
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by recurrent episodes of bacterial cholangitis (inflammation and scarring of bile
ducts). Broad-spectrum antibiotics
often unsuccessful due to the

can

be used to treat this condition but therapy is

persistence of bacteria in the dilated bile aducts (Marx

etal., 1999).
This
was

a

patient had multiple cysts and suffered from recurring E. coli septicaemia that
determined to be

cocktail of

Over

a

result of his

cystic liver disease. A long-term treatment with

antibiotics, ciprofloxacin and ceftazidime, failed to sterilise the liver.

time, strains resistant to those antibiotics
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were

isolated (Low et al., 2001).

3.5 Materials and Methods

3.5.1

Expression, extraction and purification of OmpC

mutants
The open

reading frame of the

ompC33)

were

genes

encoding E. coli OmpC mutants (ompC20 and

incorporated into the expression vector pHSG575 (Takeshita et al.,

1987) and transformed into E. coli HN705 cells (Sugawara and Nikaido, 1992) by
our

collaborator Ian Booth at Aberdeen

University. This strain is OmpC and OmpF

minus.
The transformed HN705 cells

were

chloramphenicol. A single colony
10ml LB

plus

LamB. Cells

The cells

were

were

Extraction and

grown

then

used to inoculate

was

was

overnight culture of

at 310K with constant

used to inoculate 500ml of LB medium

purification of the OmpC

O.lmM PMSF and 20

on

an

25pgmr1

to prevent expression of

pelleted by centrifugation at 6,000g (277K) for 15mins.

porins. In brief, the cells

was

plate containing

for 18 hours at 31 OK.

the well established method

periods

agar

25p,gml"1 chloramphenicol and 0.5% glucose

containing

lysis

Luria

25p.gmf1 chloramphenicol and 0.5% glucose

shaking. The overnight culture

and

grown on a

was

carried by using

a

modified protocol of

by Garavito et al. (Garavito and Rosenbusch, 1986) for

were

lysed in

a

mixture of lOOmM Tris-Base pH 8.0,

pM DNase. The mixture

was

incubated at 293K for 30mins,

completed by sonication (four cycles of 30s interrupted by lmin

ice). The lysate

was

centrifuged at 100,000g for 30mins at 277K to
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collect the membranes. The membranes

were

resuspended in 10% sodium lauroyl

sarcosine and incubated at 310K for 30mins with
inner membrane

rolling in order to solubilise the

proteins (Filip et al., 1973). The supernatant

was

centrifuged at

100,000g for 45mins at 283K to collect the outer membranes. The outer membranes
were

resuspended in 3% octylpolyoxyethylene (OPOE, Bachem), 20mM Tris-Base

pH 8 and 150mM NaCl. The slurry
The insoluble materials

were

was

incubated at 293K for 20hrs with rolling.

centrifuged at 100,000g for 45mins at 283K. The

supernatant contained the solubilised OmpC protein. Figure 3.5.1.1 shows the
solubilisation steps.

1

90

»«»•'

60 |f |
45 v | ■
30
20
3

w

Figure 3.5.1.1. A coomassie blue stained SDS-PAGE gel of OmpC20 extraction.
Lane 1 shows the marker with the

each band. Lane 2
the supernatant
extracted

corresponding molecular weights (KDa) next to

corresponds to the supernatant after sonication, Lane 3 contains

of the inner membranes extraction step and Lane 4 contains the

OmpC.
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The

supernatant was applied to a BioCAD 700E Perfusion Chromatography

Workstation
eluted with

using
an

a

POROS-HQ HPLC anion exchange column. The proteins

increasing gradient of NaCl. All fractions

PAGE. Fractions

diffraction
last step

analysed by SDS-

corresponding to the molecular weight of OmpC (39KDa)

pooled and concentrated to 10ml with
It has been

were

were

were

Amicon ultrafiltration unit (Amicon 8010).

an

reported that lipid contamination

can

affect the crystallisation

or

quality of the porins (Garavito and Rosenbusch, 1986). Therefore, in the

of purification, size exclusion chromatography

residual contaminants and

lipids

can

was

used. With gel filtration,

be removed and OPOE

be replaced

can

quantitatively by (3-octylglucopyranoside (pOG, ANATRACE); this step allows full
control of

detergent conditions. The sample

of 1L 20mM Tris-Base
loaded onto

a

was

then dialysed against two changes

pH 7.0, 300mM NaCl and 0.4% pOG. The protein

was

gel filtration column (Superdex 200, Pharmacia). Elution

was

performed with 1.2 column volumes of 20mM Tris-Base pH 7.0, 300mM NaCl and
0.4%

pOG. The protein

was

eluted

the mutations do not affect the
collected and
band

at

as a

trimer at around 120KDa, suggesting that

oligomerisation of the protein. The fractions

analysed by coomassie blue stained SDS-PAGE, which

39KDa

concentrated to

(Figure 3.5.1.2). Fractions corresponding to

lOmg ml"

.

The protein solution

was

liquid nitrogen and stored

as

lOOpl aliquots at 193K.
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gave a

single

OmpC

were

dialysed overnight against two

changes of 2L 25mM Tris-Base pH 7.5 and 1% POG. Pure protein
in

were

was

flash frozen

90
60

45
30
20
3

Figure 3.5.1.2. A coomassie blue stained SDS-PAGE gel of OmpC20 purification.
Lane 1 shows the marker with the molecular

the fractions after anion

pure

weights (KDa). Lane 2 corresponds to

exchange chromatography, Lanes 3 to 4 correspond to the

fractions of OmpC after gel filtration.

Unlike

OmpC20, the OmpC33 did not stay in solution after extraction with OPOE.

Therefore,

a

zwitterionic

different detergent

was

used for the extraction of the protein;

detergent 3-(N,N-dimethylmyristylammonio) proprionosulfonate (SB3-

14, SIGMA). The protein could be maintained in solution with this detergent.
extraction

and

purification

were

performed using 0.5% and 0.05% SB3-14

respectively. All the purification steps
step the detergent was

The

were as

for Omp20, but in the gel filtration

exchanged for 0.6% 2-hydroxyethyloctylsulfoxide (CgHESO,

Bachem) and 0.1% OPOE.
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3.5.2 CD

spectra of OmpC20 and OmpC33

To examine if the

dichroism
instrument
Council

OmpC20 and OmpC33 mutants

(CD) spectra

were

were

recorded from 260 to 195

properly folded, circular

nm

using

a

JASCO J-600

(Jasco UK Ltd.,) at the Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research

(BBSRC) service facility at the University of Glasgow. OmpC20 data

recorded in 20mM Tris-HCl

(pH 8.0) containing 1% OPOE. OmpC20 displays

were
a

CD

spectrum with a single minimum at 218 nm, which is indicative of a p-sheet-rich

secondary structure (Johnson, 1988). The relative contributions of a-helix, P-sheet,
coil, and turn

were

different methods
These

calculated by computer analysis of the CD spectrum using

(Provencher and Glockner, 1981), (Sreerama and Woody, 1993).

analyses indicated that OmpC20 has

content

of 14%. Those data confirmed that

a

P-sheet content of 45% and

OmpC20 exists

extraction from the membranes with 3% OPOE and

presence

the

as a

even

a

P-turn

P-barrel protein after

retained its fold in the

of the mutations. On the other hand, the OmpC33 spectrum indicates that

protein is partially unfolded, which supports

unstable in OPOE

detergent.
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our

finding that the protein is

9000

1

-5000
190

x-

L

220

240

'

200

—

1
260

Wavelength[nm]

Figure 3.5.2.1. Far UV CD spectra of OmpC20 (pink) and OmpC33 (blue).

3.5.3
Prior

Crystallisation of OmpC20
to

any

contaminants
Each

crystallisation experiments the protein

was

checked for lipid

by silver stained SDS-PAGE gel (Garavito and Rosenbusch, 1986).

protein batch had different levels of lipid contamination, and therefore, crystal

quality varied. Initial crystallisation trials

were

carried out using the

screen

developed by Prof. S. Iwata (Imperial College, London; personal communication);
this

drop

screen

(MemSys) became available from Molecular Dimensions. The hanging-

vapour

process,

diffusion system

was

used throughout the screening and optimisation

with 0.5pl of protein being mixed with 0.5pl reservoir solution.
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Table 3.5.3.1 lists the hits that

were

obtained for

OmpC20. The crystals showed

a

variety of shapes {Figure 3.5.3.1).

Table 3.5.3.1

Screening conditions for OmpC20 crystals.

Precipitant

Buffer+pH

Salt

Detergent

Time

10% PEG 4000

0.1M HEPES

pH 7.5

0.3M NaCl

1% OPOE

1 week

12% PEG 4000

0.1M sodium acetate

O.lMNaCl

1% OPOE

1 week

O.lMNaCl

1% OPOE

1 week

O.lMNaCl

1% OPOE

1 week

1% OPOE

2 weeks

1 % OPOE

2 weeks

0.1M Lithium

pH 4.5
12% PEG 4000

0.1M sodium citrate

sulphate

pH5.5
12% PEG 4000

0.1M sodium citrate

0.1M

pH5.5

Magnesium

chloride
30% PEG 400

0.1M sodium citrate

O.lMNaCl
0.1M

pH5.5

Magnesium

chloride
30% PEG 400

0.1M MES

18% PEG 400

0.1M HEPES

pH6.5
pH 7.5

0.1M ammonium

1%

pOG

5 months

sulphate
24% PEG 2000

0.1M Tris

0.3MNaCl

pH7.5

0.1%

OPOE,

0.6%

CgHESO
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1 week

0.1mm

Figure 3.5.3.1. Different crystal forms of OmpC20.

Further

optimisation and screening of detergent, protein concentration and

precipitant, resulted in well shaped and diffracting crystals. The best crystals for
OmpC20
Base

were

obtained from

a

solution containing lOmg

ml"1 OmpC20, 25mM Tris-

pH 7.5, 1% |30G in 0.1M ammonium sulphate, 0.1M 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-l-

piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) pH 7.5, 18% PEG 400 at 293K after 5
months

(Figure 3.5.3.2).
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Figure 3.5.3.2. OmpC20 crystals.

3.5.4.1

X-ray characterisation of OmpC20 crystals

X-ray diffraction
initial

employed to

crystals failed to give

to poor

an

was

any

assess

the quality of the OmpC20 crystals. The

diffraction using

an

in-house

source,

probably due

protein packing. The optimisation and screening of more crystals resulted in

initial

diffraction

at

8A

at

ESRF

ID14EH2

(Figure 3.5.4.1.1). Further

optimisation, resulted in diffraction at 5A at Daresbury ID 14-2. Combination and

optimisation of the crystal conditions from each synchrotron trip resulted in well
ordered and

diffracting crystals.
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Figure 3.5.4.1.1. Diffraction pattern of OmpC20 crystals at ESRF ID14EH2.

3.5.4.2
Data

X-ray data collection of OmpC20

were

collected to 3.3A from

a

soaked for 10s. Data

were

RAXIS IV detector. The

as

merged in

collected with

an

in-house source, RIGAKU 007,

crystal to detector distance

program

SCALA from the CCP4

spacegroup

in the

71.8% based

R32. A

program

summary

asymmetric unit with

on a

were

molecular

using

an

330mm with data being
exposures.

Data

were

MOSFLM (Leslie, 1992) and merged and scaled using

suite (CCP4, 1994). Data

a

were

of the data collection is presented in Table

3.5.4.2.1. Calculation of the Matthews coefficient

monomer

was

non-overlapping 15min 0.5° rotation

180

processed with the
the program

single frozen crystal at 11 OK. The crystals

solution containing 25% PEG 400 in the mother liquor and

cryoprotected using

recorded

a

value of

weight of 38251 Da
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suggested the

4.4A3 Da"1 and

per monomer.

presence

of

one

water content of

Table 3.5.4.2.1. Data collection statistics.

OmpC20

w

Wavelength

1.547

(A)

Cell dimensions

a =

(°)

a =

(A)

Resolution

98.07, b

p

=

=

98.07,

74.8-3.3

(3.41-3.3)

R32

No. of observations

47518

No. of unique

9200

reflections

a

T>

Emerge

Overall

completeness

of

a

=

^hki 2/|/;

-

<I>|/ T.hki

</>, where /, is

an

reflection with indices hkl and <1> is the

(43.7)

99.8

(99.2)

weighted

parentheses correspond to highest resolution shell.

100

(2.5)

intensity for the rth measurement

intensity.
Values in

17.8

4.7

Overall 1/a

aRmerge

315.85,

90°, y = 120°

group

Space

c =

mean

of the reflection

3.5.5 Structure solution
The structure of

OmpC20 from E. coli

AMoRe

(Navaza, 1994)

There is

no

structure

phasing model used

as

solved by molecular replacement using

implemented in the CCP4

of the wild type
was

was

program

suite (CCP4, 1994).

OmpC from E. coli in the PDB. Therefore, the

the 3.2A structure of osmoporin OmpK36 from Klebsiella

pneumoniae (10SM) (Dutzler et al., 1999),which shares 78.3% sequence identity
with that of

range
A

OmpC20. Using

a monomer

10-4A, clear solution for

cross

rotation function gave

that the others

search model and data in the resolution

one monomer

in the asymmetric unit

sixteen solutions, three of which

(Table 3.5.5.1). The three solutions

were put

were

was

obtained.

clearly higher

into the translation

function, which produced one clear solution for one monomer (Table 3.5.5.2).

Following rigid body refinement in AMoRe, the final model for
asymmetric unit

gave

one monomer

in the

R-factor and correlation coefficient of 44.1% and 48.9%,

respectively.
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Table 3.5.5.1 Peaks for the rotation function

using OmpK36

as a

Peak

a

P

r

y

c.c

Pfactor

Height/a

1

357.39

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

29.2

49.9

37.9

2

237.40

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

29.1

49.9

37.9

3

117.41

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

29.1

49.9

37.9

4

213.22

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

16.9

53.3

25.1

5

333.29

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

16.9

53.3

25.0

6

93.41

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

16.8

53.3

25.0

7

298.45

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

15.9

53.5

24.2

8

178.25

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

15.7

53.5

24.0

9

58.23

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

15.7

53.5

24.0

10

27.19

7.15

148.55

0.00

0.00

0.00

15.6

53.5

32.0

11

27.17

7.01

28.31

0.00

0.00

0.00

15.4

53.5

32.2

12

32.71

6.76

262.84

0.00

0.00

0.00

15.4

53.4

31.7

13

195.77

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

15.0

53.8

26.9

14

76.24

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

14.8

53.8

26.3

15

316.24

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

14.8

53.8

26.3

16

284.98

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

14.4

53.8

22.4
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search model.

Table 3.5.5.2 Peaks for the translation function.

Peak

a

P

y

X

y

z

c.c

Pfactor

Height/(7

1

357.39

0.00

0.00

0.0051

-0.0004

0.0949

44.2

45.4

43.1

2

237.40

0.00

0.00

-0.0061

-0.0059

0.0949

44.1

45.4

43.0

3

117.41

0.00

0.00

0.0008

0.0063

0.0949

44.1

45.4

43.0

Table 3.5.5.3. Molecular

replacement solution for

one monomer

following rigid

body refinement.

Monomer

a

Pyx

y

z

c.c

Rfactc

1

72.72

0.96

-0.0013

0.0947

48.9

44.1

43.90

-0.0005
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At this stage,

coli

K12

Prof T. Schirmer provided

(University

of

Basel,

us

with the 1.8A structure of OmpC from E.

Switzerland;

unpublished

data,

personal

communication). The OmpC20 data were resolved using this model. The final model
had

The

an

R-factor and correlation coefficient of 36.4% and 64.1%,

crystal packing for both solutions

was

checked using the

respectively.

program

O (Jones et

al., 1991). The OmpC20 crystals belong to the type II membrane protein crystals

(Michel, 1983) with large lateral spacings and contacts only between proteins of

neighbouring crystal layers; this leaves sufficient

space

for the formation of

detergent micelles around the non-polar exterior of the protein {Figure 3.5.5.1).

Crystal contacts

are

created by weak, hydrophobic

104

monomer-monomer

interactions.

Table 3.5.5.4. Peaks for the rotation function

using OmpC K12

as a

search model.

Peak

oc

[3

y

x

y

z

c.c

Rfactor

Height/or

1

67.13

74.90

344.44

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

16.8

52.4

37.5

2

56.42

73.57

344.88

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

12.0

53.5

29.3

Table 3.5.5.5. Peaks for the translation function.

Peak

a

(3

y

x

y

z

c.c

Rfactor

Height/cr

1

67.13

74.90

344.44

0.1225

0.4276

0.0727

60.8

38.1

62.6

2

56.42

73.57

344.88

0.7208

0.3811

0.3652

23.1

52.6

31.3

Table 3.5.5.6. Molecular

replacement solution for

one monomer

following rigid

body refinement.

Monomer

a

f3

y

x

y

z

c.c

Rfactor

1

68.03

75.67

343.94

0.1238

0.4282

0.0730

64.1

36.4
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Figure 3.5.5.1. Crystal packing of OmpC20 after molecular replacement: (a) View

perpendicular to the OM, (b) View from the extracellular
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space.

3.5.6 Refinement
The model

of rigid

was

refined

using REFMAC5 (Murshudov et al., 1997). After 10 cycles

body refinement the Rfree decreased from 43% to 40%. Despite the moderate

resolution, 3.3A, the 2F0-FC and F0-Fc maps revealed the presence of the mutations
with

regard to the wild type OmpC structure. The correct amino acids

the structure

using the

waters

not

was

program

were

built in

O (Jones et al., 1991). At that resolution addition of

possible. Further model inspection, rebuilding and restrained

refinement resulted in

a

final model with

an

Rfactor of 29% and Rfree of 35%.

Figure 3.5.6.1. Section of the OmpC20 P-barrel showing the Asp 116 mutation. The
2F0-FC map is contoured at 1,0a.
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Table 3.5.6.1. Refinement statistics

OmpC20
(3.3 A)
o

^

factor

a

Rfree"

(%)

29

(%)

35
0.02

Rmsd bonded distances

(A) (Target value: 0.020)
Rmsd

0.002

angle bonded

distances

(A) (Target

value: 0.020

aRfactor = ^hki\T0(hkl)\
calculated structure

-

\Fc(hkl)\\! £m/| F0(hkl)\, where F0 and Fc

are

the observed and

factors, respectively.

hKfree is the crystallographic R/acWr calculated with 5% of the data that were excluded
from the structure refinement.
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The

quality and stereochemistry of the model

was

checked using the PROCHECK

(Laskowski et al., 1993) and WHATIF (Vriend, 1990)

programs.

Figure 3.5.6.1. Ramachadran plot of the refined OmpC20 structure. Glycine residues
are

represented by

a

,

non-glycine residues by

109

a

■.

3.6 Discussion

3.6.1 Structure of OmpC20
OmpC20 is
of the

a

trimer confirming that the mutations did not affect the oligomerisation

protein (Figure 3.6.1.2). The general features of OmpC20

those of the other

antiparallel P-barrels. The P-strands

are

connected by

periplasmic side and long loops at the extracellular side. The

diameter is around
within the

similar to

porins (Cowan et al., 1992), (Nikaido, 1994). The homotrimer

consists of sixteen-stranded
short turns at the

are very

pore

10A and the length of the barrel is 45A. The protein surface

plane of the membrane is covered by non-polar side-chains,

a

finding that

is in accordance with the low dielectric constant of the environment. Aromatic

(29.3%) and hydrophobic (49.2%) residues account for
the membrane-embedded

protein surface. The

more

pore entrance

than three-quarters of

is lined with positively

charged residues, Lys29, Lys33, Arg92, Argl66, and Arg246. The positive charges
are

partly compensated by the negatively charged residues Glu64, Asp 118, Asp 167,

Aspl71, and Glul74. The important components of the structure

are

L3 and L4

(Figure 3.6.1.3). L3 is not exposed at the cell surface but folds back into the barrel,

forming
this

a

constriction

zone at

half the height of the channel. It has been shown that

loop contributes to the permeability properties, such

selectivity of the

pore

(Phale et al., 2001), and it contains

Phe-Gly-Gly, that is highly conserved
A strong traverse
presence

among

as

a sequence

motif, Pro-Glu-

bacterial porins (Jeanteur et al., 1991).

electrical field exists at the constriction

of basic residues, Lysl6, Arg37, and Arg74
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exclusion limit and ion

on

zone

produced by the

the barrel wall facing

negatively charged residues, Glul8, Aspl05, and Glul09,

on

L3. This electrical field

might facilitate the dehydration of polar solute molecules that traverse the channel
and may

be important for the expulsion of hydrophobic molecules (Karshikoff et al.,

1994). Charged residues present in the constriction
mouth determine the

residues in L4

are

zone

and at the extracellular

ion-selectivity of the general porins. On the other hand, the

far from the pore

and do not interfere with substrate translocation.

L4 is involved in the formation and stabilisation of the
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Figure 3.6.1.1. Sequence alignment and topology diagram of OmpC20.
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340

Figure 3.6.1.2. Stereoview of the OmpC20 homotrimer; view from the cell exterior.
Each

monomer

is shown in different colour.

Figure 3.6.1.3. Stereoview of the OmpC20 monomer; view parallel to the outer
membrane.
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3.6.2 Pore mutations and antibiotic resistance
Low levels of

are

porins

can

confer antibiotic resistance (Chapter 3.3). However, there

reports that mutations in the porins themselves can also cause antibiotic

resistance
how the

by limiting the uptake of the drug. However, it is important to understand

antibiotic(s) is recognised and transported

structures of

general diffusion porins with

a

across

the porin(s). There

are no

substrate bound. Nestorovich et al.

(Nestorovich et al., 2002) have recently shown the movement of ampicillin through
the

OmpF porin by combining channel reconstitution and molecular modelling.

Their model

suggests that the charge distribution of the ampicillin molecule

complements the charge distribution of the constriction
facilitate

the

antibiotic

movement

zone.

Those charges

through the barrel. The residues that

responsible for the 'binding'/recognition of the ampicillin in the constriction
are

are

zone

Argl32, Arg82, Arg42, and Glull7. The three positively charged arginines

stabilise

the

ammonium

negative charge of the molecule, whereas Glul7 stabilises the
group.

Tyr32, Tyr22 and Phell8 stabilise the phenyl

group

of

ampicillin. Finally, their model showed that the ampicillin molecule is in close fit
with the L3.

There have been several site-direct
mutations

can

have in the pore.

permeation through the

pore

The mutants exhibit drastic

mutagenesis studies that support the effect that
Most of them investigated the effect

on

by altering the charge and size at the constriction

ion

zone.

changes in ion selectivities. Four point mutations in the

OmpF porin, Aspl 13Gly and Argl32Pro,

can

reduce the conductance of the pore for

cations, whereas Arg42Cys and Arg82Cys can increase it by two-fold; a Aspl33Gly
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mutant at L3

can

reduce the cation

selectivity by

a

factor of three (Saint et al., 1996),

(Phale et al., 2001), (Liu et al., 2000). A deletion mutant (A109-114) in the L3
allowed for
focused

pore.
have

higher diffusion rates for disaccharide molecules. Most studies have

the effect that the

charge disruption has in the ion conductance

across

the

Simonet et al. (Simonet et al., 2000) investigated the effect those mutations

can

on

on

the

uptake of charged compounds by OmpF, such

showed that cefemine diffusion

The mutations that

are

was

involves

a

decrease in OM

(Mallea et al., 1998);
mutation in L3 of the

drastically decreased.

usually observed in clinical isolate strains

residues of L3. In E. aerogenes

mass

spectrometry experiments identified a Gly to Asp

porin (De et al., 2001). A

more recent

gene

study (Thiolas et al.,

from E.

aerogenes;

this

imipenem, cefemine and cefpirome owing to

charge amino acids of L3. Resistance of E. coli 0157:H7 strain to

antibiotics is due to amino acid

our

in charged

permeability associated with changes in porin Omp36

clinical isolate conferred resistance to

In

occur

strains isolated from hospitals, multidrug resistance

2004) has identified twenty mutations in the Omp32

mutations of

cefemine. They

as

changes in OmpF and OmpC (Martinez et al., 2001).

study, wild type protein for the structural analysis will be considered the

OmpC from E. coli K12 (Prof. T. Schirmer; personal communication, unpublished
data) and not the pathogenic strain E. coli 06 (no structure available). The

sequence

alignment (Figure 3.6.4.1) of OmpC20 with the wild type OmpC from E. coli 06
reveals that the gene

has twenty two mutations,
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one

insertion, and twelve deletions

in total. Those mutations

are

VaBIle, Asp26Asn, Lys27Asp, Val29Lys, Gln33Lys,

Ala64Glu, Glu68Asp, Asn70Ser, Glyll6Asp, Asnl44Asp, Glnl52Lys, Hisl59Glu,
Ilel61Met,

Asnl63Thr,

Lysl67Asp,

Leul70Phe,

Alal69Val,

Argl71Glu,

Aspl84Asn, Vall90Ile, Val275Leu, Asn288Gly, Gln325Arg, and Ala329Asp. The
mutations in the
constriction
be

zone

OmpC20 structure

mainly located in L4,

(L3) (Figures 3.6.2.1 and 3.6.2.2). The

superimposed with the

deviation

are

(rmsd) of 0.3A

monomer

over

pore entrance,

monomer

of OmpC K12 with

a

and the

of OmpC20

Ca root

can

mean square

330 Ca residues including the flexible loops (Figure

3.6.2.3). Despite the mutations and deletions of the ompc20

gene,

the secondary

components of OmpC20, including some of the loops, appear to align with those of

OmpC K12, except L4. From the superposition it is clear that L4 is substantially
smaller in size
that

compared to the wild type protein OmpC K12. It has been proposed

changes in the size of L4

size exclusion

can

lead to unstable homotrimer formation. From the

chromatography, there

mutation in L3 has not

were no

signs of unstable homotrimers. The

changed the folding of this loop

the deletions, there are seven mutations in L4;

or

the

pore

size. Apart from

Hisl59Glu, Ilel61Met, Asnl63Thr,

Lysl67Asp, Alal69Val, Leul70Phe, and Argl71Glu. Those mutations and the
mutations at the pore
on

'mouth' have introduced

the extracellular surface of the

mutant or

a

negative electrostatic environment

porin. The bulky side chain of the Leul70Phe

the other mutants do not appear to
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interfere with the

pore entrance or

size.

Figure 3.6.2.1. Ribbon representation of OmpC20 with the mutations displayed in
stick. View from the external face.

Figure 3.6.2.2. Ribbon representation of OmpC20 with the mutations displayed in
stick. View

perpendicular to the outer membrane.
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Figure 3.6.2.3. Ca trace superposition of the

monomers

of OmpC20 (red), and

OmpC K12 (blue).

In the channel

constriction, involving the L3 residues and the residues at the

opposite face of the barrel, there
residues that
at this

are

are no

mutations

or

deletions of the charged

responsible for the substrate selectivity. There is only

position, Glyl 16Asp, which introduces

a

negative charge. In

one

mutation

our structure,

the

position of the side chain of Aspl 16 does not protrude into the lumen and does not
alter the pore

size. It is probably the change in the charge that influences the

penetration of the antibiotic by affecting the gating activity of the channel. This
118

mutation has also been identified in
antibiotic resistance to

Omp32 from E.

that confers

imipenem, cefemine and cefpirome (Thiolas et al., 2004).

This substitution decreases its conductance

protein, it becomes three times
et

aerogenes

more

by 70% compared to the wild type

cation selective and it is voltage insensitive (De

al., 2001). A similar mutation, Glyll9Asp, has also been reported for a colicin-

resistant mutant of

OmpF from E. coli (Jeanteur et al., 1994). A study

activity of the E. coli OmpC channel
Glul09Gln; the result
state

The

was

was

on

the gating

investigated by mutating Aspl05Gln and

that the abolition of negative charge favours a more open

(Liu and Delcour, 1998). In

our structure, we

observe the opposite effect.

positive cluster environment containing Lysl6, Arg37, Arg74, and Arg92 in the

porin eyelet is conserved.

The amino acid substitutions

in the

generated

cell-exposed loops and

a

complete modification of the charge profile

pore entrance.

A GRASP molecular surface of the

OmpC20 (Figure 3.6.2.4b) shows that the protein has become

more

negatively

charged compared to the OmpC K12 (.Figure 3.6.2.4a). The OmpC20 strain is
resistant to

ciprofloxacin and trimethoprim (Low et al., 2001); both antibiotics

are

negatively charged (Figure 3.6.2.5). Our collaborators have also shown that this
strain contained increased levels of

resistance in the
and induced

OmpC20 strain is

a

AmpC (Low et al., 2001). Therefore, the

combination of change of channel properties

activity of p-lactamases (Charrel et al., 1996), (Mallea et al., 1998).
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Figure 3.6.2.4. GRASP molecular surface representations of (a) OmpC from E. coli
K12, and (b) OmpC20 from E. coli 06. Both pores are shown from the external face
of the cell. The molecular surface is coloured

according to electrostatic potential:

blue, positive; red, negative; white, uncharged.

Figure 3.6.2.5. Structures of (a) ciprofloxacin and (b) trimethoprim.
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3.6.3 Conclusions and Future work
This is the first time that

antibiotic resistant

an

porin has been crystallised and

analysed by X-ray diffraction. From the OmpC20 structure,
bacteria

can

confer resistance

exposed loops and of the
bacteria

are

pore

with
no

zone.

This is

an

effective mechanism that

using to protect themselves from exracellular agents.

isolated from this
If

identified that

by altering the charge profile of the cell-surface

constriction

Future work would involve the

mutants.

we

analysis of the other OmpC mutants that have been

patient and identification of

we can

obtain antibiotic

more answers on

any common pattern

between the

complex(es), the structures would provide

the mode of antibiotic

recognition and resistance. There

us

are

X-ray structures of any of the general diffusion porins with substrate(s) bound so

far; the only available study is the molecular modelling of ampicillin in OmpF.

Having established
was

taken

over

a

good purification protocol for the OmpC mutants, the project

by Dr. V.A. Bamford. She has obtained the structures of two other

mutants, and we

hope that with

understand how mutations in the

my

OmpC20 and her mutant structures

major porin

currently being funded by BBSRC.
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can

we can

confer resistance. This project is

Chapter 4

Transport of the K30 antigen across
membranes
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Summary
The aim of this
K30

project

was to

study the biosynthesis and translocation mechanism of

antigen from E. coli. In order to understand those mechanisms it is important to

know the 3D structure of those components
Both the
outer

and how they interact with each other.

biosynthesis and translocation mechanisms involve inner membrane and

membrane

proteins, which do not have

been characterised before. The

any

homologous proteins and have not

pathway involves four inner membrane proteins,

WbaP, Wzx, Wzy, and Wzc, and two outer membrane proteins, Wza and Wzi. In
this

study, two outer membrane proteins, Wza and Wzi, and

membrane

proteins, Wzc,

were

one

of the inner

investigated. The first approach to this project

biochemically and functionally characterise these proteins. The next step
study their structure by

means

protein

was

obtained from

was

was to

of electron crystallography, EM, and X-ray

crystallography. A low resolution projection
Wza

was to

map at

30A from 2D crystals for the

obtained. A higher resolution structure for this protein, 15.5A,

single particle reconstruction. Finally,

obtained at 2.5A

a

was

high resolution 3D data set

by X-ray crystallography. 3D crystals for the Wzi

were

obtained, which diffracted to 15A. The last protein to be studied was Wzc. We have
obtained its structure in

4.1

complex with Wza at 25A by single particle reconstruction.

Antigen biosynthesis and transport

E. coli

produces

more

than 80 structurally and immunochemically distinct capsular

polysaccharides termed K antigens (Jann, 1997) {Figure 4.2.1). These polymers
in

composition, linkage specificity and substitution,
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are

vary

required for cell viability

and also for interactions between

capsules

are

to evade

or

a

bacterium and its host

(Whitfield, 1994). The

important virulence determinants which enable the pathogenic bacteria
counteract

the

unspecific host defence during the early (pre-immune)

phase of infection. They also interfere with the action of complement and
phagocytes although this effect is generally transient and

specific antibodies in the immune phase of the host defence. In
are

not

(or only poorly) immunogenic,

with host material. Strains with such

as a

capsules (e.g., K1

or

group

1 to

group

4) based

on

K5)
are

or

are very

and

are

gene

loci and the

as

a

are

cell-

synthesised at the inner membrane before being

translocated to the cell surface. In

serves

virulent

classified into four

regulation of their expression (Whitfield and Roberts, 1999). K antigens
associated

identity

their surface organisation, their

assembly mechanism, the organisation of their biosynthetic

surface

capsules

some cases,

result of a structural mimicry

(Jann and Jann, 1992). The capsular K antigens of E. coli

categories (denoted

by capsule-

overcome

Gram-negative bacteria, the outer membrane

selectively permeable protective barrier and presents

a

significant

obstacle to macromolecular translocation.

Group 1 capsules have

a

low charge density, contain hexuronic acids

as

acidic

components, and may contain amino sugars (Jann and Jann, 1990). Many group 1

capsules have been found to be associated with lipid A, although this is not
universal feature of group
the K30

a

1 capsules, and it is not essential for surface expression of

polysaccharide (Jann et al., 1992), (MacLachlan el al., 1993). Group 2

capsules have

a

high charge density and
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may

contain hexuronic acids, N-

acetylneuraminic

acid,

2-keto-2-deoxy-manno-octulosonic

or

acid

as

acidic

components (Jann and Jann, 1987), (Jann et al., 1992). Group 2 polysaccharides
isolated from cell surfaces

found associated with

are

phosphatidic acid and their

reducing acid at their reducing termini, which is thought to act
anchor

as

the membrane

a

multi-enzyme

(Jann and Jann, 1990).

Group 2 and 3 capsules

are

polymerised in the cytoplasm by

complex including processive membrane-associated glycotransferases (Figure
4.1.1). Group 2 capsules {Figure 4.2.1)

are

membrane-bound

on

membrane

biosynthetic complex

synthesised by

a

hetero-oligomeric

the inner face of the cytoplasmic

by the sequential action of glycotransferases that elongate the

polysaccharide at its nonreducing end (Rigg et al., 1998), (Arrecubieta et al., 2001).
Translocation
T

across

the

cytoplasmic membrane is mediated by the KpsC, M, S and

proteins, whereas translocation

the

across

the periplasm and outer membrane involves

KpsD and E proteins (Whitfield and Roberts, 1999), (Roberts, 1996), (Bliss and

Silver, 1996). The KpsM and T proteins form an ABC-2 (ATP-binding cassette type

2) transporter (Paulsen et al., 1997). In contrast, type 3 polysaccharide biosynthesis
and transport
encode

al.,

a

only requires two type 3-specific

genes,

cps3D and cps3S, which

UDP-Glc-dehydrogenase and the type 3 synthase respectively (Dillard et

1995). Type 3

synthase

may

perform the transport of the

polysaccharides (Cartee et al., 2000).
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group

3

Figure 4.1.1. Biosynthesis of
membrane-bound

complex

on

group

2 capsules involves

a

hetero-oligomeric

the plasma membrane. This consists of the proteins

(KfiA-D) required for the polymerisation of the K5 polysaccharide, together with the
KpsC, M, S and T proteins that

polysaccharide
and Roberts,

4.2

across

are

involved in the translocation of

group

2

the plasma membrane. Figure from Whitfield et al. (Whitfield

1999).

Group 1 antigen biosynthesis and transport

Group 1 and 4 capsule polymerisation pathways

are

distinguished only by the

identity of the initiating glycosyltransferase. Group 4 capsules
initiating glycosyltransferase. This

enzyme

use

WecA

transfers either GlcNAc-l-P
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or

as

the

GalNAc-

1-P to
been

undecaprenyl phosphate in the initiating reaction. To the extent that they have

examined, all E. coli LPS O antigens

Valvano, 1994). The

group

are

initiated by WecA (Alexander and

1 K30 antigen from E. coli (O9a:K30) (Figure 4.2.1) is

present on the cell surface as both a capsular structure composed of high molecular

weight K30 polysaccharide and
in

a

as

short K30 oligosaccharides linked to lipid A-core

lipopolysaccharide molecule (Drummelsmith and Whitfield, 1999a). The

synthesis

of the

carbohydrate

repeat

units

is

initiated

by

WbaP

(UDP-

galactose:undecaprenolphosphate galactose-1-P transferase (Liu et al., 1993). WbaP
is

one

of

bacterial

family of glycosyltransferases that initiate the formation of a variety of

a

surface

polysaccharides by transferring hexose-l-P to undecaprenol

phosphate carrier lipid. Additional glycosyltransferases at the cytoplasmic face of
the inner membrane

(tentatively identified

as

WbaZ, WcaO and WcaN) then

complete the repeat unit (Figure 4.2.2) (Drummelsmith and Whitfield, 1999a). The
repeat units are thought to be exported across the inner membrane by a process

involving

putative flippase (Wzx), where they

a

requiring the

wzy gene

lipid A

core,

polymerised by

a

reaction

product (Whitfield and Roberts, 1999) (Figure 4.2.2). At this

point, short oligosaccharides consisting of one
to

are

resulting in

a

or a

few K-repeat units

can

be ligated

form of lipopolysaccharide (LPS), termed Klps

(MacLachlan et al., 1993). This reaction has been identified only in E. coli, and the
significance of KLPS in the biology of E. coli is unknown. The majority of the
undecaprenol pyrophosphate-linked repeat units

are

used for polymerisation of high

molecular

weight (HMW) capsular polysaccharide whose assembly

surface is

independent of lipid A

core

on

the cell

(MacLachlan et al., 1993). This high-level
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polymerisation and surface expression of K30 antigen requires the participation of a
tyrosine autokinase, Wzc, and its cognate phosphatase, Wzb (Drummelsmith and
Whitfield,

1999b), (Wugeditsch et al., 2001) (Figure 4.2.2). The level of

phosphorylation of Wzc is known to affect the production of K30 polymer, and
insertional mutations in either
make HMW K30

wzc or

wzb abolish the

ability of the mutant strain to

polymer without impeding KLps production (Wugeditsch et al.,

2001), (Drummelsmith and Whitfield,

1999b), (Paiment et al., 2002). After

polymerisation, the capsule is transported to the cell surface in
involves

an

outer

membrane

multimeric structures

resembling secretins for type II and type III protein secretion

channels in the outer membrane,
surface. It is not clear how the

or

outer

on

as

the cell surface to form the capsular structure
manner

in which capsules

are

organised

poorly understood in most systems. Wzi is found in the

membrane and is believed to interact with the Wza,

of Wzi is not yet

believed to act

allowing the HMW polymer to reach the cell

micrographs. In fact, the

and linked to the surface is

are

polymer is moved through the periplasm to these

how it is assembled

evident in electron

that

lipoprotein, Wza (Figure 4.2.2). Purified Wza forms

(Drummelsmith and Whitfield, 2000). These structures

channels,

a process

known (Rahn et al., 2003).
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although the precise role

K30

capsule

-

Escherichia coli

->2)-a-D-Manp-(l-»3)-p-D-Ga!p-(l->
3

t
1

|3-D-GlcpA-(l->3)-a-D-Galp

colanic acid

-

Escherichia coli

>4)-a-L-Fucp-(l->3)-p-D-Glcp-(l->3)-p-L-Fucp-(l->
4

t
1

p-D-Galp-(l->4)-p-D-GlcpA-(l->3)-p-D-Galp
Pyr

K2

capsule

-

Klebsiella pneumoniae

>3)-p-D-Glcp-(l->4)-p-D-Manp-(l->4)-a-D-Glcp-(l->
3

T
l

a-D-GlcpA

Figure 4.2.1. Examples of group 1 (K30 and colonic acid) and group 2 (K2 capsule)

capsule repeat units.
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Wza multimer

outer membrane

peptidoglycan
Wzc

oligomer

inner membrane

Figure 4.2.2. Location and proposed activities of

a

hypothetical biosynthetic

complex carrying out coordinated synthesis and export of group 1 capsule in E. coli.
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4.3 Materials and Methods

4.3.1

Expression, extraction and purification of Wza

The open

reading frame of the

encoding E. coli Wza and Wza-His6

genes

were

incorporated into the expression vector pWQ126 and pJD164 (pBAD24-derivative)
respectively, and transformed into E. coli LE392 cells by
Whitfield at

were

ml"1 ampicillin. A single colony

was

collaborator Prof. C.

Guelph University, Canada.

The transformed LE392 cells

LB

our

plus lOOpg

ml"1 ampicillin

grown on a

was

used to inoculate

were grown to an

arabinose. The cells

were

agar
an

plate containing 100

pg

overnight culture of 500ml

at 310K with constant shaking. The overnight culture

used to inoculate 10L of LB medium in

ampicillin. Cells

Luria

fermentor

ODeoo of 0.8 and

for

grown

a

a

were

containing lOOpg

ml"1

induced with 0.006% L-

further 4 hours at 31 OK. The cells

were

then

pelleted by centrifugation at 6,000g (277K) for 15mins.
The bacterial cells harvested from the 10L fermentor
20mM sodium

phosphate pH 7. Bacterial cells

(llOMPa). The crude extract

was

were

were

resuspended in 120ml

disrupted using

a

French

press

fractionated by ultracentrifugation (85,000g). The

supernatant solution was discarded and the pellet containing cell envelopes was

resuspended in 160ml 20mM sodium phosphate pH 7 and 2% N-lauroylsarcosine to
solubilise the inner membranes
room

(Filip et al., 1973). The pellet

was

solubilised at

temperature with rolling for lhr. The extract was centrifuged again at,85,000g

for lhr at 289K. The supernatant

solution

enriched in outer membranes, was

resuspended in 160ml 20mM sodium phosphate,
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was

then discarded and the pellet,

now

50mM NaCl and 0.5% SB3-14. The membranes

were

solubilised

with rolling. The insoluble materials

temperature

overnight at

room

then removed by

were

centrifugation at 85,000g for lhr at 289K. Purification of wild type Wza

was

performed using anion-exchange chromatography. A Biorad Q (Bio-Rad) column
used and

was

SB3-14. The

equilibrated with 20mM sodium phosphate, 50mM NaCl and 0.5%
protein

was

eluted at 12% of

a

solution consisting of 20mM sodium

phosphate, 1M NaCl and 0.5% SB3-14. The fractions containing Wza
and

were

pooled

dialysed overnight against 20mM sodium phosphate, 50mM NaCl. The Biorad

Q column

was

also used to exchange the detergent to n-dodecyl-(3-D-maltoside

(DDM; Anatrace, USA). The protein

was

washed with 100ml 20mM Tris-HCl pH

8.5, 50mM NaCl and 0.008% DDM and eluted with 20mM Tris-HCl pH 8.5, 1M
NaCl and 0.008% DDM. Minor contaminants

chromatography (Bio-Rad). The sample
20mM Tris-Base
onto

a

was

removed

then dialysed against two changes of 1L

gel filtration column (Superdex 200, Pharmacia). Elution

protein

was

by hydroxyapatite

pH 7.0, 300mM NaCl and 0.008% DDM. The protein

1.2 column volumes of 20mM Tris-Base
The

were

eluted

as an octamer at

was

was

loaded

performed with

pH 7.0, 300mM NaCl and 0.008% DDM.

around 400KDa. The sample

was

dialysed

overnight in 20mM Tris-Base pH 8, 50mM NaCl and 0.008% DDM. Purity

was

checked at all stages

with SDS-PAGE using Coomassie blue staining (Figure

4.3.1.1). The yield

30

For

was

mg

of pure protein

per

10L of culture.

purification of Wza-His6 tagged protein, the supernatant

was

loaded onto

a

5ml

HiTrap chelating HP column (Amersham Biosciences) equilibrated with 20mM
sodium

phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, containing 0.05% SB 3-14 and 500mM NaCl. The
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Wza-His6 tagged protein was eluted with a step gradient using the same buffer

containing 1M imidazole. Detergent exchange and size exclusion chromatography
was

performed

PAGE

as

for the wild type Wza and the purity

was

checked with SDS-

using Coomassie blue staining (Figure 4.3.1.1). The yield

was

20mg of pure

protein per 10L of culture.
The

purified proteins

were

the observed molecular
for Wza and 41,077.1

also analysed by

masses

spectrometry (data not shown), and

corresponding to the main peaks

Da for Wza-His6. These values

calculated theoretical molecular
at the N-terminal

mass

mass

of the

are

were

40,240.6 Da

consistent with the

respective mature lipoproteins, modified

cysteine with diacylglycerol and palmitate, supporting previous

labeling studies (Drummelsmith and Whitfield, 2000).
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Figure 4.3.1.1. Coomassie blue stained SDS-PAGE of Wza purification. Lane 1
shows the MW markers

(KDa). Lane 2 shows the solubilised OM. Lane 3

corresponds to the fraction after anion exchange chromatography. Lane 4 shows the
hydroxyapatite purification step. All three lanes show Wza migrating
band at ~40KDa
buffer at 373K

(Wza monomer) when the samples

are

as a

major

heated in SDS-sample

prior to electrophoresis. The purified Wza sample from lane 4 shows

the multimeric form when the

samples

are run

in the

same

buffer without heating

(lane 5). Lanes 6 and 7 show heated and unheated samples of purified Wza-His6,

respectively, confirming that Wza-His6 also forms SDS-stable multimers.
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4.3.2

Expression, extraction and purification of Wzi-His6

The open
the

reading frame of the

by

our

collaborator Prof. C. Whitfield at Guelph University, Canada.

The transformed DH5a cells

were

ml"1 ampicillin. A single colony

was

incorporated into

was

expression vector pWQ193 (pBAD24-derivative), and transformed into E. coli

DH5a cells

LB

encoding E. coli Wzi-His6

gene

plus lOOpg

ml"1 ampicillin

grown on a

was

used to inoculate

were grown to an

arabinose. The cells

were

agar

an

plate containing 100

pg

overnight culture of 500ml

at 31 OK with constant shaking. The overnight culture

used to inoculate 10L of LB medium in

ampicillin. Cells

Luria

grown

for

a

fermentor

ODeoo of 0.8 and
a

were

containing lOOpg

ml"1

induced with 0.02% L-

further 4 hours at 310K. The cells

were

then

pelleted by centrifugation at 6,000g (277K) for 15mins.
The extraction and

purification protocols that

were

used

were

the

same as

for the

Wza-His6. Purity was checked at all stages with SDS-PAGE using Coomassie blue

staining (.Figure 4.3.2.1). The yield was lOOmg of pure protein
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per

10L of culture.

1

2

3

4

5

200

45
36
31
25

Figure 4.3.2.1. Purification of Wzi-His6. Lane 1 shows the MW markers (KDa).
Lane 2 shows the solubilised OM. The

3 shows the

was

heated for lOmin at 373K. Lane

flowthrough from the nickel-chelating HiTrap column and Lane 4 the

purified Wzi-His6. Lane 5 shows

4.3.3

sample

a

sample of Wzi-His6 that

was not

heated.

Expression, extraction and purification of Wzc-His6

The open

into the

reading frame of the

gene

encoding E. coli Wzc-His6

was

incorporated

expression vector pAP112 (pBAD24-derivative), and transformed into E.

coli CWG281 cells

by

our

collaborator Prof. C. Whitfield at Guelph University,

Canada. The CWG281 strain is

an

acapsular derivative of the E. coli strain E69. It

still expresses some

wild type Wzc. The protein seemed to be

strain than LE392

DH5a.

or

The transformed CWG281 cells

were

ml"1 ampicillin. A single colony

was

grown on a

Luria

used to inoculate
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agar

an

more

stable in this

plate containing 100

pg

overnight culture of 500ml

LB

ml"1 ampicillin at 31 OK with constant shaking. The overnight culture

plus lOOpg
used to

was

inoculate

ampicillin. Cells

10L

of LB

ODeoo of 0.5 and

were grown to an

arabinose. The cells

were

grown

medium fermentor

for

a

were

containing lOOpg

ml"1

induced with 0.02% L-

further 4 hours at 31 OK. The cells

were

then

pelleted by centrifugation at 6,000g (277K) for 15mins.
The bacterial cells harvested from the 10L fermentor
20mM sodium

using

a

resuspended in 120ml

phosphate pH 7, and ImM PMSF. Bacterial cells

French

(110 MPa). The crude extract

press

ultracentrifugation (85,000g). The supernatant solution
containing cell envelopes

was

overnight. The extract
loaded onto

a

was

5ml

was

were

disrupted

fractionated by

was

discarded and the pellet

resuspended in 160ml 20mM sodium phosphate pH 7,

500mM NaCl and 0.1% DDM. The

was

were

pellet

was

solubilised at 277K with rolling

centrifuged at 85,000g for lhr at 277K. The supernatant

HiTrap chelating PIP column (Amersham Biosciences)

equilibrated with 20mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, containing 0.008% DDM
and 500mM NaCl. The

using the

same

Wzc-His6 tagged protein

was

eluted with

buffer containing 1M imidazole. The sample

a step

was

gradient

then dialysed

against two changes of 1L 20mM Tris-Base pH 7.0, 300mM NaCl and 0.008%
DDM.

The

protein

Pharmacia). Elution

was
was

loaded onto

a

gel filtration column (Superdex 200,

performed with 1.2 column volumes of 20mM Tris-Base

pH 7.0, 300mM NaCl and 0.008% DDM. The protein
around 400KDa. The

sample

was

lOOmM NaCl and 0.008% DDM.

was

eluted

as an octamer at

dialysed overnight in 20mM Tris-Base pH 8,

Purity

was
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checked at all stages with SDS-PAGE

using Coomassie blue staining {Figure 4.3.3.1). The yield
per

was

50mg of pure protein

10L of culture.

1

2

200

n

»

45
36

Figure 4.3.3.1. Purification of Wzc-His6. Lane 1 shows the MW markers (KDa).
Lane 2 shows the

4.3.4 CD

purified Wzi-His6. The sample

a

Wza and Wza-His6

(Nesper et al., 2003), CD spectra

JASCO J-600 instrument

were

were

properly folded after

recorded from 260 to 195

nm

using

(Jasco UK Ltd.,) at the BBSRC service facility at the

University of Glasgow. Both protein data
and 0.008% DDM. The spectra
at 208 nm,

heated for lOmin at 373K.

spectra of Wza

To examine whether the wild type

extraction

was

were

recorded in 20mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0

of the proteins were highly similar with

indicating that both proteins

are

a

minimum

folded and that Wza does not comprise

solely P-structure. Analysis of the CD spectra for secondary structure using the
SELCON

procedure (Sreerama and Woody, 1993)

values for Wza: 26%

gave

the following approximate

a-helices, 14% antiparallel P-sheets, 4% parallel P-sheets, 22%
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turns, and 33% other structures. The
were:

19%, 23%, 3%, 21%, and 34%, respectively. The small differences in the

deduced structures

Hisg

corresponding recorded values for Wza-His6

or

might be because of the

differences in the concentration

or

presence

of hexahistidine tag in Wza-

buffer composition.
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Figure 4.3.4.1. Far UV CD spectra of wild type Wza (pink) and Wza-His6 (blue).

4.3.5 CD spectra
To examine the

of Wzi-His6

secondary structure of Wzi (Rahn et al., 2003), spectra

recorded from 260 to 195

nm.

Wzi-His6 data

were

recorded in 20mM Tris HC1 (pH

8.0) containing 0.008% DDM and 150 mM NaCl. Wzi displays
a

single minimum at 219

nm

were

a

CD spectrum with

(Figure 4.3.5.1), which is indicative of a P-sheet-rich

139

secondary structure (Johnson, 1988). The relative contributions of a-helix, P-sheet,
coil and turn

were

different methods
These

by computer analysis of the CD spectrum using

(Provencher and Glockner, 1981), (Sreerama and Woody, 1993).

analyses indicated that Wzi-His6 has

content

barrel

calculated

of 35%.

a

P-sheet content of 65% and

Collectively, this data confirmed that Wzi-His6 is

a

a

P-turn

monomeric p-

protein that remains folded after extraction and purification from the

membranes.

1000

MUI.

CIII(J.

195

200

240
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Wavelength[nm]

Figure 4.3.5.1. Far UV CD spectra of Wzi.
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260

4.3.6 CD spectra
To examine the

nm.

of Wzc-His6

secondary structure of Wzc, spectra

Wzc-His6 data

were

structure

turn

displays

CD spectrum with

a

a

double minimum at

{Figure 4.3.6.1), which is indicative of an a-helical-rich secondary

(Johnson, 1988). The relative contributions of a-helix, P-sheet, coil, and

were

methods

nm

recorded from 260 to 195

recorded in 20mM Tris HC1 (pH 8.0) containing 0.008%

DDM and 100 mM NaCl. Wzc

208 and 222

were

calculated

by computer analysis of the CD spectrum using different

(Provencher and Glockner, 1981), (Sreerama and Woody, 1993). These

analyses indicated that Wzc-His6 has
14%, and

a

an

a-helical content of 27.4%,

a turn content

of

P-sheet content of 0.12%. This data also confirmed that Wzc-His6

remains folded after extraction and

purification from the membranes.
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Figure 4.3.6.1. Far UV CD spectra of Wzc.
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4.3.7 2D
2D

crystallisation of Wza-His6 and Wza

crystallisation of Wza-His6 (Nesper et al., 2003)

method of
20mM

was

carried out according to the

Levy et al. (Levy et al., 1999). Briefly, lpg of purified Wza-His6 in

Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, containing 625mM NaCl, 0.4% SB 3-14, and 0.2pg of E.

coli total

lipids (Avanti Polar Lipids)

was

incubated under

a

functionalised lipid

monolayer (1:1 E. coli total lipids / l,2-dioleoyl-.s??-glycero-3-[iV-(5-amino-l-

carboxypentyl) iminodiacetic acid) succinyl] (nickel salt) (Avanti Polar Lipids).
Binding of the hexahistidine tags to the nickel ions presented by these functionalised
lipids leads to concentration of Wza-His6 at the monolayer surface. Detergent
then removed

was

by the addition of polystyrene BioBeads (Bio-Rad). It is proposed that

this results in the

replacement of detergent molecules with lipids from the

aqueous

phase, reconstituting the protein within a bilayer matrix (Levy et al., 1999), (Levy et
al., 2001). A

planar

range

arrays were

The 2D

copper

crystals

of incubation times and temperatures

obtained after 24hrs of incubation at

were

was

evaluated. The best

room temperature.

transferred to fenestrated cellulose acetate butyrate-coated

grids and stained with 2% (w/v) uranyl acetate. Electron microscopy

was

performed at the University of Guelph Natural Sciences and Engineering Council of
Canada

Regional Scanning and Transmission Electron Microscopy facility, using
transmission

LE0912AB

Germany), at
x20,000

or

an

microscope

(LEO

GmbH,

Oberkochen,

accelerating voltage of lOOkV and nominal magnifications of either

x40,000. Digital image data were collected using an EsiVision CCD-

BM/lk SSCCD
conditions.

electron

a

camera.

Imaging

Although planar

was

arrays

routinely performed under low electron dose

of Wza-His6 complexes with varying degrees of
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regularity

were

grid without
Images

Heel et

disruption.

analysed by either Fourier filtering

or

single-particle analysis (1591

particles) with the IMAGIC-V electron image processing system (van

al., 1996), (van Heel et al., 2000). Fourier filtering of

crystalline
4.3.7.1

some

were

individual

routinely obtained, they frequently did not withstand transfer to the

array

yielded

an

image showing the

C). The lattice spacing

ring structures
0.28nm. These

were

was

square

lattice

were

more

representative

clearly {Figure

~10nm. The outer diameters of the individual

8.84 ± 0.43nm, and the central cavity had

crystals

a

a

diameter of 2.28 ±

reproducible, but better crystalline order could not be

obtained under any

of the various conditions evaluated. To obtain structural detail to

higher resolution,

a

series of planar

arrays

of Wza-His6

imaged at higher

were

extracted from the

magnification (x40,000), and 1591 individual unit cells

were

micrographs for single particle analysis. The latter

comprised two cycles of

unbiased

multireference

classification

multivariate

alignment,

statistical

analysis,

and

(Harauz, 1998). This approach allows the decomposition of the image

data set into groups

(or classes) that

are most

aligned images within each class yields
ratio

process

a

similar to

result with

one
an

another. Averaging the

enhanced signal-to-noise

{Figure 4.3.7.1 E). The variability between classes is the result of

conformational

variability of individual unit cells, which explains the limited order

proffered by the 2D crystals. The images, in conjunction with the rectangular
symmetry of the planar crystals, are entirely consistent

ring consists of 8 individual Wza-His6 subunits.
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with

a

model in which each

Figure 4.3.7.1. A shows the original image of

a

negatively stained Wza-His6 2D

crystal (x20,000 magnification). B, 2D crystals diffracted to 2 orders with the
outermost

spot corresponding to a spatial resolution of 4.2nm. C and D show two

magnifications of a filtered image of the 2D crystal. E shows selected class
of Wza-His6

2D

was

obtained by single particle analysis.

crystals of wild type Wza (Beis et al., 2004)

method

as

averages

described

using

a

hanging-droplet

previously (Rosenberg et al., 2001); in brief, 50pg

mixed with lOOmM ammonium

pH 4.5. A lpl drop

were grown

was

placed

sulphate, 10% PEG 4000, 0.1M sodium acetate

on a cover

magnesium chloride. The system

ml"1 of Wza

was

slide and equilibrated against 1M cold

left to reach equilibrium overnight at 277K.
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The 2D
4%

crystals

were

transferred

on a

carbon coated grid and negatively stained with

(w/v) uranyl acetate {Figure 4.3.7.2). Electron microscopy

low dose conditions
lOOkV

on a

(UMIST). Images

Tecnai 10 transmission electron

were

recorded

on

A/pixel

microscope operating at

applied

were

as

described

(Rosenberg et al., 2001), using the Medical Research Council UK-Laboratory

of Molecular

Projection

crystals

Biology software suite (Amos et al., 1982), (Crowther et al., 1996).

maps were

4.3.7.2

generated using the CCP4 software (CCP4, 1994). The

composed mostly of single layers of Wza molecules, but occasional

are

patches with two

or more

overlapping layers

can

be observed (arrows in Figure

A). In addition, small defects in the crystal lattice

(boxed/zoomed area) where Wza particles in different orientations
into the

ordered

crystal. Figure 4.3.7.2 B shows
area

of the Wza

transform shows

a

C) (with

no

were

were

observed

incorporated

computed Fourier transform of

systematic absences along the (/z,0) axis, indicative of a
map

screw

crystals form in the P12i plane

{Figure 4.3.7.2

presence

group,

of a screw axis. It

seems

probable that

with the two Wza tetramers in the unit cell

alternately being oriented facing upwards and downwards. Because there is

a

axis

crystallographic symmetry applied) shows two Wza tetramers in the unit

cell, offering further support for the

differential

well

a

crystal subjected to three rounds of lattice unbending. The

along the crystallographic a direction. The calculated projection

from

on a

at the specimen level. Lattice

unbending and contrast transfer function corrections

the

carried out under

Kodak SO-163 film and digitised

UMAX Power Look 3000 densitometer at 9.7

earlier

was

staining of the two sides of the crystal, there is

perfect P12] relationship. This provides
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one

a

explanation

some

significant deviation
as to

why

one

of the

Wza tetramers appears to
molecule has its smaller

contributes

more

to its

be slightly smaller in projection. Presumably, this

(90A2) layer

indication

-120A2

with

from this

contrasted by stain, and hence, this

projection. The overall size and shape of each molecule in the

unit cell is consistent with the
molecule is

more

a

single particle averaging described below. Each

central stain

pocket of 30-40A in diameter. There is

crystallographic study of

an

no

8-fold symmetry signal, in

agreement with the application of C4 symmetry for the single particle averaging

procedures (Chapter 4.3.8).
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Figure 4.3.7.2. A, 2D crystal of Wza multimers negatively stained with 4% (w/v)
uranyl acetate. Arrows indicate the
than

more

one

sheet. The dotted box

nucleation where the side and
two-dimensional lattice. B,
area.

The

are an

where protein has started to crystallise in

magnifies x2

an

example

area

of mosaic

partial side views have been incorporated into the

computed Fourier transform of an image of a crystalline

principal crystallographic

the size of the boxes
et

areas

(h,k) in reciprocal

axes

indication of the

al., 1996). The first circle is at

observed in the transform. C, 2D

a

space are

indicated, and

signal :noise of the reflections (Crowther

resolution of ~32A. Reflections to -25 A

projection

map

can

of the crystal of Wza multimers

using contours to delineate protein density (contours begin at 0.5a above the

density and

are

y=

mean

separated in steps corresponding to 0.2a). No crystallographic

symmetry has been applied. The crystallographic axes are shown: a =

264A;

be

90°. D and E, projection

maps

158A; b

=

of the two molecules in the unit cell after

non-crystallographic C4 symmetry has been applied.
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4.3.8

Single particle reconstruction of Wza

4.3.8.1

Cryo-negative Staining

Carbon-coated copper

grids (number 400)

droplet of Wza (5-1 Opg

were

inverted

on

the surface of

10%

until dry. Grids

1 Ojul

ml"1 in 25mM Tris, pH 7.5, 80mM NaCl, 0.008% (w/v)

DDM) for several minutes and then blotted sequentially for 5s
paper

a

were

then placed

on a

on a

Whatman filter

20pl droplet of freshly prepared 5

or

(w/v) ammonium molybdate, 1% (w/v) trehalose for several seconds, blotted

briefly, and immediately frozen to liquid nitrogen temperatures in

an

Oxford system

cryo-stage. Table 4.3.8.1.1 summarises all of the additional information relevant to
transmission

electron

microscopy low dose cryo-data collection and image

processing.
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Table 4.3.8.1.1.

Cryoelectron microscopy and image analysis information for the 3D

dataset.

Microscope

Philips CM200 FEG

Mode

TEM low dose

Operating voltage

200kV

Micrograph film

Kodak SO-163

Calibrated

x47,800

magnification

recording at 100K

Spot size

5

Electron dose

<20

Micrographs used

20

Scanner

UMAX Photolook

Scanning increment

12.8pm

Specimen level

2.67

Defocus range

-2.0 to -3.5 pm

Selection box size

170 A2

Particles used

2735 from 3009

Particle classes

85

Spatial resolution of volume at FSC

=

0.5
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electron/A2

A/pixel

15.5A

3000, 256 greyscale

4.3.8.2

Image Processing and Structure Calculation

The 3D structure of Wza

was

calculated

using

common

line projection matching

methods, implemented in EMAN. The initial dataset of 2735 Wza particles was
selected
et

interactively, using either the graphic interfaces of SPIDER (WEB) (Frank

al., 1996)

or

function for each

EMAN (BOXER) (Ludtke et al., 1999). The contrast transfer

particle in the dataset

was

determined using the

(Hovmoller, 1992) and corrections for amplitudes and phases
SPIDER. Data

then converted in

were

1999), and the contrast

was

a

normalised. Selected particles

Wza

A set of reference-free class

averages was

were
a

CRISP

applied using

were

format suitable for EMAN

initially to 10A, and centered in their boxes relative to
average.

program

(Ludtke et al.,

low pass-filtered,

reference-free global

then generated corresponding to

positioned in multiple particle orientations. By following established procedures

in the EMAN software suite, a
from class averages

preliminary three-dimensional model

was

that represented distinct views of the Wza complex with

symmetry applied. The relative orientations of the characteristic
determined

using

a

determined

Fourier common-line routine, and the resulting

combined to generate

the preliminary three-dimensional model.
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views

a

C4

were

averages were

A

B

Figure 4.3.8.2.1. A, micrograph of cryo-negative-stained detergent solubilised Wza
oligomers. The field displayed
contrast has been enhanced for

recorded at

are

highlighted in

defocus of ~3.4pm, and the

square

boxes. B,

a montage

of

produced by single particle averaging of the Wza

multimer dataset. 2D class averages are
back

a

presentational clarity. Projections of Wza multimers

presenting multiple orientations
different orientation classes

was

displayed (top panel) with corresponding

projections from the final 3D symmetry model (lower panel). Box size is

171 A2.
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A

tetrameric

rotational

symmetry assignment (C4) was used for calculating

subsequent volumes of Wza based
the data recorded here in cryo
axis of rotational
basic

on

several rationales. Firstly, the observations of

show that the particle top view (positioned above the

symmetry) has a distinctive

square appearance

and suggest that the

symmetrical element of Wza is tetrameric {Figure 4.3.8.2.1). Secondly,

although previous EM data have suggested that Wza has

(Nesper et al., 2003), the calculation of

a

an

octameric organisation

three-dimensional structure using C8

symmetry (rather than C4 symmetry) produced class averages that were visually
dissimilar to the

structure,

raw

data and

which would not

produced

datasets.

Figure 4.3.8.2.1 B shows

lower resolution three-dimensional

properly (data not shown). Equivalent

converge

comparisons with other symmetries

a

were

some

only reasonable for CI, C2, and C4

of the 85 Wza two-dimensional projection

classes and the

corresponding back projections from the three-dimensional structure

and

selection of top, partial, and side views of the complex. Comparing

samples

a

the two-dimensional class averages

with the back projections from the final three-

dimensional structure showed that there
not

clear structural

equivalence; this

was

apparent in the data refined with C8 symmetry. Thirdly, the volume of the final

Wza thresholded at la above the

1.7

was a

mean

density

was

calculated to be

470A3 assuming

A3/Da_1 (Harpaz et al., 1994). This volume could accommodate maximally

protein

mass

of 276KDa and is consistent with

molecules. The 3D structure

was

an

a

oligomer containing eight Wza

subsequently refined using eight rounds of iterative

projection matching, with each refinement assessed by examining the

convergence

by comparison of the Fourier shell correlation (FSC) of the three-dimensional
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models

generated from each iteration. The final three-dimensional volume fully

converged after eight rounds of iterative refinement. These data
consistent with

a

turn, these data

strongly suggest that the octameric Wza is

complex possessing quasi-symmetry with

a

are

all entirely

C4 rotational axis. In

a tetramer

composed of

Wza dimer subunits.

4.3.8.3

Symmetry Analysis of Wza

Rotational

symmetry

STARTCSYM.

rotational

in

volumes

Unsymmetrised particle

symmetry)

were

assessed

was

a

in

using

EMAN

(with the strongest specified

averages

compared with

initially

symmetrised version for consistent

projection features and improved SNR. For C4 symmetry, both projections
similar. The
SPIDER

(Frank et ai, 1996), using

orientation

4.3.8.4

reciprocal

variation

on

rotational power methods and self-

Determination

Resolution

Resolution

a

then validated independently in

was

analysis (Collins et al., 2003).

Variance

FSC data

assignment of C4 symmetry

were

and

Calculation

of

Maps
determined

was

space
were

by FSC analysis by comparing the correspondence in

of two subaverages generated from half of the final dataset. The

calculated

on

the final iteration of the structure at la above the

density with C4 symmetry applied. Using the
the final 3D structure

was

same

subvolumes,

calculated to illustrate the
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a

variance

mean

map

for

regions of the structure with

a

high degree of variance (Saxton et al., 1984). For clarity and to allow
comparison with the

map

for the Wza multimer, variance

maps were

a

first low

direct
pass-

filtered to 15.5 A.

20

15

Resolution

(A)

Figure 4.3.8.4.1. A, FSC resolution estimate of the final Wza complex 3D volume.
B, variance map (shown in pink at 3a above the mean variance) superimposed on a
central 44A-thick slab of the Wza-multimer structure
side.

(grey surface) viewed from the

High variation within the three-dimensional structure

and also

occurs

in the

along the 4-fold axis of rotational symmetry (dashed line).
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arm

regions

4.3.9

Single

particle

reconstruction

of the

Wza-Wzc

complex
Our collaborators in the
Wzc form
linker

a

University of Guelph, Canada, have shown that Wza and

complex (in vivo) (Nesper et al., 2003) in the

complex

by the DSP,

performed

we

and studied the

Wzc

of the

cross-

dithiobissuccinimidyl propionate (DSP). In order to investigate if the

formation of this

The

presence

complex

was
a

triggered by

a true

protein-protein interaction and not

similar experiment in the absence of the cross-linker,

complex using the SPA technique.

was

prepared by mixing equal volumes and concentrations of Wza and

proteins (5pl of lmg

Carbon-coated copper

ml"1). The solution

was

incubated at 293K for 3hrs.
a

1 Opl

droplet of the complex for several minutes and then blotted sequentially for 5s

on a

Whatman filter paper

grids (number 400)

until dry. Grids then

inverted

were

were

placed

on

on a

the surface of

20pl droplet of freshly

prepared 4% (w/v) uranyl acetate for several seconds, and blotted briefly. Electron
microscopy
electron

was

carried out under low dose conditions

on a

Tecnai 10 transmission

microscope operating at 1 OOkV.

The three-dimensional structure of the
structure.

The resolution of the

complex

complex is 20A

as

was

determined

as

for the Wza

determined from the FSC. Table

4.3.9.1 summarises all of the additional information relevant to transmission electron

microscopy low dose data collection and image processing.
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Table 4.3.9.1. Electron

microscopy and image analysis information for the Wza-Wzc

complex 3D dataset.

Microscope

Tecnai CM 100

Mode

TEM low dose

Operating voltage

lOOkV

Micrograph film

Kodak SO-163

Calibrated

x43,200

magnification

Spot size

3

Electron dose

-50

Micrographs used

6

Scanner

UMAX Photolook

Scanning increment

21.3pm

Specimen level

4.84

Defocus range

-2 to -4 pm

Selection box size

31 OA2

Particles used

688

Particle classes

65

Spatial resolution of volume at FSC

=

0.5
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25A

electron/A2

A/pixel

3000, 256 greyscale

Oo

200A

Figure 4.3.9.1. A, micrograph of negative-stained detergent solubilised Wza-Wzc
oligomers. The field displayed

was

recorded at

a

defocus of ~2.6pm. Projections of

Wza-Wzc multimer

complexes, presenting multiple orientations,

circles. The boxed

area

shows Wza-Wzc aggregates.

B,

are

highlighted in

a montage

of different

orientation classes

produced by single particle averaging of the Wza-Wzc multimer

dataset. Box size

200A2.

=
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Figure 4.3.9.2. FSC resolution estimate of the final Wza-Wzc complex 3D volume.

4.3.10 Surface
In the

K30

long term

we

tunneling microscopy (STM)
wish to investigate the forces involved in the translocation of the

antigen through the Wza

technique will be used with
find the
STM

on

a

pore.

In order to

measure

those forces the AFM

K30 antigen modified AFM tip. Initially

we

wanted to

optimal conditions for crystal transfer and data measurement, therefore the

technique

was

employed. For this experiment, the 2D crystals

freshly prepared gold mica and

was

blotted away

data

were

with filter

measured

using

a

paper

were

were

transferred

absorbed for lmin at 293K. Excess buffer

and stained with 2% uranyl acetate. The STM

Molecular Imaging PicoScan (Molecular Imaging) with
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the

help of Dr. Chris Baddeley (Department of Chemistry, University of St.

Andrews). A typical STM image is shown in Figure 4.3.10.1. High resolution data
could not be measured since the
Initial data

analysis showed

crystals did not transfer

a pore

depth of 45A, which agreed with

with
our

a

very

well onto the mica.

diameter of approximately 10A and

pore

2D projection (Nesper et al., 2003) and the

15.5A resolution 3D model (Beis et al., 2004).
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270C03_Q2Q *
nm

.

FFT
►

ntn

Bias=-0.24V
Scanned

J,

Bias=-0.24V
Scanned

—>

Figure 4.3.10.1. STM of Wza 2D crystals. Panel A shows
area

FFT

after FFT

filtering. C High resolution

filtering of the

150xl50nm, and

same area.

a scan

scan

raw

of the boxed

s"1.
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—>

data, and B the

area

same

in panel A, and D

The high resolution images had

speed of 0.9pm

4*

a scan area

of

4.3.11.1 3D

crystallisation of Wza

Crystallisation trials

were

performed using the hanging-drop vapour-diffusion

system at 293 K. The protein solution contained 20mM Tris base pH 8, 80mM NaCl,
0.008% DDM and

8.5mg ml" protein. Each drop

protein solution with the
suspended
screened

over

using

was

prepared by mixing 0.5p.l

volume of reservoir solution. The drops

were

0.5ml reservoir solution. Initial crystallisation conditions

were

a screen

same

developed by Prof. S. Iwata (Iwata, 2003) (MemSys). Small

crystals appeared in 15 different conditions in less than 5min (Table 4.3.11.1.1)
{Figure 4.3.11.1.1). Crystallisation quality (judged by eye)

ultracentrifugation of the protein-precipitate mix to
addition to the

was

improved by

remove aggregates

prior to

crystallisation tray (Horsefield el al., 2003). After this step, the

crystallisation conditions (PEG, NaCl, MgSC>4 and protein concentration)

were

systematically varied to identify the optimal condition. The largest single crystals
appeared after 24hrs using 6mg
lOOmM NaCl in 8% PEG

MgS04. The crystals

ml"1 protein solution containing 0.008% DDM,

4000, lOOmM sodium citrate, 50mM NaCl and 50mM

grew to

final dimensions of 1.0

x

0.1

x

0.1

mm

after 2 days

{Figure 4.3.11.1.2) (Beis et al., 2003). Attempts to crystallise the Wza-His6 protein
did not result in any

hits.
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Table 4.3.11.1.1.

Precipitant

Crystallisation conditions of Wza

Buffer+pH

Salt

Detergent

Time

12% PEG 4000

0.1M sodium citrate

pH 5.5

O.lMNaCl

0.008% DDM

5min

12% PEG 4000

0.1M sodium citrate

pH 5.5

O.lMNaCl

0.008% DDM

5min

0.008% DDM

5min

0.008% DDM

5min

0.1M

12% PEG 4000

0.1M sodium citrate

MgCl2

O.lMNaCl

pH 5.5

0.1M

MgS04

12% PEG 4000

0.1MMES

pH 6.5

12% PEG 4000

0.1MMES

pH 6.5

O.lMNaCl

0.008% DDM

5min

30% PEG 400

0.1MMES

pH 6.5

O.lMNaCl

0.008% DDM

5min

0.008% DDM

5min

0.008% DDM

5min

0.008% DDM

5min

0.008% DDM

5min

-

O.lMMgSCX,
12% PEG 4000

0.1MMES

O.lMNaCl

pH 6.5

0.1MMgCl2
12% PEG 4000

0.1M MOPS

pH 7

12% PEG 4000

0.1M MOPS

pH 7

-

O.lMNaCl

12% PEG 4000

0.1M HEPES

pH 7.5

12% PEG 4000

0.1MHEPES

pH 7.5

O.lMNaCl

0.008% DDM

1

day

12% PEG 4000

0.1M HEPES

pH7.5

O.lMNaCl

0.008% DDM

1

day

0.008% DDM

3

days

0.008% DDM

3

days

0.008% DDM

3

days

-

0.1MMgCl2
12% PEG 4000

O.lMTris

pH8.5

2.4M

O.lMTris

pH8.5

O.lMNaCl

-

(NH3)2S04
12% PEG 4000

0.1M CAPSO

O.lMNaCl

pH 9.5

0.1M
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MgS04

0.1

mm

Figure 4.3.11.1.1. Initial crystals of Wza.

0.3

mm

Figure 4.3.11.1.2. Crystal clusters of Wza after 24hrs. The crystal has dimensions of
1.0x0.1

x

4.3.11.2
The

0.1

mm.

X-ray characterisation of Wza crystals

quality of Wza crystals,

unpredictable
in the

same

manner

well. In

judged by their diffraction pattern, varies in

from batch to batch of protein and within the

our

resolution diffraction,

as

same

batch,

an

even

experience of this protein, poor-looking crystals give low

whilst apparently good crystals (by visual inspection) can give
163

poor

data. Prior to data collection, the crystals

were

flash-frozen in

a

cold nitrogen

stream.

Crystals

mother

liquor (2-20%), which always contained 0.008% DDM. The preliminary

cryoprotected using

were

characterisation of the Wza

crystals

an

was

increasing concentration of glycerol in

performed using

a

Rigaku RU-HR3

rotating-anode generator operated at 40kV and 100mA. The crystals diffracted to 6A
with this

X-ray

source

(Figure 4.3.11.2.1).

Figure 4.3.11.2.1. Initial diffraction pattern for the Wza crystals. The crystal-todetector distance

was

350

mm.
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4.3.11.3

X-ray data collection of Wza

Higher resolution data (2.5A)
ID14EH1

using

an

collected from

were

a

single crystal at ESRF beamline

ADSC Quantum 4 CCD detector. To reduce the overlap of the

reflections, exposures were collected as 0.1° oscillations. The
for each 0.1°

a

image. The crystal-to-detector distance

was

exposure

90°. Data

were

processed using the

a=

program

and scaled

using the

Data

merged satisfactorily in Laue

were

94.6, b

=

215.5,

systematic absences and the

c =

group

program

primitive

was

218.5 A,

a =

P

=y =

suite (Evans, 1997).

P222. Sufficient data

along the axis (at least 60 measurements for each axis) for
two-fold

5s

MOSFLM (Leslie, 1992) and merged

SCALA from the CCP4

program

was

190mm and the X-rays had

wavelength of 0.933A. Indexing of the data indicated the cell

orthorhombic, with unit-cell parameters

time

space group was

us to

were

collected

confidently identify

thus determined to be

P2i2i2i. A summary of the data collection is presented in Table 4.3.11.3.1. Taking
into account the existence of

eight subunits

as

shown in the two-dimensional crystal

electron-microscopy data (Nesper et al., 2003) (Chapter 4.3.7), calculation of the
Matthews coefficient suggests

with

a

value of

3.4A3 Da"1

weight of 40232 Da per
in

the

and

presence
a

monomer.

of one octamer in the asymmetric unit,

water content

of 63.5% based

on

High VM values and solvent contents

a

molecular

are common

crystals of membrane-protein complexes, owing to the detergent micelle

surrounding the proteins (Ostermeier et al., 1995), (Iwata et al., 1998).
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Figure 4.3.11.3.1. (a) X-ray diffraction pattern from the Wza crystal collected at
ID14EH1, ESRF. The crystal-to-detector distance was 190mm and the oscillation

angle

was

0.1°. (b) Close-up of the above image; diffraction spots extend to 2.5A.
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Table 4.3.11.3.1. Data collection statistics.

Wza

Wavelength

(A)

Cell dimensions

(A)

0.933

a =

(°)

(A)

Resolution

94.6, b

=

215.5,

a =

p

=y=

74-2.5

P2j2i2i

No. of observations

441644

No. of unique

137760

T?

Emerge

reflections

a

Overall

6.5
98.4

completeness

9.0

Overall I/a

3Rmerge
of

a

~

^hkl 2l\Ij

-

<I>|/ Em/ 2/ </>, where /, is

an

reflection with indices hkl and <I> is the

weighted

(18.8)
(97.5)
(4.0)

mean

parentheses correspond to the highest resolution shell.
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90°

intensity for the z'th measurement

intensity.
Values in

218.5

(2.55-2.5)

group

Space

c =

of the reflection

4.3.12 Wza
4.3.12.1

phasing

Heavy-atom phasing

Since there

are

no

homologous structures to Wza, phasing of the structure

was

attempted using heavy-atom soaks and selenomethionine (Se-met) labelling. The
heavy atoms that
of these

were

used

are

summarised in Table 4.3.12.1.1. Soaking with most

compounds resulted in loss of diffraction quality and/or resolution.

Therefore,

no

suitable data

promising diffraction

was

were

collected for phasing. The only compound that gave

the tantalum cluster (Ta^Br^). The compound has

a green

colour, and crystals appeared to pick up the compound by changing from colourless
to

deep

green.

Prior to fluorescence

scans,

the crystals

were

back-soaked in

a

cryoprotectant solution that did not contain Ta6Bri4; the fluorescence at ID14EH4
showed

an

crystals

intense white line for the tantalum. Data could not be collected since the

were very

anisotropic;

one

face

spots, whereas after rotating the crystal

was

90° it

diffracted to 2.9A with
was

very

sharp

diffracting to 5A, with smeared

spots. Efforts were made to improve these crystals or find a new crystallisation
condition that could bind any

of the above compounds. Optimisation resulted in

crystals that diffracted to 3.5A with
frozen and will be taken to the
the

fact that each

crystal

an

in-house

source.

These crystals

synchrotron. The major setback with

was

very

non-isomorphous,

so

isomorphous replacement with anomalous scattering (SIRAS)
using

stored

crystals

was

phasing by single
was

not possible by

of the noble

gases

(Xe) and Krypton (Kr) (Quillin and Matthews, 2003). Data sets

were

an

Xenon

our

were

in-house- X-ray

collected for both gases,

source.

Another approach

but they

were away
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was

the

use

from the white line for

a

single

wavelength anomalous dispersion (SAD)

or

multiwavelength anomalous dispersion

(MAD) experiment, and with the non-isomorphism of the crystals it
to do SIRAS and

therefore, detect

Table 4.3.12.1.1.

Heavy-atoms used for phasing.

any

5mM

l-10min soak

KAu(CN)2

ImM

anomalous signal.

Time

[Heavy atom]

lOmin soak

H2PtCl6

Result
Au

2min

precipitated

2 data set at

some

0.5M KI

was

A.=0.933A;

anomalous

iodine

signal

precipitation

(brown precipitant)

HgnCl2

ImM

1 OmM

15min soak

HgnCl2

Loss of diffraction

30secs soak

lOmM TIBr

5

days co-crystal

No anomalous

signal

lOmM T1C1

5

days co-crystal

No anomalous

signal

9mM Ta^Br^

1 week soak

Strong white line/
Bad

9mM

Ta^Br^

1 week soak

crystal quality

No anomalous

signal at

A,=1.54A
Xe

15psi

15-50min under

some

anomalous

signal

pressure
Kr

20psi

15-50min under

pressure
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No anomalous

signal

impossible

4.3.12.2 Se-met
Since
This

labelling

heavy-atom phasing failed,

we

attempted obtaining Se-met labelled protein.

procedure is trivial with most proteins, but in

arose.

For

series of problems

our case a

labelling of the protein the metabolic inhibition pathway

Duyne et al., 1993). In brief, the cells
ODgoo of 0.5

was

were grown

was

used (Van

in minimal media (M9) until

an

reached, and then the amino acids L-Thr, L-Phe, L-Lys, L-Val, L-

Iso, L-Leu, and L-Seleno-Met (se-met)
further 15 mins. The cultures

were

were

added and the cells

were grown

for

a

then induced with either L-arabinose for the

pBAD vector or IPTG for the pET vector.
For the LE392 cells with the

assessed with
total

pBAD construct,

trypsin digestion

some se-met

mass spectrometry.

protein

thought that the system

was

obtained

leaky; this

was not

was

the

just Met. At

case as

it

assessed

by SDS-PAGE of uninduced sample. The Se-met concentration

increased

by 10-fold in order to shift this balance without

At this stage our

collaborators cloned the

cells that

used

were

resulted in the

was

was

success.

in the pET41b (Novagen) vector. The

(Novagen). This

new

mass spectrometry

OmpA contamination of pure Wza, that

clone and cell line

for the native

was

(Figure 4.3.12.2.1) and not coomassie blue

Crystallisation experiments
as

BL21DE3

was

production of 100% Se-met labelled protein. The problem observed

using this cell line
by

were

gene

as

We observed that 20% of the

protein had 100% se-met labelling, but the rest of the protein

this stage we

was

were set up,

or

and crystals appeared in the

only detectable
silver staining.
same

condition

protein, but they only diffracted to 8A at the synchrotron. Attempts
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to

optimise either the purification

contamination interferes with the

7c 7

or

the crystals failed, indicating that the OmpA

crystal lattice formation.

WZa-Se-met

(0.507) Sb (15,40.00); Sm (Mn, 2x20.00); Cm (1:17)

TOF LD+

Figure 4.3.12.2.1. Mass spectrometry of the purified Wza Se-met labelled protein.

Since there
to this

was no

OmpA contamination with the LE392 cells,

we

decided to return

system. The LE392 cell line lacks the T7 polymerase for use of the pET

vector. Our collaborators

expression

was

introduced T7

polymerase in this cell line, but the Wza

only detectable by Western-blot.
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Use of the

B834(DE3) (Novagen) auxotroph cells resulted in the production of

100% Se-met labelled

Wza, but since it is

a

BL21(DE3) cell derivative, the

same

observed.

OmpA problem

was

4.3.13.1 3D

crystallisation of Wzi

Crystallisation trials

were

performed using the hanging-drop vapour-diffusion

system at 293K. The protein solution contained 20mM Tris base pH 8, 80mM NaCl,
0.008% DDM and

ml"1 protein. Each drop

50mg

screened

over

prepared by mixing 0.5pl

volume of reservoir solution. The drops

were

0.5ml reservoir solution. Initial crystallisation conditions

were

protein solution with the
suspended

was

same

using the hanging-drop method and

a screen

developed by Prof. S. Iwata

(Iwata, 2003) (MemSys). Small crystals appeared in 2 different conditions after 1
month; 1.5M potassium phosphate, 0.1M HEPES pH 7.5 and 2.5M ammonium

sulphate, 0.1M MES pH 6.5. The crystals
0.01

grew to

final dimensions of 0.05

x

0.05

x

mm.

4.3.13.2
Prior to

X-ray characterisation of Wzi crystals

screening of diffraction quality, the crystals

nitrogen stream. Crystals

were

cryoprotected using

an

were

flash-frozen in

a

cold

increasing concentration of

glycerol in mother liquor (2-20%), which always contained 0.008% DDM. Initial
crystals diffracted at 15A at ESRF beamline ID14EH4 using
CCD detector

{Figure 4.3.14.2.1).
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an

ADSC Quantum 4

Figure 4.3.13.2.1. Initial diffraction pattern for the Wzi crystals.
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4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Biochemical and functional characterisation of

Wza,

Wzc and Wzi
In

Gram-negative bacteria, macromolecules such

surface,

or

the extracellular environment, must

membrane. The Wza
channel

cross

both the inner and the outer

protein represents the best candidate for the outer membrane

protein for translocation of

group

1 CPS in E. coli and K. pneumoniae.

Furthermore, Wza from E. coli K30 also shares
of outer membrane

CPS destined for the cell

as

sequence

similarity with

a

number

proteins associated with capsule and (secreted) extracellular

polysaccharide production in other bacterial species (Drummelsmith and Whitfield,
1999b), (Drummelsmith and Whitfield, 2000), suggesting
Wza forms

multimeric secretin-like structure that is

a

translocation of
and

capsular polysaccharide

Whitfield, 2000). The

indicates that it possesses a

proteins that have
2000). Wza is

a

presence

across

a

conserved function.

proposed to be involved in

the outer membrane (Drummelsmith

of significant a-helical domains in Wza

secondary structure distinct from outer membrane porin

predominantly (3-barrel secondary structure (Koebnik et al.,

an outer

membrane lipoprotein, in that the N-terminus Cys is

acetylated by palmitic acid and diacylglycerol, but the function of the lipid moiety
had not been

investigated. The data for non-acylated Wza (Wza*) suggest that the

acylation is not required for outer membrane targeting of Wza, but it is essential for
assembly of

a

stable Wza multimer that

can
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function in capsule assembly. Some

protein export secretins
1996) but there is

no

are

also lipoproteins (Schmidt et al., 2001), (Chen et al.,

information concerning the precise role of acylation in these

examples. Non-acylated secretins typically require

additional outer membrane

an

lipoprotein ('secretin pilot') that associates with the secretin (Daefler et al., 1997)
and is

required for formation of

localisation of the multimer.

a

stable multimer

Examples

as

well

as,

in

some cases,

found in type II (Nouwen et al., 2000),

are

(Condemine and Shevchik, 2000), (Hardie et al., 1996) and III (Crago and
Koronakis, 1998), (Koster et al., 1997), (Daefler and Russel, 1998) protein secretion
systems from various bacteria.
E. coll K30 mutants deficient in Wza

accumulate detectable amounts of

are

unable to form

a

capsule but do not

polymer within the cell, despite the fact that the

glycosyltransferases for K30 synthesis

are

still active and Klps is formed

(Drummelsmith and Whitfield, 1999a), (Drummelsmith and Whitfield, 2000). A
similar

phenotype

is observed with mutants

defective

in

Wzc and

Wzb

(Drummelsmith and Whitfield, 1999a), (Wugeditsch et al., 2001). One explanation
for these similar

phenotypes is

potentially involving

an enzyme

some type

complex. Wzc provides

interaction with the outer membrane in
domain

of feedback regulatory mechanism,

a

a

good candidate for

complex because of its large periplasmic

(Doublet et al., 2002) and the putative coiled-coil structures in this domain

(Morona et al., 2000). The coiled-coil region is not involved in the known

oligomerisation of Wzc (Grangeasse et al., 2002) but could certainly participate in
interactions with other

proteins. Although Wza shows

no

evidence of coiled-coil

motifs itself, our collaborators have demonstrated that Wza can be cross-linked in a
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complex that includes Wzc (Nesper et al., 2003). It would be premature to take
cross-linking data in isolation
Wza and

as

definitive evidence of a direct interaction between

Wzc, because other (unknown) proteins could serve as intermediaries in the

interaction. However, the data are

entirely consistent with the existence of

a

complex, minimally involving Wza and Wzc. These results differ from those
obtained

during attempts to cross-link Wzc and Wza in the E. coli K-12 colanic acid

(EPS) system using formaldehyde (Doublet et al., 2002). The

reasons

difference in results

of

are

unknown. Possibilities include the

use

for the

experimental

systems with different modes of detection (and presumably different sensitivities),
and the
than

study of enriched material captured by exploiting hexahistidine tags, rather

analysing whole cell lysates.

Although the unstable multimers formed by Wza*
translocation to the cell surface,
the

assembly system that

circumvented. As

a

any

they

are

are

unable to support CPS

apparently sufficiently well recognised by

feedback regulation of early stages of synthesis is

result the strain with Wza* accumulates

periplasmic K30

polymer in enlarged periplasmic bays. Periplasmic polymer has been observed in
mutants

are

affecting the translocation of group 2 CPS, and electron transparent domains

evident in mutants

accumulating intracellular polymer (Cieslewicz and Vimr,

1997). The periplasmic location of K30 polymer in strains expressing Wza*
represents the first direct demonstration that Wza (and by implication, Wza

homologs in other CPS systems) is indeed required for CPS translocation
OM.
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across

the

Wzi is the second outer membrane component

in the capsule assembly pathway. The

conservation of wzi in all of the E. coli and Klebsiella group

suggested that it might play

an

important role in

conservation of this function in different
evident in the

group

1 capsule

gene

clusters

1 capsule biosynthesis. The

exopolysaccharide-synthesising systems is

growing number of homologs of Wza found in the databases. As

mentioned earlier, the presence
of the prototype group

of Wza is required for both the formation and export

1 capsule structure to the surface of E. coli serotype K30

(Drummelsmith and Whitfield, 2000). In addition,

wza

mutants do not secrete

polymer but also do not accumulate HMW intermediates within the periplasm,

might be expected if only the late
make and
to

polymerise KLps, there

affected. Since

processes are
appears to

be

an

wza

as

mutants can still

element of feedback in the system

prevent accumulation of non-exported HMW material (Rahn et al., 2003). As a

consequence
mutants

of capsule loss, the amount and chain length of Klps increases in

(Grangeasse et al., 2002), (Doublet et al., 2002). This phenotype is distinct

from that of the wzi

unaffected. These

mutation, since the wzi mutant is still mucoid and its KLps is

properties indicate that Wzi acts in

translocation via Wza. The
the

protein playing

a

distribution

of

a

terminal step beyond

P-barrel monomeric structure of Wzi is consistent with

structural role in capsule expression, although

function cannot be excluded
The

wza

on

the basis of currently

cell-associated

(capsular)

(extracellular) polysaccharide varies depending

on

an

enzymatic

available information.
polysaccharide and

the bacterium studied. It is not

clear whether the difference is due to altered covalent association of the
with the surface

or

to

a

feature

cell-free

polymer

resulting from the rate of synthesis according to
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growth conditions
with

a

or

growth phase. The phenotype of the wzi mutant is consistent

role for Wzi in

determining the distribution of cell-associated and cell-free K

antigen. A simple explanation would involve Wzi being required for attachment of
capsular polymer to the cell surface. Wzi could potentially fulfil this role by
providing

an

anchor itself

different molecule that

capsules

are

or,

indirectly, by providing

serves as

the anchor.

an

assembly system for

Despite the fact that E. coli

group

a

1

firmly cell associated (and typically withstand washing and repeated

centrifugation), the mechanism by which the capsule structure is attached is
unknown. If cell association requires

covalent linkage, the actual linker molecule has

yet to be identified. This situation exists for most capsules and is related to the
technical difficulties in

identifying covalently linked molecules at the termini of long

polymer chains. Extraction procedures for capsule favour the
extractions, and

any

use

of phenol

linkage would have to withstand such treatments. It is

particularly interesting that the E. coli colanic acid biosynthesis locus has

no

homolog of Wzi (Stevenson et al., 1996), in striking contrast to the corresponding
group
a

1 capsule loci. The locus contains homologsof wza, wzb, and

wzc

and encodes

Wzy-dependent polymerisation system comparable to that for the K30 antigen.

While the exact role of Wzi is not resolved
and the wzi mutant identifies

an

by these studies, characterisation of Wzi

additional novel component

in the capsule assembly

system and may provide an initial insight into the capsule anchoring mechanism in
E. coli and K.

pneumoniae.
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4.4.2

30A

structure of Wza

Initial electron

microscopy of purified Wza-His6 revealed the

ringlike structures, mainly arranged in
Wza

spacing of -10

individual

ring structures

of 2.28 ± 0.28

nm

multimer of

map at

30A showed

a

between the oligomers. The outer diameters of the

nm

were

8.84 ± 0.43

nm,

and the central cavity had

a

diameter

(Figure 4.4.2.1) (Nesper et al., 2003).

Figure 4.4.2.1. 2D projection

projection

multimeric

observed previously with native

(Drummelsmith and Whitfield, 2000). A 2D projection

lattice

The

arrays, as

same

maps

map

of Wza-His6 oligomer at 30A.

from the 2D crystals strongly suggest that Wza-His6 forms

eight identical

monomers.

a

The images of the Wza multimers resemble

those obtained with members of the outer membrane 'secretin'

family (Genin and

Boucher, 1994), involved in type II and III protein export, type IV pilus assembly,
and filamentous

phage assembly. Secretins

are
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multimeric outer membrane proteins

in which

a

conserved C-terminal

(3-barrel rich domain is implicated in forming the

multimeric outer membrane channel

(Brok et al., 1999), (Gerard-Vincent et al.,

2002). Typically, 6-14 identical subunits form the ringlike structure of the secretin
(Thanassi et al., 1998), (Nouwen et al., 1999), (Nouwen et al., 2000). Despite
similarities in overall architecture of the secretin and Wza multimers, the
monomers

0.43 nm,
For

share

no

primary

sequence

similarity. With

an average

respective

diameter of 8.84 ±

Wza-His6 complexes are smaller than those observed for many secretins.

example, PilQ from Neisseria meningitidis has

a

diameter of 16.5

nm

(Collins et

al., 2001). The central cavity in the Wza multimer is also smaller than that of PilQ

(2.28 ± 0.28
may

for Wza-His6, compared with 6.5

nm

for PilQ). Such differences

reflect the types of substrates for these putative channels.

4.4.3
A

nm

15.5A

structure of Wza

15.5A resolution 3D

structure of Wza

(Beis et al., 2004)

was

obtained with the

single particle reconstruction method. A surface-rendered representation of the 3D
structure of Wza

The Wza
the top

viewed from the bottom, side, and top

complex

with

a

can

is shown in Figure 4.4.3.1.

be divided into two layers. A larger (115A) layer is located at

smaller (90A) layer at the bottom. Both layers

tightly associated subunits with

no

indication of a

pore or

are

formed by four

channels between them at

the top

and bottom faces. The bottom layer is rotated -20° relative to the top layer,

giving

an

overall twist to each subunit in the tetramer. Although the top layer is

relatively flat

on

its

upper

surface, the lower layer tapers into

of the four subunits. The side views reveal that these two
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a

rounded tip made

layers

are

up

joined by four

bridging densities allowing the 20° rotational twist between the two layers. The
complex has

an

overall height of ~85A in this side view. For scale, this is roughly

twice the thickness of

(or arms)
central

are

average

lipid bilayer. In between the connecting densities

four approximately circular holes of -35 A in diameter that connect to

cavity. This cavity is roughly elliptical in shape and is

40A-wide

at the widest

features within the
are

an

unable to

~20A in height and

points. The extent of the central cavity and its internal

complex also

identify

a

monomer

are

shown in Figure 4.4.3.1. At this resolution,

units within the structure.
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we

Figure 4.4.3.1. 3D structure of Wza at
of the Wza

a

15.5A resolution. A, surface-rendered views

complex with rendering at la above the

panel shows the

same

orientations of the

complex. B,

arms

density level. The lower

views with 5.4A thick slabs through the center of the
a

rotational series through

increments around the axis of rotational symmetry
subunit tetramer

mean

in side view.
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an

same

angle of 90° in 30°

reveals the surface details of the

The mushroom-like Wza-multimeric

to be formed by eight monomers with 4-fold rotational symmetry,

appears

suggesting

a tetramer

of dimers. A similar architecture and C4 symmetry have been

observed in other membrane
Fonseca et

proteins, e.g. the inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate receptor (da

al., 2003) and the Shaker channel (Sokolova et al., 2001), although in the

Shaker channel,
funnel

complex is divided into two discrete layers and

the lower ring shows

a

smoother surface relief and has

a

pronounced

shape. In these examples, the structural data show that the larger ring is

observed in the membrane-embedded
would suggest

portion of these structures. By analogy,

we

that the larger ring of the Wza complex is embedded in the

membrane. The detailed structure

provided by this study also allows

some

structural

comparison between Wza and the protein export 'superfamily' secretins and
highlights

some

important differences. PilQ from Neisseria meningitidis forms

a

large (~1 MDa) oligomeric outer membrane complex that is responsible for the
extrusion and

subsequent retraction of adhesive-type IV pili. Similar to Wza, the

PilQ secretin also is C4-symmetric and both PilQ and Wza complexes have four
arms

that

to form

a

project from the bottom layer, twisting around
closed

dome-shaped 'cap'

dimensions and internal

on

from the side,
also almost

access

14

PilQ also has

a

completely sealed

channels. The

monomers

in

a

central cavity and meeting

the top of the complex. However, the overall

cavity of PilQ

complex is probably formed from 12

a

are

considerably larger than Wza, and the

monomers

rather than eight. When viewed

three-layered structure. The internal cavity of PilQ is
on

all of the sides, whereas the cavity of Wza has

pIV multimer, which secretes filamentous bacteriophage, has

distinct three-band structure similar to
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PilQ. However, the central

cavity of pIV (60-88 A in diameter) is cut in two by the central (M) ring of the
complex (Opalka et al., 2003). In contrast to Wza multimers, the pIV-oligomeric
structure

shows

a

channel

external milieu. The

opening at each end, perhaps connecting the periplasm and

modeling of the PulD secretin revealed

cylindrical structure with

a

continuous and

open

a

C12-symmetrical

channel visible through the entire

length of the protein complex. Although clearly visible under the conditions of the
EM
et

experiment, conductance measurements indicate that the

pore

is gated (Nouwen

al., 1999). However, transmission electron microscopy analysis of proteolytically

digested PulD suggests that the three-dimensional structure
that of pIV

may

be

more

similar to

(Nouwen et al., 2000).

Quasi-symmetry is well characterised for viral capsid proteins but has been observed
relatively infrequently for other oligomeric assemblies. Notably, quasi-symmetry is a
feature of membrane and membrane-associated

protein complexes such

PilQ

as

(Collins et al., 2004). The PspA AAA+ adaptor protein assembly forms

a

C9-

symmetric ring associated with the inner membrane (Hankamer et al., 2003). The
molecular

mass

rotational units is

of the
a

complex is -lMDa and suggests that each of the nine

tetramer.

The structural

significance of these quasi-symmetrical

arrangements is unclear, but the symmetry mismatch has a functional significance
because the export

substrates typically will have either

symmetry compared with the exporter itself.
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no symmetry or a

different

In the

working model for

group

1 capsule translocation, the large ring of the Wza

multimer is membrane-embedded. Because its

depth almost exactly matches the

thickness of the membrane, it would be occluded

completely. Consequently,

our

prediction is that the entire smaller ring is exposed in the periplasm. An alternative
positioning of the complex in the membrane would require the side openings to be
inside the
with

a

lipid bilayer, and this

seems

unlikely. The structure is entirely consistent

model in which Wza interacts with K

the inner membrane.

antigen synthesis components located at

Preliminary biochemical evidence suggests protein-protein

interaction with the inner membrane

protein Wzc (Nesper et al., 2003). This would

be similar to the interactions of secretins

(such

as

MxiD) with the inner membrane

components in type III needle complex structures (Allaoui et al., 1993), (Blocker et

al., 2001). There is
E. coli

an

obvious analogy to the AcrAB-TolC drug efflux

(Nikaido and Zgurskaya, 2001). The TolC

can

pump

be coupled to either

an

from
ABC

transporter or an antiporter depending on the export substrate (Holland and Blight,

1999), (Andersen et al., 2000), (Andersen et al., 2001), (Thanabalu et al., 1998). The
Wza system

does not require an ABC transporter for translocation of the K antigen.

The Wza multimeric structure shows the

environment, but
from the

access to

periplasm. It

complex being closed to the external

the complex cavity may be achieved via the 'side' holes

may

be that this is the entry point for the capsular

polysaccharide with the exit point existing through the middle of

one

of the two

rings. We have proposed already that it is the large ring that is inserted in the
membrane, making this the exit point in the hypothetical model. Under the
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conditions used for

open

preparation and electron microscopy, the structures show

no

channel through this ring. However, because both Wza and secretins act

substrate-specific portals

across

the outer membrane, it

that

appears

we

as

are

observing the closed form of Wza multimers. In order for the substrate to thread

through Wza, the membrane-embedded layer would have to
Wza substrate is

change in the
there

was

consistent with

may

Given that the

large (lOOKDa), this would require significant conformational

upper

indeed

open up.

ring. As discussed above, the experimental data suggested that

some

our

flexibility in the larger (but not smaller) ring (.Figure 4.4.3.2),

hypothesis for opening and closing of the larger ring. This gating

be triggered either by substrate

candidate is Wzc, a

protein that

can

or

interaction with another protein. One

be cross-linked to Wza in

a

higher order

complex (Nesper et al., 2003). This structural information for Wza multimers
provides

a

starting point to investigate the nature of the Wza complex and the impact

of protein-protein

interactions

on

its function.
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Figure 4.4.3.2. Variance

map

(shown in pink at 3a above the

mean

central 44A-thick slab of the Wza-multimer structure viewed

superimposed

on a

from the side.

High variation within the three-dimensional structure

arm

in the

occurs

regions and also along the 4-fold axis of rotational symmetry (dashed line).

4.4.4
We

variance)

25A

were

structure of Wza-Wzc

interested in

complex

determining whether Wza is part of a transmembrane complex

acting in CPS translocation. One candidate for

an

inner membrane interaction

partner for Wza is Wzc (Nesper et al., 2003). The Wzc protein is essential for

capsule assembly and the close homolog Wzc from E. coli K-12 contains

a

large

periplasmic loop (Doublet et al., 2002) (.Figure 4.4.4.1); the corresponding region in
Wzc from the K30 cps

locus comprises 374 amino acids. The periplasmic loop is

predicted to be mainly a-helical and contains
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a

predicted coiled-coil motif (Morona

et

al., 2000), which is also supported from the CD spectra data,

be involved in

a

feature that could

protein-protein interactions.

Figure 4.4.4.1. Schematic presentation of the topology of protein Wzc. Figure from
Paulsen

The

et

al.

(Paulsen et al., 1997).

assembly and localisation of secretin multimers

can

also be influenced by other

components of the protein secretion complex (Schuch and Maurelli, 2001), (Ast et

al., 2002). For example, export of filamentous phage fl requires only four proteins
and
in

cross-linking experiments suggest that the transmembrane complex is preformed
the

absence of substrate

membrane secretin
contrasts

functional

by protein-protein interaction between the outer

pIV and the inner membrane protein pi (Feng et al., 1999). This

with the type

I export hemolysin paradigm, where assembly of the

complex and recruitment of TolC requires binding of the substrate to the

inner membrane components

(Letoffe et al., 1996), (Thanabalu et al., 1998),
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(Balakrishnan et al., 2001). The assembly and localisation of Wza multimers shows
no

absolute

requirement for Wzc. In fact, the observations that stable Wza multimers

form in E. coli K-12 and that cross-linked Wza and Wzc could be isolated in the K12

background both suggest that there is

presence

of substrate,

machinery. However,
of conserved

or

as

no

absolute requirement for either the

of other dedicated components of the capsule assembly

in all such

cases,

it is impossible to exclude the involvement

'housekeeping' E. coli proteins in the formation of the multimeric

complex. In type II protein export systems, the C-terminal domain of the secretin
polypeptide contains the site of interaction with other proteins in the complex,
includingthe pilot proteins (Daefler et al., 1997), (Daefler and Russel, 1998).

A

25A 3D

structure

of Wza-Wzc

reconstruction method. A

complex

bottom

obtained using the single particle

representation of the 3D volume of Wza-Wzc complex

viewed from the bottom, side, and top
be divided in two

was

is shown in Figure 4.4.4.3. The complex

rings; the top ring (T) is 75A in length and 100A in diameter. The

ring (B) is 50A in length and 100A in diameter. Both rings

associated with

no

bottom faces. The

can

indication of

complex has

an

a

pore or

are

channels between them at the top and

overall height of 150A in this side view.
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tightly

Figure 4.4.4.2. Proposed model of the AcrB-AcrA-TolC complex. Figure from
Murakami

et

al.

(Murakami et al., 2002).
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Side

Bottom

Top

T

B

100A

Figure 4.4.4.3. 3D structure of Wza-Wzc complex at
rendered views of the Wza-Wzc

a

25A resolution. Surface-

complex with rendering at la above the

mean

density level.

At this resolution it is difficult to

or

distinguish between the Wza and the Wzc proteins

the outer membrane and inner membrane embedded

Wzc to

Wza, there have been conformational changes. An interesting feature of the

complex is that the side openings of Wza

are

masked

upon

with Wzc. The interaction between the Wza and Wzc
the

periplasmic loop of the Wzc and the flexible

arms

openings observed in the structure, suggesting that
of the
K30

portions. Upon binding of

complex. This model, currently, supports

antigen is via

require opening

up

a

our

formation of the complex

proteins is probably between

of Wza. There

we are

are no pores or

observing the closed form

assumption that translocation the

channel, rather than the side openings of Wza

arms

and it would

for translocation. The C4 symmetry is observed for the complex,

suggesting that the Wza still exists

as a tetramer
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of dimers after forming

a

complex.

This also suggests

that the Wzc protein exists

from size exclusion
conformational
Wza

as a tetramer,

which is also supported

chromatography experiments. Wza has also undergone

changes; the surface relief does not

appear

the

same as

some

for 'free'

(Beis et al., 2004) (Figure 4.4.3.1). It is the conformational changes that do not

allow

us

for identification of Wza and Wzc in the

The existence of the

biochemical

complex.

complex under those conditions also supports the earlier

experiments that Wza and Wzc do not require substrate binding

'pilot' protein to form

a

stable complex

as

or a

with other secretins (Daefler et al., 1997),

(Nouwen et al., 2000).

4.4.5 Future work
There is

no

structure

of any

protein that shares homology with this putative

polysaccharide exporter system,
characterisation

of any

nor

is there

any

detailed structure

or

molecular

polysaccharide exporter. Understanding the basis of

polysaccharide export is not only important in the study of bacteria, but also
likely to shed light

on

seems

protein-export systems. Towards the goal of obtaining

detailed structural information, 3D

crystals have been

grown

for the Wza and Wzi

proteins, and low resolution volumes have been obtained for the Wza-Wzc
translocation

complex.

Future work would involve the

protein
K30

or

phasing of the Wza protein by either se-met labelled

heavy atom derivatives which will give

antigen at

a

molecular level.
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an

insight

on

the translocation of

Gold-labelling studies in combination with EM will allow
the Wza and Wzc

us to

proteins in the complex, which will help

membrane embedded

distinguish between
us to

identify the

portion of Wza and Wzc. A higher resolution volume for the

complex needs to be obtained by cryo-EM. It will also be important to collect EM
data in the presence

of the substrate, K30 antigen, and observe the binding of the

antigen, and how it might induce structural changes in the complex. Once the Wza
structure is

phased, modelling of its structure in the Wza-Wzc volume will let

identify the structural changes of the protein that it might have undergone

us

upon

assembly of the complex and/or binding of the substrate. The ultimate result would
be to obtain 3D

crystals of the complex.
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